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FORUM

AND RULE #50

CHECKING IT TWICE

0

NCE AGAIN this holiday season, three
of my friends received a Sunstone
Christmas card from editor Elbert Peck, but
not me. It is humiliating when they ask if I've
seen it. Now, I've never spoken or volunteered at a symposium, I've never given a
donation, and I'm not a subscriber, but I
follow Sunstone religiously and wish you
would put me on nest year's list.
HALROCKWND
Santa Barbara, CA
Elbert Peck responds:
Above is the Calvin Grondahl Christmas
card illustration. Although we inevitably
miss some people, we tried to send it to last
year's donors, magazine contributors, symposium participants, and volunteers. Join
one group, and 1'11 put you on the '96 list.

RULE #74

I

ENJOYED Elbert Peck's 100 rules ("Potluck," SUNSTONE, Dec. 1995), but his
Christmas card broke rule #74: "Don't run
cartoons of Jesus! (Even as a baby.)"
JOHNCOX
Alexandria, V A
Elbert Peck responds:
Technically, you see just baby Jesus' hand,
and they're points not t~iles.A good Pharisee,
I kept #52 slnce it's senior to #74: "Don't give
Grondahl or Bagley cartoon suggestions."

H

AIL THE HUNDREDTH issue (SUNSTONE, Dec. 1995)-absolutely
the
best ever! "What a pot poury!" as my grandmother would have exclaimed. For openers,
there is Elbert Eugene's delightful "One hundred . . . lessons . . . learned. . . ." A must, a
most entertaining, read for all SUNSTONE
contributors past, present, and future-full
of hard-won and distilled wit and wisdom. It
alone is worth the annual subscription
price-(except
for Bert's quirky feelings
about Greek and Latin plurals-symposiums, really! [Rule #SO.] That is as bad, or
worse, than condominiums. What next? agendas, agendums, medias, phenomenums,
rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses, and octopuses, focuses, criterions? And are the singulars agendum, medium, and datum banned,
too? Leave us pedants alone.)
And Ben Bennion ("Geographic Dynamics of Mormondom") outdid even himself.
And Courtney Campbell ("The Ordeal
and Meaning of Suffering") will make life a
hell of a lot easier for many of us old enough
to shave.
And what can I say about Quinn on
Quinn?-Inadequately, 1'11 try, "Thanks, ol'
buddy, for opening up and bearing your
soul!"
And about Dean May's insight that "Faith
without doubt is not faith at all. . ."--quite a
few of us, 1would guess, have been there and
MARCH 1996
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evils of nuclear weaponry. I am the deputy
back (or, maybe, not quite back). His sermon is comforting.
director of the Los Alamos National LaboraAnd I have never read more thoroughly
tory, and England's questioning the moral
thought-out book reviews than those by
fiber of those involved in developing nuclear
Marvin Hill and Gregory Prince. I also appreweapons struck close to home.
ciate Don Gibbon's off-the-wall-style review.
Some of his key themes are that nuclear
And, and, and. . . . Thanx, Bert! I hope to
deterrence is madness, that the nuclear arms
race has resulted in massive pollution and
be around to read the Two Hundredth.
STANLEY
B. KIMBALL incredible debt, and that developing nuclear
weapons might have cankered our souls.
Glen Carbon, IL
Bert Peck responds:
First, nuclear weapons have saved countAs they write in their condominia, SUN- less millions of lives by making global war
unthinkable. The number of people killed by
STONE pedants may use any archaic Latin
warfare increased dramatically during the
plurals they desire, but one. Although past
first half of the century, reaching a total of
Sunstone gums Peggy Fletcher and Daniel
about 60 million by 1945, when World War
Rector also preferred symposia, since the
I1 was brought to an early conclusion
1991 "Statement on Symposia," Sunstone
through the use of nuclear weapons. Global
uses symposiums. Our office dictionary
war has not occurred since then, and the
(American Helitage, 3rd ed.) now prefers the
number of people killed by warfare has delatter. too.
creased dramatically. The prospects of unPUSHING THE BUTTONS
leashing nuclear weapons ham forced the
superpowers to settle conflicts in other ways.
Many years ago, a former director of Los
UGENE ENGLAND'S "What Covenant
Will God Receive in the Desert!" (SUN- Alamos stated that the Laboratory did not
design nuclear weapons to kill people but to
STONE, Sept. 1994) gave his views on the

E

buy time until political processes could be
put in place to resolve conflict without resorting to world war. The evidence shows
that nuclear deterrence has worked.
Second, the facts simply do not support
that the nuclear arms race can be blamed for
much of the world's current economic difficulty The United States turned to nuclear
weapons partly because they were a bargain.
In a free society such as ours, it would have
been prohibitively expensive to maintain the
huge conventional forces that would have
been needed to offset the Soviet threat.
England also overstates the environmental and health aspects of nuclear weapons development. For example, the United
Nations sent a team of physicians into the
Ukrainian countryside to evaluate the health
impact of the nuclear reactor accident at
Chernobyl on the more distant villages in the
path of the radioactive plume. In villages that
had been exposed to fallout, they indeed
found many people in poor health; the villagers almost invariably blamed it on Chernobyl. The physicians then visited villages
that had not received any exposure. When

"No, we said 'New Church Logo' NOT NEW CHURCH LEGO! "
MARCH 1996
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the data were analyzed, there was no discemible impact from the Chemobyl accident.
Finally, England suggests that those of us
involved in the nuclear weapons development should be judged in the same light as
those who have actually killed millions of
innocent citizens (presumably someone such
as Hitler). He also speculates that LDS weapons developers have been duped into such a
heinous work because of their "unquestioning Mormon superpatriotism." As to judg-

that could be read as "implying they are a
bunch of mindless sheep." The essay was
given as a speech and used many poetic
devices, including hyperbole, to move its
audience to new feelings and ways of thinking about the dangers of continuing to acquiesce in programs of nuclear deterrence that
seem to me morally and spiritually dangerous for all of us-programs that, in Brother
Jackson's own summary of my idea, "might
have cankered our souls." My use of "our"

ment, let's leave that to God. As to motives,
from firsthand experience, England does LDS
weapons developers a disservice by implying
they are a bunch of mindless sheep blindfolded by an American flag.
JAMES E JACKSON
Los Alamos, NM
Eugene England responds:
1 apologize for anything in my essay that
seemed to question "the moral fiber of those
involved in developing nuclear weapons" or
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Antonio: Bookstop; Sugarland: Bookstop; Tyler: Hastings; Waco: Hastings; Websto:
Bookstop; Wichita Falls: Hastings. UTAH Bountiful: Barnes & Noble; Kaysville:
Beehive Book; Layton: Beehive Book, Hastings; Logan: The Book Table, Deseret Book.
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& Noble; Riverdale: Hastings; ProvoI: BYU Bookstore: Grand1In Book, Vall ey Book
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.
Sorrth Burlington: Barnes & Noble. VIRGINIA Midlothian: Barnes & Noble; Richmond: Barnes & Noble; Virginia Bench: Barnes & Noble. WASHINGTON Seattle:
Barnes & Noble; Silverdale: Barnes & Noble. WISCONSIN Appleton: Barnes &
Noble; Cudahy: Cudahy News & Hobby Center; Glendale: Barnes & Noble; Lacrosse: Barnes & Noble. WYOMING Laramie: Hastings.
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was crucial; I meant to point fingers at no one
but to ask us all to rethink our participation
(if only through our taxes and our silence),
perhaps while doing a little reading: Richard
Rhodes's Pulitzer Prize-winning The Making
of the Hydrogen Bomb (1988) and his Dark
Sun: The Making ofthe Hydrogen Bomb (1995),
trace the "lunacy" that led us to stockpile
32.500 warheads (when a few hundred
could destroy all civilization) at a cost of $4
trillion (about equal to the national debt that
is tearing our nation apart politically as we
argue about how much to cut back on care of
children and the poor and elderly)-and, in
the words of Time's reviewer (1 Jan. 1996)
"blundered to a fortunate standoff," though
we "came close to making the earth uninhabitable for anything but cockroaches."
This lunacy, which we started and continually escalated, led the equally lunatic Soviets to build 45,000 warheads and bankrupt
their economy, at a cost of continuing human
suffering that is incalculable and still increasing. A good part of that suffering is in the
"environmental and health aspects" of nuclear development, which Brother Jackson
claims I oventate. Look at the January 1993
National Geographic (for the massive devastation, death, and deformity around Russian
test sites) and Carole Gallagher's American
Ground Zero (for what our own Nevada tests
have cost)-and judge for yourselves.
The madness continues. The U.S. and
Russia still have missiles aimed at each other
and are currently trying to cut their addiction
back to "only" 3500 warheads-when nations like Britain and Israel have concluded
that 200 is plenty for deterrence. All of us are
caught up in the madness: as Time recently
reported (27 Nov. 1995). most Americans
think we spend as much on foreign aid as we
do on arms and want to cut the aid and
increase the arms. Actually, we spend only 1
percent of our budget on aid and eighteen
times that much on arms-though the scriptures and modem prophets make it abundantly clear that arms will not bring peace,
only living the gospel of mercy will.
Though Brother Jackson may be right that
"WWII was brought to an early conclusion
through the use of nuclear weapons," that
happened only at a tragic cost in lives, suffering, and moral weakness (as President J.
Reuben Clark clearly pointed out). The war
could have been brought to an end much
earlier, through the use of the power of mercy
expressed in a willingness to negotiate an
armistice instead of insisting on the revenge
of "unconditional surrender," and the many
wars since, costing millions of lives (which
Brother Jackson seems to think acceptable
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because nuclear deterrence prevented even
worse ones) could also have been prevented
if we had learned and develoved the Dowers
of making peace rather than building weapons of fear. Nuclear weapons did not, as
Brother Jackson claims, "buy time until political processes would be put in place to
resolve conflict" but instead provided the
superpowers with an excuse for not really
trying to make peace. (Witness the massively
destructive Gulf War, which could have been
prevented by an informed and determined
divlomacv throughout the Middle East in the
preceding years that wase neglected in pan
through complacent reliance on nuclear and
other arms buildup.) If we had invested even
one tenth the thought and treasure we
wasted on arms, we could have-and still
could-find intelligent applications of mercy
capable of removing most of the causes of
war. 1invite Brother Jackson, his co-workers,
and all of us, to bend our energies in that
direction. God has promised to help.

-

EX POST FACT0

S

ome notes concerning Edwin Firmage's
"Historical Criticism and the Book of
Mormon" (SUNSTONE
July 1993:
That the brass plates of Laban equate to
our Old Testament is never stated explicitly.
The best indication to that effect is that "they
did contain the five books of Moses" (1 Ne.
5:11), which books, as Firmage states, are
not considered by scholars to have been

/

composed by 600 B.C., let alone by Moses.
However, the Nephites are shown to be
unac~uaintedwith the Deuteronomic and
Priestly codes in the Bible's version of the
books of Moses. Lehi builds an altar in the
desert and offers sacrifice (1 Ne. 2:7), activities proscribed by Deuteronomy 12:13-14,
which limits the ritual to a central place, and
by Leviticus 1-10, which restricts the performance to the priestly descendants of
Aaron. The Pentateuch makes adultery a
capital offense; the Book of Mormon does not
(Alma 30: 10). Yet the me-Christian Nephites
frequently assert that they keep the Law of
Moses. Nor do they seem to know of the
Davidic covenant (2 Sam. 7) when Zarahemla's people submit to the kingship of
Mosiah (Omni 12-10). Such incongruities
indicate either that Joseph Smith did not
know the Bible very well, o r that the Nephite
"Bible" was not much like ours.
Consider 2 Chronicles 17:9, which suggests that there existed only one book called
"the book of the law of the LORD." The later
book, found in the temple during the reign
of King Josiah (2 ~hron.-34:15)had wet ink,
according to many scholars, and was condemned even by Jeremiah (Jer. 8:8, 2:8).
That discovered book is now our Deuteronomy, and it outlawed many long-established practices, such as the offering of
domestic sacrifice by family elders of any
tribe. The older book, to the extent that it
differed from Josiah's, was in danger. If it
were made of brass, it might have been con-
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BUY
BOOK!

verted to (bronze) doorknobs. Thus the story
of Laban's plates agrees with biblical history
in limiting the number of published law
codes to a few copies. And Lehi's behavior in
the desert is in rough conformity to what
higher criticism would predict.
BUTCH
FOSTER
Stansbury, UT

Y NOT?
Order these author-signed books from
Sunstone, and we'll pay the
postage-free! Add $7.50, and we'll
have the autograph personalized.

Call 8011355-5926
for credit card orders.
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Sunday of the Living Dead

Essays by Robert Kirby, illustrations
by Pat Bagley. $9.95. This bestselling holiday title is in the third
printing-already a Mormon classic.

Restless: Memoirs of Labor and
Consumer Activist Esther Peterson

$15.00, paper; $27.50, cloth. Advisor to
presidents and U.N. assistant
ambassador, Peterson is the most
accomplished women BYU graduate.

LIVER ALDEN'S discourse is the best
I've read on the pain and problems of
the active LDS homosexual (" 'My God, My
God, Why Hast Thou Forsaken Me?' Meditations of a Gay Mormon on the 22nd Psalm,"
SUNSTONE, Aug. 1995). 1 ache for him and
have few answers-mostly more questions.
Consider a recent problem in veterinary
medicine in Idaho: Sheep were refusing to
mate heterosexually and demonstrated homosexual tendencies. Experiments showed
that a deficiency of certain trace elements,
including selenium, in the first trimester of
gestation caused the malformation of the fetal hypothalamus part of the brain, which
apparently caused altered sexual orientation.
Application of these principles to human development can only be conjectural, but the
widespread deficiency of selenium in the
soils of many regions, coupled with the removal of trace minerals in food processing
may shed some light on causes and prevention of homosexuality, which in some cases
might be thought of as a birth defect.
Do we in the Church, or in society, treat
other birth defects in a similar way? Only
when they affect the sex of an individual. As
a physician, I have cared for sexually ambiguous patients--ones whose genitalia were
not obviously male or female. Sometimes the
sex that the patient will have beyond the age
of two months is more a function of the
reconstructive surgeon than the findings of
the geneticist. I know patients who are beautiful women, happily mamed, with no question of any sort about their gender, but when
we examined them to find the cause of their
infertility, we discovered that in place of ova-

0
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Lowell L. Bennion: Teacher,
Counselor, Humanitatian

by Mary Lythgoe Bradford. $24.95.
Bennion's life shows us to d o justly,
love mercy, and walk humbly with God.
A landmark in Mormon biography.

ries they have tesLes, and their genotype is a
male's X(.Since none of these patients were
LDS, I do not know how the Chuirch would
have responded, but some interesting questions arise: Do these women get ordained,
since they are genetically males? Must they
divorce their husbands? Do children with a Y
chromosome but no penis go to the deacon's
or to the beehive class? ~ o e an
s emasculated
war veteran lose his priesthood?
These may seem like silly questions, but
similar questions do arise in LDSsettings. For
example, a priesthood holder in Las Vegas,
mamed and with children, developed testicular cancer. Because the tumor was stimulated by testosterone, he was castrated to
decrease the growth rate of the cancer. After
surgery, he began developing female secondary sexual characteristics, including breasts,
decreased body hair, and cyclical mood
changes, while his tumor regressed at an
unexpected rate. Examination revealed a pair
of functional ovaries in his pelvis, which had
previously been suppressed by his testes' testosterone production. This is an uncommon
finding in autopsies of otherwise sexually
normal men. In the midst of his understandable identity crisis, his local priesthood
leaders told him that, to avoid excommunication, he must undergo bilateral mastectomy and oophorectomy (castration again!).
His physician advised against this, as it
would remove the estrogen suppression of
the tumor. Castration and anti-testosterone
hormonal therapy are standard treatments
for male sexual tumors, and it seems unlikely
that high-priest-age men with prostate cancer would be subjected to a ultimatum similar to that received by this poor brother. It
seems to have been his breast development
that the local priesthood, and his wife, objected to. He was subsequently excommunicated, and his wife and children, who were
mortified, left him. If something as basic as
sex can be so ambiguous, are we surprised
that something as subjective as sexual orientation can also become confused?
DANL. ECKLUND
Viroqua, Wl

Pontius' Puddle
FEED THE HUFIGRY.
mGKT I N ~ I C E .
WORK FOR PEACE!

Sunstone: 331 Rio Grande, Suite 206
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
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DIVERGENT PATHS

A

S A NEW SUBSCRIBER, I was impressed
with much of what I read in the August/September 1995 issue. I was particularly moved by Oliver Alden's story. In
overcoming the bitterness that comes so
naturally to victims of prejudice and persecution, while remaining true to his convictions,
he sets a remarkable example for the rest of
us. I wish him all the best in his journey.
I can't help but contrast Alden's courage
and tolerance with the mean-spirited attack
contained in Michael Levine's letter about the
BWdecision not to show an uncut version of
Schindler's List. Levine and his alleged "Mormon friends" regard the B
w administration's
decision as "unconscionable," without any
empathy whatever for the catch-22 in which
the school found itself. To show Schindler's
intact, with its nudity and harsh violence,
would be to acknowledge that the school's
(and its sponsoring church's) prohibition
against such material is founded less on principle than on portable guidelines. Schindler's
is a powerful and important movie; 1 don't
recall hearing the B
w administration deny
that, nor do 1 recall hearing anyone there tell
students that they should not see the film.
However, for the university to sponsor a
showing would be tantamount to saying that
excellent film content makes nudity/violence
an acceptable by-product. The school would
thereafter be placed in the impossible position of having to inspect and judge the tradeoff between merit and objectionable material
for every "important" film that came down
the pike. As one who saw and was affected by
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the film, I nonetheless cannot blame them for seems ludicrous and self righteous to claim
declining to take that path.
that excising these few words and scenes
GARY
WIDDISON would mar the artistic statement of the film.
We can watch the TV version and find out.
Tokyo, japan
BRAD
TEARE
SCHINDLER'S CUT
Providence, UT

I

WAS AMUSED AT the display of artistic
indignation expressed by Michael Levine
concerning the request by BW to edit the
obscenity and bare breasts in Steven Spielberg's film Schindler's List. If his outrage really
concerned artistic values and the preservation of a work of art, he might have a point.
The reality is that in five years, we will see
Schindler's List on television, the offending
parts taken out and. I presume, its artistic
message bowdlerized and its morality excised. It will be for the sake of mainstream
America and at the request of sponsors like
McDonald's or G.ht No one will make a
whimper. What we see in Mr. Levine's outrage and condescension and in Steven Spielberg's selective integrity is the willingness to
humiliate a powerless minority (without losing any money at the box office). I have no
doubt the moral courage of people such as
Steven Spielberg will vanish in an instant
when the time comes to squeeze more
money out of the film. The episode conceming BW and Schindler's List is less one of
cultural backwardness on the part of the
Church than one of intolerance by mainstream America of a religious minority's value
system. Who's surprised that the Church
can't endorse a movie that shows bare breasts
and uses sexual expletives regardless of the
film's countervailing virtues? Ultimately it

SUN WORSHIP

I

WAS TOUCHED BY Heidi Bmgger's lament on Mormonism's lack of the seasonal
ceremonies ("Easter Mourning," SUNSTONF;
Aug. 1995). How the Christmas lights
brighten the dark winter solstice; how the
Easter spring engenders feelings of rebirth,
renewal, and resurrection. It's nice to feel
connected through those rituals back to the
Middle Ages and the earliest Christians.
There's just one problem. Here, down-under, Easter is in the fall, and Christmas is in
the summer, when the days are the longest! I
have never dreamt of a white Christmas, nor
do I yearn for one-my fondest Christmas
memories are sunny, not dark, days.
President Gordon B. Hinckley recently
said that soon half of the Church would live
outside the United States. Since many of
those Saints are south of the equator, it's
probably a good thing that the Church's holiday celebrations have been stripped of European seasonal trappings. What would be
nice, however, is for the Church to allow
different regions to customize their commemorations. Brugger in England can keep
her lights-in-the-dark Christmas rituals;
down here, I'd like some beachlocean ceremony to celebrate the Birth.
Realistically, however, we're not going to
develop regional customs; the
Church seems heck-bent on having one program for every hamlet
anywhere in the world. Being such
a modem, corporate, world-wide
religion, couldn't we develop new,
season-neutral rituals that would
better call out our desires for
deeper holiday worship than do
our current Mormon services.
which often are just "theme" sacrament meetings?
BILLHENSON
Sydney, Australia

A

DDRESS LETTERS FOR PUBLICATION TO "READERS'
FORUM." WE CUT FOR SPACE
AND DUPLICATION AND EDIT
FOR TONE. LETTERS ADDRESSED TO AUTHORS WILL
BE FORWARDED, UNOPENED,
TO THEM.
4
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OF GOOD REPORT
SERMON ON PROPERTY
How the cash-strapped, unwealthy Christian can create a surplus to help the poor
Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have.
-Heb. 13:16, RSV

ual

P

ROPERTY IS JUSTIFIED in so far as it is acquired through work,
when it represents accumulated work. On the other hand, however, when I have possessions and see the need of the starving and
in my hand the money increases according to the law "To him who
has will more be given," I can again become confused and ask myself
whether I may keep it. We must also bear in mind the other
fact that . . . I own property. . . not only because I have worked or
taken over the yield from the work of my parents but also because
societv eives me the ~ossibilityof keeping it. Thus society joins inall oumership a!
r. All of th e propert)7 that I own does not
belong to me in the sense that I ma! r say to m:yself, "That is mine. I
can dlo with it what I want.,"but only in the sen!je that I say to myself ,
. .. "That 1s property which I should administer in a profitable sense for
the general public and for which I arn obliged before my conscience
to be responsible."
Pro~ertv.t h e.&-~I----r ~ u l-IIIC
c . tans-and here we come to the question
we haIve to take up for toclay-respo nsibility.
What ought I to do wil:h that wh ich I own? How far rnay I use it
for myself! Hour far must I let it got.o those wlho are nee1dy?
. . and. riches, always only of
. . . I have never spoken of the rich
owners and property in a completely general way. . . . Let's leave the
riche therefore. We are not their judges, and . . . let's speak aout us,
the well-off and owners. For most of us, wealth and property beginwhert:our mealns leave o ff. Whoevc2r earns tf lree thousand francs,
with .perhaps also a little set aside i~n savings, says to himself, "Yo1
are a worker 01 a craftsm,an. What you earn just reaches for you r
. -..
living needs. You aren't bound to wony about others. Leave that to
those who earn ten thousand." . . . .
This we speak from one ownership and earnings level to the
.-.
[nose who are wealthier thanother. and we lay the responsibility on
we ot~ ~ e l v e s. . This
. self-,deceit is thf :great enelmy of reflection about
the d uties that ;are laid up)on us conlceming w.hat we do with wha t
we ocvn and earn . . . .Anc)wner is anlyone who ,when he goes to be(i
.
.
- .
in the evening, has something lett over lor the next day.
. . . [Ilin practical life we all stand again and again before the onle
question: That is, surplus, which could have been given to the poor
We buy a piece of furniture or a work of art according to our taste
we tneat ourselv,es to a beautiful book, we celebrate a festival in th~
e
circle of our rel;atives, or we undertake a short trip for relaxation- and Ixecisely urhen we want to be happy, the idea overtakes usi:
- that
-[mloney]! Ma!y you re; tlly
"What good you could have done wi th
use it in that way for yourself?"
. . . Jesus himself defended the right of asurplusl a1~d madf : it
evident that there are cases when it is appropnate. wnen tne woman
at Bethany anointed him with spices, the disciples grumbled an(
complained that she ought to have sold the nard and given thl
money to the poor. But he said, "Why do you trouble the woman
She has done me a good work." A good work in that she s'howed hin
love with an intrinsically unnecessary expensc:. Thus we:, too, hav~
the right to act similarly toward our friends.
And nevertheless these decisions may not be allowed to IUII us
1
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for thc Lvllg 11. . . . Evry o n e , even he who only keep a bit, is an
owner, and he may not rock himself in peace, but must always be
troubled about whether he can account for and to what extent he can
account for his having something while others starve. . . . I am going
to give you laws that are attainable for everyone and that would
represent a far-reachingsolution of the problem of poverty, were they
to gain general approbation.
The first is this: Restrict your living requirements so that you have
something to give. Review your life-style and that of your family and
see what you could save in order to be rich in doing good. And I say
that direcdy to us who do not number among the wealthy and who
-so
- pasily
- -.- come into the temptation to say to ourselves that all that we
have is necessary for us ourselves.
What the world lacks is not large sums that this c)r that ricln
e
perso n keeps but the man small gifts that thcJse who p ossess- ..littll
.
spend unnecessarily. Those are the water drops that ought to till the
stream to water the land. . . .
I dare to set up another law that could be camed Ithrough b;Y
.c
everyone and be of great importance for the general p u ~ ~ 11
i ca
~ took it seriously. If you a110w yourself something
number of p e oIle
that is not essential to life t~ urather
t
5;erves rela2tation and satisfaction
of the need for the beauti ful and th4e nice, then take. apl
. ~roximately
the same amount it cost and specify that for good deeds.
Do no~t
spend more on such things than you allow for the welfare of othersi!
If you undertake a vacation trip, then set aside a gift thaa will go ct 3
. ..the
----noor and the sick to get them out of the muggy city air.
11 you
make a celebration for yc3ur relatives or frierI&, then Iration you r
means so that you can offer the hungry thle same a]mount yo1.I
enjoy
ed to help them. If)rou .buy- a piece off1lrniture or somethimg
.
.
else that gives you pleasure, think about granting something in the
same value for those who lack the most necessary things, who do not
know how they are going to pay their rent. And do this for all the
ampnities
-- - - - -.
you do not begmdge yourself. I think that to a certain
extent we must share with the needy in everythling that gw s beyond
the elssentials. We need to impose a volunta ry secret tax through
whicl1 we secure for ourselves inurardly the license to1 utilize for
ourselves the property that comes irlto our ha]nd.
When I say this, I also request th ose who are young and have nlo
:hold to reflect concerning this secret sont of buying;when theY
*
nlrw
r--.-up those things that, in their lack or restraint, they select to
make their lives attractive. . . .
W'ith that I have now given into our hand s somethir~gfirm anc3
pract1ical to help us find our way in a wide area ~.
of th e confuse13
question of property and the use ofproperty. k t each of ca reflect 01n
it! It can be camed through, and if we take it seriously in 1ife, we maY
hope to do something good and to compare to the man inI the Gospe:I
rn whom his Lord said: "You have been faithful in little."
11.

'

..

ALBERT!
;cHWEITZEK
n A Place]'or Revelati'on:Senno?1s on Reverrncefor Lqe
tr. by David Lammore; emphasis;in original
MacMillan,1988,
~rintedby permission
SUN^ I U N L: welcomes submissions of

interesting quotations.
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when it started to
break even.

FROM THE EDITOR
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books. In every issue, and at symposiums, we will offer books
for sale. Good books. Worthy books. Books
proven by their popularity, such as Robert
Kirby's and Pat Bagley's Sunday of the Living
Dead; unknown gems that deserve wider
readership, such as Esther Peterson's memoirs; and ones destined to be classics, such as
Mary Bradford's biography of Lowell Bennion. We won't be a full-service bookstore
By Elbert Eugene Peck
and carry every Mormon title, but
over time we hope to acquire a discriminating inventory that will inTHIS ISSUE, on page 6, Sunstone
up. Years later, we brought in author
inaugurates another venture in its "I know!
Chaim Potok. I'm still not sure why
clude important, non-Mormon
let's put on a show!" saga of money-raising a packed Kingsbury Hall didn't
religious books, too. (We will need
volunteers to fill the orders.)
schemes. Over the years, these projects have cover the hall rental, Potok's travel
In a way, this endeavor is one
expanded Sunstone's editorial scope in ways and honorarium, and publicity.
more expansion of Sunstone's role of
Some other lectures
unanticipated in the imKINGSBURY HALL
- - connecting audiences with ideas. It
and banquets had the
pulse to just do what God
WPM
also (1) identifies important books
commanded Joseph Smith:
same great-evenunoto own, and (2) conveniently delivprofit outcome. Many
"Pay the debt thou hast
'Arn0Rn-Y
ers them to readers. In spit; of the
iorget that the late,
contracted to the printer.
REBELLION"
altruistic points, we're doing this for
great Sunstone Review
Release thyself from bond* . - L .
the money; please patronize our
was created to subsiage" (D&C 19:35). Here are
service when you can.
dize
odical.its
Thesister
plan was
pento
some of the lows and highYet, if past is prologue, who
lights.
will take us and
attract lucrative advertisements knows where this project
The first ~ublicationof
.
from national publishers by re- how it will enrich our
The Sunstone Foundation
--."rs
other
deliberations
*Gs
viewing their books in a givewas not issue 1 of the
and activities? "Way
away, newsprint, Mormon book
magazine but the 1975
reviewlnews magazine. Well, its leads on to way," said
Mormon History Calendar,
Robert Frost as he conexpenses nearly sank the entire
the first of eight, annual,
Sunstone adventure, but its content forever templated the road he
high-quality calendars designed to underdefined SUNSTONE'S news section. Sadly, took in that yellow
write SUNSTONE magazine. The first one
;
Sunstone stationery, with a cartoon on each wood. Former Suncame out a little late (surprised?), and so
stone publisher Daniel
sheet, never caught on.
there were plenty remaining halfway through
Rector dreamed of
Fortunately, some schemes not only had
the year. Peggy Fletcher cut out the oversize,
inherent worth but also made money. The opening a Sunstone bookstodcafe where
historical
photoauthors would read, and readers would
graphs and, wearing publishing of Calvin Grondahl's first three
cartoon books, the peddling of cassette re- browse, and all could talk of God's truths at
sandwich
boards,
night over Brigham Tea. That's not in our
canvassed Salt Lake's cordings of symposium sessions, and the
x
Main Street during auctioning of original Mormon art at the Salt plans, but, hey, who knows?
Lake symposium have helped keep SUNthe Days of '47 parade, hawking "Utah STONE 's presses running.
And thus we see how
History Prints" for
the craving for money
fifty cents each.
The ever-present can be a catalyst for creaActual Sandwich Board need for money tivity. Imagine Sunstone
regularly motivated without its news, cartoons, lectures, and consimilar enterprises. It's fortunate that most
Oh, there now is a convert named Brian
?I
were worthy undertakings in their own right nection to the larger I
- .
Whose home teaching is upsetting Zion.
since so many of them were money losers. world of published religInstead of the message.
ious ideas-a11 of which were launched or
Such was the ill-fated, outdoor showing of
He5 giving a massage.
the film 7'he Producers in Lindsey Gardens. greatly expanded by greed.
And how all the ward's tongues are a-flyin'!
No one ever expected the symposiums to
Sunstone hired a police officer to control the
-BRAD MITCHELLL
make money, so it was a major achievement
expected crowd, but only six people showed
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TURNING THE TIME OVER T O...
Wayne S C ~ O W

LOOKING FOR GOD

It was not hard to think that something so beautiful as what
I had seen on Tom's summit was the Lord's.
l earth,
But the psalmist claimed more than t h a t - ~ ~the
and d l that dwell therein-everything-it was all the Lord's.
Not just what was scenic, but also what was ordinary

If you love everything, you will
perceive the divine mystery in
things.
-DOSTOEVSKY

The Brothers Karamazov

F

OR ALL OF my adult life-and even
before-I have been seeking to understand what it means to be spiritual. But for me, the concept has proven
surprisingly elusive. "Spiritual," as an adjective, falls from people's lips so casually and so
frequently in daily speech, as if we all knew

WAYNE SCHOW is a professor of English and
Chair of English and Philosophy at Idaho State
University (e-mail: schowayn@isu.edu). This
paper was presented at the 1993 Sunstone
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precisely what the word denotes, when in
fact the contexts in which it is invoked and
the connotations trailing from it vary considerably from speaker to speaker. For years I
assumed, with a simple faith in the absolute
referentiality of language, that somewhere
behind the surface confusion lay a true
meaning, and 1 hoped someday to find it. In
the meantime, this much always seemed
clear to me: without spirituality there could
be no genuine religious life.
As a youth, I was encouraged by my religious teachers to pursue practices that would
enhance the spiritual dimension ol my existence, notably personal prayers, Church attendance, scripture study, and fidelity to
Church behavioral standards. Such habits, I
was promised, would confirm for me the validity of the Church and its divine authority
That seemed to me at the time a sufficient

end for spirituality, its value self-evident and
unquestioned. Whether God was to be understood as a gateway to the Church or vice
~ r r s adid not matter: somehow the two were
inseparable. I accepted such teacherly advice
uncritically during those early years, and I
worked at that vague project after my
fashion. But there were no epiphanies. I was
too preoccupied with the woild, it seemed,
riding the roller coaster of teenage emotions.
1 did-not worry overmuch about classifying
the subtleties of my spiritual quest.
On my mission, my attempts to incorporate spirituality into my life grew more
earnest. Such efforts, we were given to understand, were essential if one was to be successful in spreading the gospel, and I wanted
to succeed. If you hoped for the spirit to
move your investigators, you had to have the
spirit yourself. So we prayed a lot, privately
as companions, and in groups. We concentrated as intensely as we were able on scripture and on our straightforward message. We
put in long hours. We followed rules not natural to young adult males. For me, missionary life certainly seemed ascetic, but a
necessary discipline that kept us focused.
Well, I think I did experience-within my
limits-some spiritual growth while I was
missionarylng. The trouble was, it was hard
to tell the difference between having the
spirit and simply being worked up emotionally When you subject yourself regularly to
the power of suggestion that is in prayer,
when you keep repeating to yourself every
day certain group-encouraged generalizations, while those around you, your closest
companions, continually reinforce those sentiments, and when you must daily defend
those sentiments in the face of a skeptical
world, religous "enthusiasm" follows quite
easily. The question is, to what degree are the
acquired religious convictions "spiritually"
revealed, and to what degree the result of uncritical self-persuasion?
Before I returned home from Denmark, I
concluded that spirituality cannot be discovered simply as a function of focusing on religion twenty-four hours a day
I saw clearly in my mission peers a range
of postures. In some, I genuinely admired
what I took to be spiritual discipline. In
others, what I saw seemed only a veneer of
piety that lacked whatever spiritual quality it
was meant to represent; I thought such "trappings" would vanish after the mission release
as quickly as they had been put on. And then
there were a few elders who wore the missionary mantle lightly and whose continued
hearty engagement in the world suggested
that they remained their normal selves and
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not the slightest bit preoccupied with, or for
that matter even aware of, ascetic spirituality
If I found their apparent authenticity
somehow appealing, it may have been a reflection of unacknowledged ambivalence
about the unnatural dimensions of the enterprise I was engaged in. None of this seems
surprising now, in retrospect.
I came home and took up the threads of
my normal life again-mamage, college, a
job, family, the usual things. My wife and I
were active in the Church; we tried diligently
to impart religious values to our growing children. As the years passed, I worked mechanically at building a religious life, a personal
religious philosophy I considered the
problem analytically With some measure of
consistency, 1 tried to live according to the
things I believed. For example, I believed in a
kindly God and in a moral order, in relation to
which I had definite obligations; I believed
that my life had meaning in a larger perspective, with developmental goals toward which I
was working. But the mystery of the spiritual
aspect, the quickening transcendent dimension of this, the flame, always seemed a step

beyond me. Eventually, I concluded with
some regret that my empirical, analytical temperament was not conducive to the development of such insight. This was consistent with
Paul's words that spiritual gifts are not given
uniformly to all. (1 Cor. 12:6ff.) I would have
to make do, it seemed, with something less.
At some point during these years 1 settled
on a provisional definition of spirituality that
was to me both sensible and fistrating: to be
spiritual was to incorporate the divine into
onek daily living. But how could someone
like me do that?
The standard answer given was that one
needed to develop a vital prayer life.
Somehow 1 failed to achieve that-for reasons that seemed consistent with my experience. In the film B e Ruling Class, Peter
OToole plays a character who believes he is
. one point a visitor asks him,
Jesus ~ h r i s tAt
"When did you become aware that that is
who you are?" Well," says OToole, "I used to
pray to Jesus a great deal, and one day I suddenly realized that I was talking to myself."
Earlier on, formal prayer was more habitual
For me than it is today I did not come to

Every Hairstylist a Missionary

"Can't you make it so that you can tell that? a trumpet in
Moroni? hand!"
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O'Toolek conclusion about the nature of my
addressee, but like him I had to admit that
my attempts at prayer were not successful as
"conversations" with God, much less
chummy There was a separation there, a
gulf, an essential difference between the
mortal and the infinite, and it was not easily
bridged. I could pour out my longing in
words, but "God's responsen was a matter for
interpretation; interpretation that was likely
influenced by my premises, my culture, my
desires. I acknowledged that informal reflection and meditation worked better for me
than ritual approaches, that the notion of a
rhetorical occasion somehow got in my way
when I wanted to consider my relation to God.
My problems with prayer made some aspects of my life in the institutional Church
less rewarding. Too often there was a kind of
piety or formulism associated with scheduled
group prayers that to me felt neither authentic nor spiritual; group prayers seemed,
in fact, more driven by social and institutional imperatives. In this observation I do
not mean to judge the participation of others
adversely, but simply to say that my needs
were different.

S

OMETIMES we have to wait a long
time for that which we desire, perhaps,
like Abraham and Sarah, until it appears no longer even to be possible.
In mid-September 1991 I had a simple experience that profoundly altered my spiritual
quest. I had been snowed out of a planned trip
to climb Mt. Teewinot in the Tetons. Much
disappointed, 1 decided in early afternoon of
the following day to drive to Tom Mountain, a
modest peak in the Bannock Range not far
from my home. I had never been up it before,
and I thought climbing it might afford me a
small measure of consolation.
It was a perfect autumn aftemoon, with
just that slight coolness in the air that makes
the sunk warmth feel welcome. On the lower
eastern slope I tramped through shady, light
dappled aspen groves, left the creek, and
began the long haul up the steeper open
mountainside. I bushwhacked past the low
brush, then came to that wonderful grass
that makes the mountain look from a distance like a camel's back. Off and on there
was the sensuous pleasure of touching stone
as I clambered up over rocky outcroppings. I
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picked my route alternately through ravines
and along ridges, delighting in the crisp air,
the transparent azure above me. My footsteps
and my heavy breathing were the only
sounds: I did not see another soul or any sign
of human activity
After three hours of fairly steady climbing
I reached the summit. Seated on a rock, I
contemplated the splendid scene unfolding
to the west. Below me lay a heavily wooded
drainage, pine forest accented with strands of
yellow-leaved aspen. Majestically, it dropped
away from Scout Mountain on the north, and
gradually, as its degree of descent lessened, it
became the bucolic Arbon Valley, whose harvested fields now lay golden in the sun declining above distant ~ i n n o c kPeak.
And as I sat there, grateful for a prospect
that was surprisingly lovely in that light, a
verse from the twentieth-fourth Psalm came
to my mind with the force of an epiphany:
"The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness
thereof; the world, and they that dwell
therein." The conjunction of this thought
and this setting at that moment was to me remarkable, powerful. I savored it quietly for
half an hour.
I am not unaware that mv narrative has
been building up to a cliched situation, such
a "predictable" insight achieved-where
else-on the top of a mountain. I can only
say that I had contem~latedthe world from
high places on numerous previous occasions,
some of those summit views far more spectacularly grand than the Tom ~ o u i t a i n
prospect, and at none of those times had I experienced the same kind of beatitude.
Only my awareness that darkness would
soon engulf me caused me to stir and begin a
hurried descent.
The next day in my office, I sat remembering the pleasure of the climb and the quiet
splendor of the view from Tom Mountain.
And the words of the psalm came back to
me-and
hung there, pregnant with
meaning. It was not hard to think that something so beautiful as what I had seen on
Tom's summit was the Lord's. But the
psalmist claimed more than that-all
the
earth, the fulness thereof, and all that dwell
therein-everything-it
was all the Lord's, it
was his creation. Not just what was scenic,
but also what was ordinary; not just what
was rare, but what was commonplace; not
just those who were heroic or noble, but the
great majority of humankind who were
undistinguished. The world and the fullness
thereof: all of it was intimately related, intimately connected to the divine. And suddenly I knew subjectively that it was
therefore all holy
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That realization changed everything. Like
a wave its implications washed over me. It
meant that whatever I contemplate, whatever
1 encounter in the physical world is possessed of a special quality It meant that
whenever I go out in the yard to cultivate my
carrots and onions, I am tilling sacred soil. It
meant that the highway on which I drive, the
lush or barren landscapes through which I
pass, all are holy places. Rocks, grass, water,
trees-all holy The dog under my feet, the
mole raising ridges in my lawn are more than
they seem. Persons I encounter in the streets
or in a park or in the aisles of a grocery
store-old, young, slender, stout, haggard,
harried, slick, slovenly, surly, simple-all are
God's creatures, holy, and I must so regard
them. All races, all creeds, all the diversity in
human beings, in animals and plants, I must
henceforth see as imbued with holiness. And
if holy, then spirituality must mean to recognize
thisfact and respond to all things with reverence
and with gratitude for their divine connection.
Why did that seem so strange, like a startling new revelation? After all, don't we hear
in church all the time that we are God's children, and this world his? Yes, we do; it's just
that we don't understand it in quite that mystical way, or attach sufficient importance to
it-at least I hadn't. The more prevalent interpretation is, I think, that the world in
which we live is fallen, cut off from God and
holiness, or if not that, then at best it is a
neutral world of inert elements.
From these ordinary interpretive viewpoints, the occurrence of holiness is consid-

ered the exception rather than the rule.
Chances are if you ask a Latter-day Saint
where to find a sacred spot, his or her sense
of the possibilities will be limited; probably
he or she will recommend a visit to nne of the
temples. But Mormons aren't alone in
holding this narrow view. Catholics will suggest a spot where a saint experienced a miracle. When Muslims think of a holy place,
their thoughts turn to Mecca. And the ancient Hebrews, from whom many of our
habits of mind derive, believed that holiness
was to be found in exceptional places, under
exceptional circumstances, or so I read their
scriptural texts-Moses in the desert, for example, removing his sandals before the
burning bush, for he understood that he
stood in immediate proximity to the divine
that was not normally present.
This pattern of thought derives from a
long standing dominant dualism in the
Judeo-Christian tradition, a dualism that divides matter from spirit, corruptibility from
incorruptibility; it is the same dualism that
shaped my thought as 1 grew up. It assumes
that God-our Heavenly Father-dwells in
a distinctly separate and superior realm,
above or outside the world of ordinary sense
experience. It implies that to find spirituality,
one must in some way transcend the material
world we live in. One finds God in proportion as one retreats, literally or figuratively,
from engagement in the routine surfaces of
life.
But after Tom Mountain that dualism became, for me, suddenly invalid. I recognized
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it as an impediment to my spiritual quest.
There is a well-known story of a
Portuguese explorer who, searching for the
coast of Brazil, found himself not only lost at
sea but virtually becalmed and about to run
out of drinking water. He and his crew faced
a desperate situation. After several days, another vessel drifted into view and eventually
within hailing distance. "Our drinking water
is gone," shouted the Portuguese across the
waves; "can you help us?" The call came
back: "Lower your bucket where you are. It is
all around you." In response to this seemingly mad instruction, they threw a bucket
over the side, and drew up-fresh water.
And at once the explorer realized that they
were situated in the one hundred fifty-milewide mouth of the Amazon River.
On Tom Mountain I dropped my bucket
inadvertently where I typically expected to
find salt water, and I drew up instead living
water. The spiritual realm that had always
seemed so elusive was in fact all around me,
in everything I saw It always had been.

tion of omnipresent holiness. Does that effort
benefit humankind, does it raise the human
spirit? Does it respect the integrity and
wholeness of creation? In short, does it enhance, esthetically and morally, the earth and
the earth's inhabitants?
When Jesus said, "Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me" (Matt.
25:40), what were the limits of his meaning?
Clearly, he was suggesting that in some sense
we encounter God in the form of our fellow
humans. Does it stretch interpretation too far

to believe that the same principle extends to
all of his created works and that we must find
and respond to God all around us?
How can anyone who sees the world as
holy, and himself as a co-creator with God,
be satisfied in turning out makeshift, careless
work, work that invites others to be less than
their best? Yet we do it all the time. How can
anyone foul the landscape with ugly or illmaintained structures, with clutter and pollution? And yet we see these all around us.
How can anyone who is seeking to find spirituality justify an attitude toward the re-

M

Y life has been fundamentally altered by this mystical awareness.
When you perceive your surroundings as spiritual, even in their ordinary
aspect, it is impossible to think and act in the
same fashion. This is because you recognize
that your thoughts and your actions are part of
thefullness of the earth, and therefore are God's.
We mortals, together with all our works, all
that we have created upon this planet, are an
expression of the divine possession. Insofar
as we alter the natural condition of Ltle earth,
raising cities and towns, farms and factories,
canals and dams and mines, structures and
vehicles and tools, insofar as we extract the
resources of the earth for these purposes, altering the appearance and balance and viability of our environments-we
are
contributing to the fullness of the earth,
which is God's. And all that we do to and for
one another, all of our efforts to build up or
tear down our fellows, this, too, becomes
part of the fullness. In all ofthis we become,for
better orfor worse, co-creators with God.
The responsibility entailed in that partnership is sobering. It means that whatever
we engage in, whatever work we perform,
product we manufacture, or service we provide, we should evaluate our effort in a spiritual sense: we should ask ourselves if that
endeavor and its outcomes are worthy to be
part of the fullness which is God's: not just
under his purview, but his. We should ask
whether our effort is suitable in terms of the
highest standards, standards that express our
relationship to the divine and our recogni-
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"Oh, just relaxing and reading the Encyclopedia of Monnonism."
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sources of our earth that exploits them
without concern for renewal and preservation? Alas, the sad evidence of environmental
degradation proliferates. Doesn't this clearly
reflect a lack of spirituality?

I

DON'T know if my attempts to conceive
the spiritual in this way will seem convincing to anyone else. Have I wandered
too far from twentieth-century common
sense? Perhaps some would say I have just
taken two cups of mysticism-Eastern and
Western, including some warmed over pantheism-folded in a measure of contemporary environmentalism, seasoned the
concoction with a pinch of skepticism, and
served it up as a dubious monistic casserole.
(Here I protest that I don't personally equate
God with nature and am not, therefore,
strictly a monist.) Further, doesn't it demean
God to look for him primarily in his works?
Isn't it a mistake to focus one's spiritual quest
too narrowly on this world? Doesn't it raise
humans too much to see them as God's limited partners? Am I not pinning too much on
my literal interpretation of a single verse
from the Bible, and from the Old Testament
at that? My definition of spirituality hardly
sounds compatible with mainstream
Christianity at all, these critics might conclude, much less Mormonism.
I have no unassailable defense against
such assertions. But it is worth asking, when
we refer to Christianity, to Mormonism,
whose we are speaking of! We may as well
acknowledge that there is no absolute referentiality of language operating here; there is
no possibility of a perfect and timeless
meaning for these broad terms-or
for a
concept like spirituality They are embedded
in history, limited thereby, and each of us will
define them from a particular personal
standing place.
Every individual must therefore construct
his or her edifice of religious belief from
available building blocks. Mostly these are
gathered nearby, from family background,
from formal religious instruction, and more
broadly, from contemporary cultural values
and conventions. But however far we roam,
by whatever means, each of us collects materials that seem useful-insights that resonate
with our own experience-and incorporates
them into a working religious philosophy
This process, consciously undertaken by
some, unconsciously by others, is inescapable and ongoing. Even among fellow
believers within the same general faith, there
will be differences of understanding and interpretation resulting from nuances of difference in experience of life and language. It
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cannot be otherwise.
And so my view of spirituality is an outgrowth of my particular quest, here and there
along life's paths, for materials. If it does not
represent the universally valid answer to the
question, "What is spirituality?", it isamong the possible views-the one that now
seems richest to me. Perhaps it will resonate
with some few others who, like me, have not
found the spiritual along the most well-defined paths.
Although my understanding of the nature
of spirituality has greatly changed, I must
admit that I lapse more frequently than 1

might wish into my former dualistic, materialistic view of the world. Old habits of
thought die hard; they are so deeply engraved in consciousness, and they reinsinuate themselves when we aren't paying
attention. Still, the Tom Mountain view of a
holy world increasingly colors my perception. I feel in it a form of spirituality that is vitally real. It overcomes the disjuncture
resulting from compartmentalization of experience; it charges the world with wonder
and gives to all things extraordinary value. It
brings a dimension of quality to my religious
B
life that wasn't there before.

WHEN A BLACK MAN CRIES OUT
Strong as an ox
He can separate cotton faster than any gin
Big buck, Mandingo wamor, and the minstrel,
singing out signals of the escape
Looking out from a high rise
It's come to this, a black man on top
Had to trade off and fight all the way
Now they know me as "that man" today
I'm family, I'm outlaw, I'm poet
I don't live very long
I'm a medical dilemma
I'm the hero unsung
I'm the stolen African king
My woman loves me
My white lover wants me
My children wonder where I've been
I had to reinvent my game
I am a proud man with no shame,
and I've often mixed tears with bloodstains

I will weather the fires of discontent,
for I am the serpent who will not be spent!
-WALTER

THOMPSON III
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CORNUCOPIA
o h of M o r m o n M u s i n g s

REFORMED EGYPTIAN
DRUTHERS
And it came to pass that they took him; and his name
was Nehor; and they camed him upon the top of the
hill Manti, and there he was caused, or rather did acknowledge, between the heavens and the earth, that
what he had taught to the people was contrary to the
word of God; and there he suffered an ignominious
death. (Alma 1:15, emphasis added.)
And now behold, I have somewhat to say concerning
the people of Ammon, who, in the beginning, were
Lamanites; but by Ammon and his brethren, or rather
by the power and word of God, they had been converted unto the Lord; and they had been brought
down into the land of Zarahemla, and had ever since
been protected by the Nephites. (Alma 53:10, emphasis added.)

A

S I SAT AND WROTE THOSE WORDS ON MY
computer, I took for granted the ability to correct the
text as I typed. When I write with a pencil or a pen I
can pick up my eraser or bottle of white-out and make correc-

"I think a blowtorch is the closcst thing to an eraser
Nephi or Mormon may have had when they were writing
the Book of Mormon text."

tions. But what about correcting on metal plates? I think a
blowtorch would be the closest thing to an eraser Nephi or
Mormon would have had when they were writing the Book of
Mormon text. As far as I know, no archaeologist has discovered
a pre-Columbian blowtorch.
It is difficult to know how Book of Mormon scribes would
have written on the plates. We can compare their techniques
and frustrations with those experienced by other ancient

Peculiar People

MORMONS MORE EDUCATED

nonLDS

d1saffil8ale

convert

LDS status
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LIFE:TIME MEMBERS OF THE LDS CHURCH HAVE
higher educal:ional atti2inment than either converts or
disafTiliates. A.11 three groups tend to be more educated
than is the national population.
Results were obtained by combining many national
ional
probability surveys of adults taken by
Opinion Research Center between 19iu ana 1991.
Respondents were classified on the basis of religious affiliation at age 16 and at the time of the survey "Lifers"
reported being LDS at both times. "Converts" were not
LDS at 16 but had joined by the survey date.
"Disalfiliates" said they had been LDS at age 16 but no
longer are. Everyone else was classified as non-LDS.
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scribes who wrote on metal. One archeological discovery of a
room full of discarded plates suggests that some scribes wrote
out their text in ink first, and then inscribed the plates by tracing the ink. Their frustration was evident when a scribe could
not follow the inked text with the metal carving tool. (See
Hugh Nibley's An Approach to the Book of Mormon.) And imagine the poor wives of the scribes who may have reacted to the
sound of metal writing the same way we might respond to fingernails across a chalkboard.
Even though we don't have the golden plates or any detailed description of their surface that might reveal inscription
techniques, we have some hints of the process from the translated text itself. Certain apparent slips of the tongue are corrected or ambiguous passages are clarified by Book of Mormon
authors using the phrase "or rather" as the passages I have
quoted demonstrate, or rather, suggest. The Book of Mormon
authors were apparently less exacting in this regard than we
might be (or our grammar teachers or editors forced us to be).
That the Book of Mormon contains such grammatical backpedaling should not be viewed as a weakness; on the contrary,
it should impress us with the great skill of the authors in treating a complex document on metal-in apparently only one
draft-with so few instances of grammatical back-pedaling. If
my essays can survive editorial scrutiny with a proportionate
number of grammatical mistakes discovered, I will be proud.
-EDGAR C. SNOWJR.

S u n s t o n e Top Ten

MORMON MALAPROPISMS

D

IRECT FROM OUR HOME o m c E IN MERCUR,
Utah-the top ten Mormon book title malapropisms
as collected by Will Quist, formerly of Benchmark
Books, now proprietor of Alpha Books:

10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
5.
4.
3.
2.

The Black Slider
A Tie to Choose

A Nation of Sheep
Thy Virgin Past of the Restoration
The Temple in Iniquity
The Lows of Success
Women of the Priesthood
Handcrafts to Zion
Irrational Theology

and the number one Mormon book title malapropism is
1. Stepping Stones to an Abrupt life!
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OLD TESTAMENT SUNSTONE,
NEW TESTAMENT SUNSTONE

T

HE SEPTEMBER MASSACRE WAS A DEFINING
moment in the uneasy relationship between the
Mormon intellectual community and the institutional
Church. Relations have remained strained since then and
show no signs of easing. In a very dramatic way, it brought
home the point that, frankly, the Mormon intellectual community faces extinction. We
have ourselves to blame.
In the interest of increasing our survival options and preventing
further disintegration, I
suggest the following
strategy. The ideas are
difficult to implement.
They may sound simplistic. But I think they will
work.
First, we need to acknowledge our weaknesses.
The
single
greatest cause of biological extinction is overspecialization.
Our
community is too specialized. We have treated
important issues in the
past, it is true, but most
of them have been done
to death. I am not suggesting we abandon
those issues, but it is
"We need to stop merely talking to
time to diversify
each other and start a2u.glike all
Perhaps our greatest
our theologizing and historiciring
weakness is that, despite
make a dijfference."
our intellectual activity,
we have misunderstood
our charter to learn. Learning should be used in the service of
God, and that goes way beyond merely giving symposium papers. It should be self-evident that problems like nuclear proliferation, world hunger, domestic violence, environmental
degradation, national chauvinism, human rights abuses, and
homelessness are directly relevant to the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Why, then, do we not say more about these issues in our symposiums, magazines, and journals? Where is the group activism that must follow from learning about these problems?
I have heard people compare Sunstone and liberavintellectual Mormonism in general with the Old Testament prophets:
Like them, we denounce abuses, share pains and joys, and enjoin members to confront their institutional history, policies,
and shortcomings with their eyes wide open. It's time now for
us to make a transition from "Old Testament Sunstone" to
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"New Testament Sunstone." The critical, questioning voices
receive a sustaining vote. Golden then grabbed the pulpit and
c y n g in the modem wilderness must make way for activists
in his high shrill voice said, 'Well, then, who the hell do you
who break with tradition for the benefit of the downtrodden.
want?' A representative from the congregation nervously came
We need to stop merely talking to each other and start acting
forward and told who the
. - ~ like all our theologizing and historicizing make a difference.
man was they thought
For example, at gatherings like the Sunstone Symposium,
would be a good bishop.
there should be tables for the Nature Conservancy, Habitat for
The man he mentioned
Humanity, Greenpeace, Oxfam, or Planned Parenthood. I
was virtually inactive since
would love to see a letter-writing table for Amnesty
he had to work on his farm
International. How about collection boxes for donations of
each
Sunday
Uncle
food and clothing for local food banks and homeless shelters?
Golden asked where he
SUNSTONE
magazine could become an information clearcould find the man and diinghouse to help like-minded individuals collaborate on prorections were given. He
jects. There could be articles about the nuts and bolts of
immediately left the meetorganized service. Even better would be a flurry of smaller,
ing and drove his Model A
more specialized publications serving a cadre of service organito the man's house, where
zations and networks.
he found him in the fields
The Mormon intellectual community is a community in
irrigating. He approached
pain. I believe the quickest way out of that pain is to inflict
the man, introduced himgoodness on the world. When we do good of our own volition,
self, and called him to be
we take responsibility for defining our spirituality And, more
"Well, then, who the hell do you
the new bishop. The surimportant, we change the ground rules by which our spiritualwant," Uncle Golden asked the
prised man said he was not
ity is defined-and judged-by the Church, the world, ourward members after they had
a good member of the
selves, and our God.
refused to sustain his second
Church and that he had
-SHELDON GREAVES
choicefor bishop.
many problems. Uncle
Golden told him he had
come as the anointed of the Lord and he was calling this man
Twenty Years A g o
as the new bishop. Golden told him that we all have weaknesses and that opportunities are given to serve so that these
weaknesses might be overcome. The man accepted the call
and returned with Uncle Golden in the Model A to the meetAMES N. KIMBALL SHARED THE FOLLOWING
inghouse, where the congregation was still waiting. Uncle
story about his uncle J. Golden Kimball in SUNSTONE Golden took the man, who was still in his overalls and irriga(vol. 1, no. 3): "Some years ago I hired a Mr. Jensen to
tion boots, to the stand and said, 'Is this the man you want!'
bring his tractor to my home in Salt Lake City and plough
The congregation responded favorably, the sustaining vote was
an adjacent field. . . . When he finished he asked me if I was regiven, and Uncle Golden set him apart right there on the
lated to the Kimballs in the Church, and I said yes. He then
stand. Mr. Jensen told me that from that time on, the ward alsaid. 'Golden Kimball?,' and again I said yes-that he was a
ways remembered Uncle Golden for his willingness to respond
great-uncle. As is often the case, Mr. Jensen smiled and proto their needs without constraint and to bend his ecclesiastical
ceeded to tell me a story of how Uncle Golden had touched his
authority to accommodate."
life. When he was a young man, he said, Golden was the visiting general authority of his ward on one Sunday He remembers sitting near the front and watching this tall, thin man
address the saints with a shrill voice. Uncle Golden had come
to the ward that day to call a new bishopric and set it apart.
After interviewing several of the recommended brethren,
ARILYN BARKER'S NEWLY PUBLISHED THE
Uncle Golden made the choice, announced to the congregaLegacy of Mormon Furniture (Gibbs Smith) celetion who the new bishop would be, and asked for their susbrates the Pioneer faith as evidenced in woodworktaining vote. Mr. Jensen related, however, that the
ing, with pews, tables, bookcases, etc., featuring such
congregation had its own ideas about their new bishop and
Mormon symbols as beehives, seagulls, grapes, and sunwould not give a sustaining vote to Uncle Golden's choice.
bursts. The following is an excerpt about one carpenter:
Uncle Golden looked at them long and hard without saying a
"[Ralph] Ramsay's life is best summarized as one where his
word, then turned from the pulpit and invited the brethren
devotion to the gospel of Jesus Christ, manifested in
back into the bishop's office for another conference. They reMormonism, was at all times the dominant theological, social,
turned shortly thereafter. Uncle Golden again stood at the puland economic motivation for him and his family He had five
pit and announced the second choice. Again, he did not
wives in his lifetime. One died in England and he was divorced
~

- -

-

-

GOLDEN CALLS A BISHOP
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interpretations includes the recently released New Testament
and Psalms: An Inclusive Version, which features disability-sensitive language and a God called the Father-Mother. There's also
the Couple's Devotional Bible-whatever that is-and the New
International Reader's Version, complete with illustrations "as
seen through the eyes of a child"-the first Bible written at a
2.9-grade reading level, the lowest available. And finally,
there's the not-to-be-missed Rappin' WithJesw: The Good News
According to the Four Brothers-the New Testament written for
black teenagers. Here's a look at Matthew 1:18-23:
Rappin' With Jesus

The trials and sorrows ofscttling a new territory are clearly
observable on theface Ramsay carved on thisfootboard.
from another. The two wives who were the mothers of his living children at that time were important to each community in
which he lived, for one was an herbalist and doctor, and the
other was a midwife and nurse.
"The moving around due to hardships and church callings
is reflected in Ramsay's furniture. It is easy to attribute the
carving of animals and plants to the specific areas in which he
and his family lived. The bed he carved for himself from pieces
of woods indigenous to each of the places where he lived is
truly original and personal. He worked on the bed from
1860-87, carting it with him when he moved from Salt Lake
City in 1874 to Richfield in Sevier County, where he was a director in a cooperative movement called the United Order.
When that order dissolved, he moved his family to St. Johns,
Arizona. He lived there until 1885, when he moved to
ColonialJuarez in Chihuahua, Old Mexico, because polygamy
was outlawed by the U.S. government. Ramsay wanted to preserve his entire family When laws were changed, he moved
back to Arizona in 1887 and built a home in Snowflake, in
1891.
"The bed is covered with carvings of the flora and fauna he
observed with relocation. There are also faces of people moved
with emotion, though it is less easy to identify who these individuals were. The difficulties and sorrows people experienced
in their trials of settling a new temtory and surviving the hardships of harassment for their beliefs and practices are clearly
observable on the faces of Ramsay's bed carvings."

IN EVERY TONGUE

F

OCUS GROUPS AND MARKET RESEARCH HAVE
produced an onslaught of consumer-specific goods,
from tennis shoes for the backwards walker to magazines for the Chia Pet collector. It was only a matter of time before the Good Book caught up. The growing list of
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A sister named Mary was to be married to a brother whose name was
Joseph. It was Joseph, you see, who
was a descendant of Abraham. It
turned out that Mary was already pregnant, and Joseph, wasn't happy about
it-especially since the kid wasn't his.
But, Joseph was a pretty cool
brother. Although he coulda dissed the
sister big time and had her sent away, "And they called [he
little brotherJesus."
he decided that Mary was an all right
sister (although she did have a big
problem). For her sake, he decided that he wasn't gonna tell
everybody her business.
So while he sat and thought about just how he would send
Mary away without everybody knowing what was happenin',
an angel of the Almighty stood before him.
"Brother man, don't do this thing you're thinking. Believe
me when I tell you, the kid Mary is carrying is a holy kid. Just
like a brother named Isaiah said a long time ago, 'A virgin will
get pregnant, though not by any brother, and when the kid is
born His name shall be called Immanuel,' which is the name of
the Almighty Hisself!"
New International Reader's Version

I 8 ~ h i sis how the birth of Jesus
Christ came about. His mother Mary i
and Joseph had promised to get mar- I
4
ried. But before they started to live together, it became clear that she was
going to have a baby She became pregnant by the power of the Holy Spirit.
1 9 ~ e husband
r
Joseph was a godly p*f ;
man. He did not want to put her to
shame in public. So he planned to di- John baptizesJesw.
vorce her quietly
2 0 ~ uast Joseph was thinking about this, an angel of the
Lord appeared to him in a dream. The angel said, "Joseph, son
of Davld, don't be afraid to take Mary home as your wife. The
baby inside her is from the Holy Spirit. ''she is going to have a
son. You must give him the name Jesus. That is because he will
save his people from their sins."
22~11
of this took place to bring about what the Lord had
said would happen. He had said through the prophet, 2 3 " ~ h e
virgin is going to have a baby She will give birth to a son. And
they will call him Immanuel," which means "God with us."
l
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A distinguished observer of Mormonism anclyzes the
causes of the current tension between the Church
and its intellectuals and offers constructive remediesfor
individuaZs and the institution.

THE ELUSIVE BOUNDARIES OF REQUIRED
OBEDIENCE TO PRIESTHOOD LEADERS
By Armand L. Mauss

A

NEW "FEEL" HAS SETTLED OVER LDS CHURCH
life in recent years, an atmosphere in which some
members, even active members, have gained unwanted public notoriety as "apostates" and have been disciplined for certain public expressions, while some leaders (including, but not limited to, General Authorities) have come to
be regarded, in the press and elsewhere, as heavy-handed and
lacking in compassion or understanding. Neither of these images is truly justified; this article offers an alternative understanding of recent developments. 1 shall propose, in short, that
what we have been seeing is attributable far more to large-scale
cultural and organizational developments within the Church
generally than either to wholesale apostasy by members or to
an outbreak of unrighteous dominion among Church leaders.'
During the past decade or so, we have seen a number of instances in which apparently faithful LDS members have received various forms of church discipline from priesthood
leaders, sometimes on the initiative of General Authorities.
The first large-scale example, in my personal experience, occurred in 1983, when a number of bishops and stake presidents were asked by Apostle Mark E. Petersen to call in a
dozen or so authors of articles in Dialogre: AJournal of Mormon
Thought and SUNSTONE,
and counsel them about their associations with "apostate" publications.2 A year or so later, an edict
from the Twelve temporarily precluded the Emma Smith biographers from speaking in official Church meetings.3 During
the past two years or so, eight authors who had published on

ARMAND MAUSS is a professor of sociology ant1 religious studies
at Urashington State University. He is the author of The Angel and
the Beehive: The Mormon Stn~gglewith Assimilation. Versions
of this paper were presented at the 1992 Glenn M. Vernon lecture at
the annual joint meetings of the Mornlon Social Science Association
and the Societyfor the Scientific Sttidy of Religion, and at three regional Sunstone syn~posiunis:Seattle, October 1994;Sun Francisco,
March 1995; and Washington, D. C., Aptil 1995.
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doctrinal and historical issues, most of whom had been active
Church members, were excommunicated or otherwise disci~ l i n e dEmployees
.~
of the Church Education System have long
been quietly enjoined from participating in Sunstone symposiums and from publishing their work in Dialogue or
SLJNSTONE;
and many BYU faculty, who had long felt free to
take part in such scholarly activities, now feel'constrained to
avoid them.5
There is nothing new about efforts by ecclesiastical authorities (LDSor otherwise) to restrain or punish the public expression of ideas they regard as potentially subversive to faith;
every organized religion has trouble with its intellectuals. Yet it
is not only scholars and intellectuals in the Church who have
felt thus constrained by the exercise of priesthood authority To
my certain knowledge, Church members in some stakes have
been forbidden by ward or stake authorities to participate in
local study groups on pain of revoked temple recommends or
other kinds of discipline. Other members claim to have been
denied temple recommends for questioning literal interpretations of Genesis, or for using some other basis than full gross
income in calculating "an honest tithing." Still others have
been officially criticized, if not disciplined, for taking libertarian public policy positions, in contrast to presumptive LDS
Church standards (as, for example, in the cases of abortion,
drug and alcohol use, and homosexual behavior), despite their
own personal conipliance with the Church standards in quest i ~ nOn
. ~ a second-hand or hearsay basis; I gather that many
others have perceived similar extensions of priesthood authority into issues generally regarded, until recent years, as
more private than ecclesiastical in nature.
It is not my purpose here simply to compile such accounts.
What I propose to do instead, is first, to offer my perspective
on the present situation. While this perspective will generally
reflect an analytical posture, the reader will detect some autobiographical elements. too, for which I apologize in advance.
Next, I will endeavor to explain certain social and organizaMARCH 1996

who understandably think of themselves as victims of injustice and interF SOME O F THE
pret their experiences in ways that are
i s e x c u l p a t o ~as possible.7
These accounts should not, howBRETHREN SEEM TO ACT
ever, be dismissed as the poutings of
malcontents, for they obviously have as
I N THE SPIRIT O F
much substance as eye-witness accounts that are routinely accepted as
A PERSPECTIVE ON THE
testimony in courts of law (though in
SITUATION
NINETEENTH-CENTURY
court, of course, they would be subject
There seems to have been in the 1850s
to cross-examination). Additional inand '60s, as now, a sense of crisis among
THEOCRACY, PERHAPS
formation about a case might come
general authorities-afelt need to "up the
from the letters issued to disciplined
ante" for continued Church membership,
members by priesthood leaders, which
I T I S BECAUSE THE TWENTIETH
sometimes provide useful (if brief) exURING most of my adult life I
planations of verdicts from the "priesthave carefully observed the
hood side" of the controversy; these letgrowth and development of
CENTURY CHURCH HAS N O T
ters are often made public by the
the Church, both as a loyal insider and
members to whom they are addressed.
from the more detached perspective of
YET DEFINED THE
Otherwise, the public remains depena professional social scientist. Like
dent on interviews with knowledgeable
many other Church members, I have
third parties, on inadvertent or "off-thealso been an avid reader of LDS history
BOUND A R ~ E SBEYOND WHICH
record public comments of leaders, on
On the basis of all such observations, I
the mass media, or on sheer gossip.
find the current environment in the
PRIESTHOOD
LEADERS
MAY
Even after all such considerations,
Church to be unprecedented in my lifehowever, I cannot avoid the distinct imtime. I cannot imagine that the repression that many of my scholarly
straints and disciplinary initiatives we
N O T GO I N STRIVING T O
friends in recent years have been subhave recently seen, particularly from
jected to disciplinary councils that
Church headquarters, would have ocCONTROL THE PRIVATE
would normally be considered, at least
curred during the administrations of
Presidents Heber J. Grant, George
in Christendom more generally, as
heresy trials; and I suggest that these
Albert Smith, or David 0. McKay, at
DECISIONS A N D
have heretofore been very rare in the
least while they were in good health.
(See, for example, endnote 9 on
LDS experience, especially in the prePresident McKay's stance toward
BEHAVIOR O F
sent centurys
To be sure, there was the Fawn
Sterling McMurrin). Those administraBrodie case in the mid-1940s, but that
tions represent the years of my upTHE SAINTS.
case was not a simple heresy trial; it was
bringing in the Church and of my
complicated by the special (and unformal education. I recall, now with
characteristic) animus and outrage of
some embarrassment, the smug satisthe McKay family, and by suspicions (largely unfounded) that
faction I took as a younger man in the assurance that at least
Brodie had taken advantage of her family connections to obMormons did not have "heresy trials" as the Catholic Church
tain sensitive historical material^.^ I regard that case as a rare
had. That assurance now seems somewhat less justified; for it
exception to the absence of twentieth-century Mormon heresy
is difficult to see, at leastfrom the public record, how else recent
trials. Even the more recent case of Sonja Johnson does not
cases might realistically be characterized.
qualify as a heresy trial, for (as I personally heard her concede
The above qualification about the public record is, of
in public), it was her joining in legal action against the Church
course, a caveat that must be kept in mind whenever we atthat precipitated her trial, not simply her outspoken and pubtempt to assess the significance of a priesthood leader's belished feminist views. We have to turn to nineteenth-century
havior or the outcome of a disciplinary council. It is usually
Utah to find historical periods during which Church leaders
very difficult for the public to obtain all the facts necessary to
disciplined members for their public doctrinal speculations or
make informed judgments in these matters, if only because
essays, for resisting priesthood control over political andlor
Church leaders are constrained for good reasons to maintain
economic preferences, or for disobeying priesthood instrucconfidentiality about their investigations and deliberations
tions relating to other private acri~ities.We have to go back, in
over the conduct of members. Most often what we hear or read
other words, to the days of theocracy, and particularly to times
are only the accounts of offended or disciplined members,

tional factors which have contributed
to this situation. Finally, on the basis of
my own personal experience as a
Church member and local leader, I will
suggest some constructive things we
might do to cope with the situation,
and perhaps even to help ameliorate it.

D
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of crisis like the Reformation of the 1850s or the Godbeite defections of the 1860s. I cl, ,lot mean to exaggerate the parallels
between then and now, but there seems to have been then, as
now, a sense of crisis among General Authorities-a felt need
to "up the ante" for continued Church membership.
All of that somehow might have been more understandable
when the nineteenth-century Church was struggling for its
very existence against a hostile outside world. With the
coming of the twentieth century, however, the Church increasingly sought and obtained acceptance and assimilation with
that outside world. This process seems to have included a sincere abandonment of earlier theocratic policies and a fuller
embrace of secular American tolerance and civil liberties, even
within the Church; libertarian ideas, after all, fit well with traditional Mormon teachings about "free agency." Worldly scholarship was encouraged earlier in the century in the expectation
that it would eventually vindicate LDS truth claims, and homegrown Mormon intellectuals who personified that posture
were called to the Quorum of the Twelve-like John A.
Widtsoe, James E. Talmage, David 0.McKay, and Joseph E
Merrill-or recruited to the Church Education System, like
Lowell Bennion. Prophetic authority was honored and taken
seriously, but there was no claim, even implicitly, of "infallibility" (again, that was only for Catholics!). In the mid-1940s,
when an overzealous Church spokesman prepared a "ward
teaching" lesson declaring that "when our leaders speak, the
thinking has been done," that idea was personally repudiated
by the president of the Church. In those days, the Church
seemed more hospitable than it does now to intellectual inquiry and diversity
During the past three or four decades, however, we have
been living through a period of increasing retrenchment, for
which "correlation" is both a vehicle and a metaphor.'' This
retrenchment seems to have been partially motivated by a
growing perception of Church leaders, general and local,
that the Church and its members are in grave spiritual and
moral danger. Clearly our leaders are not without grounds
for that perception. Yet their efforts to contain the perceived
threats have somehow produced a "leaner and meaner"
feeling in the Church, especially, I think, for scholars of my
generation.12 It seems almost as though some of our leaders,
in their efforts to protect the Saints from worldly subversion, have fallen back on organizational controls more familiar in an earlier theocratic era than in an age of
Americanization.

''

THE PROBLEM OF AMBIGUITY
It is not that most ofour lenders are mean-spirited, or that many
of our scholars arefaithless apostates. It is that the boundaries
themselves are ambiguous, and will continue to be contested, partly
in an efort tofind tken~.

Y

ET if we can understand a fuller context for all of this,
we will, I believe, see the problem neither as an outpouring of "unrighteous dominion" by Church leaders
nor as rampant "apostasy and defiance" by the SaintsPAGE 22
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whether scholars or not, and whether excommunicated or not;
we will view those involved-both "discipliners" and "disciplineesn-as parties who simply do not share the same understanding of what is required of a loyal Latter-day Saint. How
could this divergence occur in such a seemingly homogeneous
church? It has occurred because the Church today is no longer
so homogeneous and no longer has clear boundaries defining
the limits of legitimate priesthood authority, on the one hand,
or the requisite types and degrees of member obedience, on
the other hand.
Some priesthood leaders, in trylng conscientiously to guard
the flock against the wolves of sin and apostasy, apparently do
not see clear limits, other than the external legal ones, to their
prerogatives as guardians. To be sure, few specific guidelines
are found in any Church leadership manuals or directives. If
some of the brethren seem to act in the spirit of nineteenthcentury theocracy, perhaps it is because the twentieth-century
Church has not yet defined, for this generation, the boundaries
beyond which priesthood leaders may not go in striving for intellectual conformity or in attempting to control the private
decisions and behavior of the saints.13 During the early twentieth century, Church leaders gradually relinquished the kinds
of surveillance and control over the lives of the Saints that
seem to have been available, or even acceptable, for, say,
Jedediah Grant's stringent Reformation of 1856-58. By now, at
least three generations of Saints have grown up in this century
without the presumption that Church leaders are entitled to
control our public lectures and writings, theological or political, as long as we don't claim to speak for the Church; or our
private associations and assemblages; or our personal fashion
and lifestyle choices that do not violate clearly established
moral standards.
It may well be that we have become too "Americanized" in
our understandings and expectations of the limits on priesthood authority; but clearly many of us have been taken by surprise as we have watched, for more than a decade now, efforts
by Church leaders, general and local, to suppress the public
expression of unconventional theological opinions, to interfere
with participation in Sunstone symposiums and various other
activities of the "unsponsored sector," and to impose rules, or
at least explicit guidelines, upon other activities generally understood as private in an earlier time. Please note that I am not
talking merely about moral suasion or remonstrances from our
Church leaders, no matter how stringent; for we expect strong
moral guidance from our prophets and leaders. I am talking
only about the imposition of disciplinary sanctions in those areas
where we have not been accustomed to receiving them heretofore.
AREAS OF AMBIGUITY
Are there certain topics we must avoid in our public discussions? Is
an author's rhetoric itself eno~ighto prompt discipline?

T

HE highly publicized instances of Church discipline in
recent years have raised questions with few authoritative answers. We cannot, of course, expect public
MARCH 1996

or SUNSTONE
(or at Sunstone sympoairing of these cases, and the official
siums) likely to get into trouble just for
commentary following in the wake of
S L O N G AS T H E
using those outlets? On the one hand,
the first six cases in 1993 has not gone
we are sometimes assured that the issue
very far beyond quoting the General
is what we write, not where we write or
Handbook of lnstructions on the definiB O U N D A R I E S A R E AMBIGUOUS,
speak. On the other hand, many memtion of "apostasy"14 Certainly nothing
bers of the BYU and CES faculties have
in that official commentary has clarified
T H E Y W I L L C O N T I N U E T O BE
told me that their superiors have inforthe implications of these disciplinary
mally but explicitly warned them away
cases for other members' future particifrom Sunstone symposiums and related
pation in private and unsponsored
CONTESTED, PARTLY I N
journals (see note 5); and I have heard
public lectures, writings, symposiums,
similar warnings from the pulpit to oror study groups. Nor was it clear which
A N EFFORT T O F l N D
dinary Church members. Such jourof the disciplined members' acts or
nals, furthermore, were characterized
comments constituted "public opposias "apostate publications" by Elder
tion to the Churchn under the definiTHEM. HOWEVER, T O
Mark E. Petersen back in 1983 when he
tion of "apostasy" We are thus left to
contacted stake presidents about some
infer whatever we can from from mass
authors (see above and note 2). Yet, on
media coverage of the cases or from
FlND THEM ONLY I N
the other hand, these same journals
those who are knowledgeable and
and symposiums are given quite favorwilling to talk about them. Clear inferT H E BREACH, A N D
able treatment in the new Encyclopedia
ences have been hard to come by There
of Mormonism, which seems to be a
seem to be more questions than guidequasi-official public endorsement of
lines, especially about the following
THUS T O SUFFER
them. Authors and editors for such ormatters:
gans
are understandably confused
Sensitive doctrinal topics. Are
T
H
E
SANCTIONS
F
O
R
when
their
work is then held against
there certain topics we must avoid in
them
by
Church
leaders, officially or
our public discussions, even when it is
otherwise.l6
obvious we are not attempting to speak
UNINTENDED VIOLATIONS,
Add to this seeming contradiction
for the Church? As long as we avoid,
the dubious doctrinal works that have
say, the topics of post-manifesto
IS D E M O R A L I Z I N G
appeared, with apparent impunity, in
polygamy, Mother in Heaven, priestother outlets, and it is hard to avoid the
hood for women (either historic or consuspicion that a special stigma is attemporary), the temple, or the hisA N D SPIRITUALLY
tached to Dialogue and SUNSTONE in
toricity of the Book of Mormon, are
the
minds of many Church leaders,
other topics all right? Or might we write
even
if such is never made officially exeven on those topics, as long as we do
CORROSIVE.
plicit.
With the help of Deseret Book,
so in a way that does not raise quesBookcraft,
and other more "acceptable"
tions about conventional historical unoutlets,
many
authors
including
Cleon Skousen and Duane
derstandings? Here's one example of this ambiguity: it seems
Crowther,
have
made
careers
of
publishing
their speculations
understandable, on the one hand, that Church leaders (and
on
doctrine
and
prophecy,
going
well
beyond
official Church
many members) might take offense when an LDS author argues
doctrine.
Very
recently,
two
prominent
authors
in the Church
that the Book of Mormon is actually only a nineteenth-century
Education
System
published
a
book
through
Deseret
on the
document, inspired but not historically literal. On the other
BYU
histomodem
significance
of
Israelite
lineage,
which
one
hand, what about other unconventional treatments of the Book
rian
found
to
be
racist
in
its
implications
if
not
in
its
intent."
of Mormon, like that advocated by John L. Sorenson and
Betty Eadie, a Church member claiming to have visited the
widely accepted at the Foundation for Ancient Research and
spirit
world during a near-death experience, has made a forMormon Studies (F.A.R.M.s.),to the effect that the whole
tune
with
a book that was on the New York Times best-seller list
Nephite story actually took place within a small area around
for
at
least
a year, although the Aspen-published book contains
Yucatan, and that the real Cumorah is in that area, and not in
claims
about
the other world that surely constitute at least duNew York state, as most Church members and leaders have albious
doctrine
for Latter-day saints." Are such authors "safe"
ways believed?I5
from Church discipline because they did not publish in
Forums and outlets. Even if we were clear about acceptSUNSTONE
or Dialogue? If not, then why else are their doctrinal
able topics and treatments for public discussion, there would
speculations
less opprobrious than, say, those of some of the
remain much ambiguity about whether certain forums and
I would prefer not to see any of these
recent
excommunicants?
outlets are unacceptable to Church leaders. Is a member who
authors
disciplined,
but
if
there is to be Church discipline for
lectures or publishes her theological speculations in Dialogue
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publicly espousing unofficial or unauthorized doctrines, then
we need to have clear instructions about which kinds of doctrines and/or which kinds of publications must be avoided.
Personal careers, styles, or other author traits.

Perhaps an author's rhetoric itself will prompt discipline. If
one's tone is too strident, angry, or disrespectful, no matter
what the topic, is that the main rub? Or is it a matter of acquiring an indelible career label? Once people have been
placed on a list maintained by the Committee to Strengthen
Church Members, can they expect anything they write to be
given special scrutiny and/or to be forwarded, with offending
passages well highlighted, to their stake president? If an author
(especially a woman) is generally considered a "feminist," will
her public expressions (on any topic) be subject to more
scrutiny than would those of more "conventional" women?
The disciplinary process. Perhaps the most vexing ambiguity is found in a whole host of questions about the Church
disciplinary process, both in procedure and in content. One
does not expect, of course, that the Church will follow procedures derived from the U.S. Constitution, to say nothing of
those approved by the ACLU. Yet members do have a right to expect that certain regular and predictable procedures will be followed, especially those found in official publications like the
latest (1989) General Handbook oflnstructions (GHI),about a fifth
of which is devoted to the subject of Church discipline (section
lo), and which sets forth procedures intended to be "fair and
considerate of the feelings of all who participate" ( G H I , ~ ~ - 5 ) .
One question raised by recent cases concerns the locus of
original jurisdiction. From the GHI (10-1,5,6,9) it seems clear
that all disciplinary proceedings against a Church member are
to start at the local level. There is no provision for a general authority to reach down into a ward or stake to initiate disciplinary action. The general level (usually limited to the First
Presidency) has always had strictly appellate jurisdiction.
Indeed, the General Handbook specifies (10-9) that "bishops or
stake presidents should not expect General Authorities to tell
them how to decide difficult matters." Yet, if we can judge by
the press coverage of some recent cases, it appears that some
General Authorities have involved themselves in disciplinary
cases well below the appellate level.'"f a disciplinary action in
a given stake is initiated on the complaint of a general authority, is the defendant entitled to confront and question him
as she or he would any other witnesses (GHI,10-7)?
One wonders too about the precise role of the Committee
to Strengthen Church Members. Most communications received by stake presidents from that committee seem only informative, and carry no particular instructions about whether
or how to proceed against an offending member. Insofar as this
committee has functioned simply to keep local priesthood
leaders informed about the public expressions by members of
their respective areas or stakes, it has indeed conformed to the
principle that Church discipline itself (if required) originates at
the local level. This committee is, after all, staffed by Church
"civil service" employees (though under the general supervision of the Twelve) and does not itself have priesthood line authority Apparently General Authorities, however, have somePAGE 24

times sent along more specific directions about a given case to
accompany the merely "informative" materials from the committee.20
Another aspect to this procedural ambiguity is the nature of
the charges brought against members who face disciplinary
councils. Since priesthood leaders do not publicly discuss the
councils' proceedings, third parties have difficulty learning
about the details of these charges, except to the extent that they
are disclosed to the disciplined member in question, or perhaps through an inadvertent slip by a leader when questioned
outside the council. Of course, a few details are sometimes
given in writing to the member, in which case one has a more
precise idea of the charges. In the most recent cases, the
charges have usually included "apostasy" or "conduct unbecoming a member of the Church." In the General Handbook,
some particulars are given for the operational definition of
"apostasy;" but "conduct unbecoming" is mentioned only in
passing (GHI, 10-6), as is "conduct contrary to the laws and
order of the Church (GHI, 10-7). Neither of the "conduct"
charges is defined.2' In some cases, the main issue seems to
have been disobedience to priesthood leaders, either as an instance of "conduct unbecoming" or as a charge in its own right.
A demand for obedience to priesthood leaders suggests a
special quandary of its own. All the scriptural demands for
obedience of which I am aware refer either to obedience to the
Lord himself, or obedience to gospel principles. I know of no
scripture enj~iningus to obey priesthood leaders, and even in
the temple the obedience covenant focuses directly on the
Lord. When priesthood leaders call upon us to obey commandments known to have been issued by the Lord in. the
scriptures, or to have been publicly and explicitly set forth in
directives from the First Presidency or the Twelve, they are
clearly on firm ground and are entitled to our compliance.
When the same leaders, however, individually or severally demand our obedience to rules lacking such prima facie legitimacy, our obligations as Church members are, once again,
very ambiguous.
Sometimes a leader will cite "obedience" in its own right, as
though it is a separate principle of the gospel; but that begs the
question of whether a particular directive is legitimate. There is
no such thing as a principle of obedience in the abstract. We are
obedient to someone or to some gospel principle. We cannot
commit ourselves to unqualified obedience in principle; we
must be shown that the particular command to be obeyed is
legitimate in its own right. Otherwise, we turn over our moral
agency to him whom we obey Such a policy was presumably
tested and rejected during the war in heaven.22
Such, then, is the predicament in which we find ourselves
now as a church. It is not that most of our leaders are meanspirited or motivated by "unrighteous dominion." Nor is it that
our scholars and others who seem to be testing the boundaries
are faithless apostates. It is that the boundaries themselves are
ambiguous; and as long as they are ambiguous, they will continue to be contested, partly in an effort to find them.
However, to find them only in the breach, and thus to suffer
the sanctions for unintended violations, is demoralizing and
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spiritually corrosive.23 The tension in
the present situation would be greatly
relieved for me (and I suspect for many
others) if the rules which recent excommunicants have ostensibly broken were
to be clearly and publicly articulated for
all the world to see (not through discussion of the individual cases, of course,
but only of the spec$ rules or boundaries that were at issue in the cases).
Then Church members would know
ahead of time what sorts of restrictions
to expect upon their writing, speaking,
political
activities, entertainment
choices, and other matters heretofore
understood as matters of private
choice. Those Saints who find thhse restrictions too onerous can opt to leave
the Church, without rancor or stigma,
through simple "name removal" (GHI
10-5). Those who stay in the Church
will presumably find a balance between
agency and obedience that they can live
with. Investigators considering baptism
can also be clearly informed of all such
priesthood prerogatives, along with
their lessons on tithing, the law of
chastity, and the other commandments.
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T SEEMS IRONIC,

THAT A NARROWING

O F THE BOUNDARIES O F

ACCEPTABLE COMMENTARY

SHOULD BE TAKING PLACE

AT A TIME IN OUR

TORY

WHEN THERE ARE

PERHAPS MORE

WELL-EDUCATED,

and obligations that are being used to
define and determine the very terms of
our membership in the Church (or at
least our good s;anding). If we areto be
"commanded in anything, it should be
in those things-all
of them-that
comprise the basic criteria for membership. Otherwise. we shall continue to
faci not only ambiguity in the terms of
membership, but inconsistency and inequity in the sanctions; for some
bishops and stake presidents will inevitably be more conservative and
punitive than will others in evaluating
similar types of cases.
HOW HAVE WE GOTTEN TO THIS
PREDICAMENT?
Increased bt~reaucracy,ethnic and
intellectual diversity of members, a lack of
leadership training, all create the context
in which Church leaders carry out their
stewardships.

F I am right in my analysis of our
present predicament, then the next
question is, how have we gotten
here?
Many reasons can be suggested,
A N D LOYAL
but the most important ones, in my
CLARIFICATIONS AND
opinion, are sociological and are not to
COMMENTATORS
QUALIFICATIONS
be attributed simplistically to the initia1 see ambiguity only about the rules and
tives of conservative Church leaders as
obligations-that hefine our Church
individuals. I t is, of course, tempting to
T H A N EVER BEFORE.
membership.
point in scorn to this or that general authority or stake president or bishop
who might have become especially
FEEL the need to clarify a couple of
conspicuous in a given disciplinary proceeding. Yet we should
matters. First, I do not mean to suggest that there are not
already some clear grounds for excommunication or other
resist that temptation, for we will understand much better the
recent developments in the Church if we recognize the larger
forms of Church sanction and discipline. Many of these cersocial and organizational context in which individual leaders
tainly are spelled out in the leadership handbook. One of these
feel constrained to act. Many of these developments reflect the
is the violation of the law of chastity, especially for members
general retrenchment motif I mentioned earlier (see note 11).
endowed in the temple (10-9). Another is making common
cause with enemies of the Church and fighting against the
Ho~vever,I would like to single out the following for further
Church as though a defncto outsider (10-3: "public opposition
discussion:
Growth. First, and in some ways both most important
to the Church). Still another is fostering or following schisand most obvious, is the rapid growth of the Church, rematic cults or sects (10-3), which fundamentally has been the
quiring, as in all organizations, increased bureaucracy to
offense, I believe, of the various polygamy groups, the Order of
manage complexity, and concomitantly a greater social and
Aaron, and, more recently, the millenial sunivalists based in
emotional distance between leadership echelons and between
southern and central Utah. The boundaries in these matters
have always seemed clear enough to me. I see ambiguity about
leaders and members.
Social diversity. Second, with this greater complexity
the rules only in the kinds of issues I have been discussing
has come an understandably greater concern among leaders
above.
for their potential loss of control over developments in the
Second, in calling for certain new rules to be spelled out, I
Church. Besides the complexity inherent in sheer numbers
do not mean to endorse a Pharisaical checklist of dos and
(with five million members in North America alone), a noticedon'ts. I rejoice in the scripture that assures us we need not be
able increase in various kinds of diversity (if the readers will
commanded in all things. Here I am talking only about rules
WELL-INTENTIONED,
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forgive the repetition of a current "buzzword") has added another dimension to the complexity During the first half of this
century, most membership growth came from "natural increase," that is, from children born to members. In more recent decades, natural increase accounts for only a fourth to a
third of Church growth, with the rest coming from converts of
diverse backgrounds. This is especially true outside North
America, of course, but even in the U.S. the social and cultural
diversity of the membership has increased enormously since
the comparative homogeneity of mid-century More than ever
before, Latter-day Saints are non-white, unmarried, and employed in occupations not even in existence a generation ago.
Diversity in social backgrounds often produces diversity in the
understanding of institutional expectations and the need for
clearer and more explicit rules.
Intellectual diversity. Third, a certain kind of diversity
has a special relevance to any discussion of authority and obedience-intellectual diversity Since mid-century, Latter-day
Saints have made enormous gains in formal education.
Although I know of no study on the distribution of disciplines
or majors among college-educated Saints, I have the impression that they have chosen disproportionately to enter the
fields of business, engineering, law, and various medical specialties-fields of practical endeavor, in other words, which
present minimal intellectual conflict with the LDS religious
heritage. Other educated Latter-day Saints, however, have specialized in the social sciences, history, humanities, and literature. Even though the latter probably comprise a far smaller
proportion of the Church than do the former (at least at the
level of graduate degrees), they represent greater sheer numbers than in earlier generations. They are trained to see issues
and quandaries in their religious heritage that would seem far
less crucial, or even interesting, to an equally intelligent and
accomplished Latter-day Saint in a more practical field. It is
not difficult to see the potential for misunderstanding and miscommunication where a priesthood leader in an applied field
confronts a questioning member from the social sciences or
humanities.
I don't mean to oversimplify the variety of educational
backgrounds and intellectual orientations among the Latterday Saints, whether members or leaders. To be sure, many
people from the more applied disciplines share an enormous
intellectual curiosity about Church history and doctrine, and
some are active participants in enterprises like Sunstone and
Dialogue. On the other hand, many people educated in the social sciences or humanities prefer not to bring to bear the tools
of those disciplines in the study of their own religious heritage.
In addition to the fields just mentioned, there are highly educated LDS scientists (that is, in the physical and biological sciences), some of whom bring an intense scientific curiosity into
their study of religion, and others who don't.
What seems genuinely new, though, about late-twentiethcentury Mormon society is both the sheer number of members
engaging in public discussions of their religion from an intellectual or scholarly posture, and the variety of viewpoints they
represent. These cover a wide spectrum ranging from the very
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orthodox, at one end, whose intellectual endeavors proceed on
the assumption that certain LDStruth claims, and even Church
policies, are not open to question; to the agnostic, at the other
end, who are prepared to question nearly everything and
everyone but still cherish their LDS identities and do not wish
to be removed from the Church. Somewhere along that spectrum are also people like myself, who are committed to basic
LDS doctrines, and who feel a strong loyalty to the Church, but
who also feel entitled to comment responsibly upon developments within the Church from a scholarly and analytical viewpoint, even when such comments are not solicited by Church
leaders. The intention, of course, is not to correct or criticize
the leaders but rather to suggest ideas that they might wish to
consider in future deliberations about Church policies and
programs. Church leaders have no obligation to embrace any
of these ideas, or even seriously to consider them. Yet it seems
ironic, even if understandable in a certain way, that a narrowing of the boundaries of acceptable commentary should be
taking place at a time in our history when there are perhaps
more well-educated, well-intentioned, and loyal commentators than ever before.24
Family connections. Fourth, all of this growth, complexity, and diversity, along with the geographic dispersion of
the membership, have all but destroyed the familiar family
connections that used to exist throughout the Church, even in
wards and stakes outside Utah. In California, where I was
reared, members of the same stake, or even the same ward,
had often migrated from the same towns or regions of Utah,
and had known each others' relatives, if not, indeed, each
other, since childhood. Mavericks are much easier to tolerate if
we know they come from devout and loyal families (or if they
have influential relatives who can vouch for them!). On the
other hand, it is much easier to suspect the loyalty, or even the
stability, of a "heretical" ward member whose background we
don't know, especially if he or she does not have even a familiar Mormon name (like Young, Pratt, Richards, Romney,
etc.).
Church careerism. Fifth, new career possibilities have
developed in the Church. These are of two kinds: (1) "church
civil service" (as in CES),in which one's livelihood and secular
advancement, in addition to one's church membership status,
depend upon strict adherence to policy and often even to the
personal preferences of individual file leaders; and (2) parallel
or "secondary" careers in the lay priesthood itself. We are fond of
telling the world that we do not have a professional clergy,
which is technically true enough; but we do have thousands of
men, and a few women, who constitute, in effect, a career
clergy, who move up the ranks of office, from local to regional
to general authority, over a 20- or 25-year period that parallels
their primary, secular careers. Ambition in either of these career tracks can get in the way of "persuasion, gentleness,
meekness, and love unfeigned (D&C 121:41) when it comes
to handling unconventional members. A special danger exists
when a leader has both his primary and his secondary careers
in the Church, since his ecclesiastical action in a given instance
might have the appearance of being driven, at least partly, by
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career
pressures
from
his
members. I recognize too that the
job (in CES, BYU, or other salaried
damage done in such cases, not only to
ppLyING
AM "ICAN
arenas).
the individuals involved but to their
families, can seem hard to forgive. Yet
Priesthood training. Sixth, the
training of priesthood leaders, espewe
must all remember that ultimate
PROTEST TACTICS I N THE
cially at the local level, does not include
judgment remains with the Lord. Each
many guidelines about the scope or
leader, from the greatest to the least,
CHURCH SETTING
TENDS
limitations of their authority over the
and that includes many of us, will evenSaints, especially their authority in mattually be called upon to account for the
ters outside Church programs or jurisconduct
of his or her stewardship. Any
DlS SIPATE SYMPATHY ONE
diction (like private study groups or
of us. leader or not. who encumbers
another's spiritual progress, or who unsymposiums). Beyond the general
MIGHT H A V E EXPECTED
scriptural injunction against unrightdermines another's testimony, will have
eous dominion, their training includes
to account for it. Meanwhile, though,
little or no indication of what would
each
of
us
must
also
take
personal
reFROM OTHER MEMBERS OR
constitute an abuse of authority by a
sponsibility for his or her own testibishop or stake president, or even a
mony and not allow ourselves to be
general authority, in the matters 1 have
driven away by the actions of any
LEADERS. AT ITS BEST THE
been discussing. Many priesthood
Church leaders, whether they are right
leaders these days are recruited from
or wrong.
MORMON WAY ALSO
corporate America, where they have becoke accustomed to ready compliance
CONSTRUCTIVE RESPONSES
by employees with directives from
MINIMIZES A N D
We can maintain a close relationship with
above, without much question about
the Lord, maintain a personal sense of
Mormon identity, and discuss our conJicts
whether a given directive is legitimate;
CONTAINS CONFLICT
it is not difficult to see how that expecin private.
tation, if translated into the church setting, might complicate relationships
F, as I have argued, the changed inBY SEEKING CONSENSUS
tellectual climate in the Church is
with unconventional members.
attributable largely to sociological
None of these six factors can be atSLOWLY A N D OUlETLY
and organizational developments over
tributed to the calculations of any parwhich individual leaders have little
ticular individuals, still less to any concontrol, then what can we do to relieve
spiracy among Church leaders to make
I N SMALL COUNCILS
life difficult for intellectuals and other
the tension we sometimes feel in our relationships with leaders? The rest of my
unconventional members. Yet all these
remarks are directed to those who still
organizational factors, and doubtless
BEHlND CLOSED DOORS.
care about their Church membership. 1
others as well, create the context within
recognize that some Latter-day Saints
which Church leaders at all levels carry
ham come to feel so alienated and disaffected by changes in
out their stewardships. In the absence of professional training
the Church, or in themselves, that they no longer desire to
for the clergy, in which priests and pastors of other churches
maintain their membership. However, for those who are still
presumably receive administrative and ethical guidelines for
struggling and trylng to retain their bonds to the Church, I
dealing with membership diversity, LDS priesthood leaders
must draw primarily upon their own experience, both in the
hope the following will be helpful.
In a 1990 SUNSTONE
article, I offered a "Decalogue for
Church and in the world, in trying to exercise their authority
Dissenters." which I think addresses in part the question of
wisely All things considered, it is remarkable that they do as
how to manage this tension.** Beyond that earlier advice, I
well as they do, especially the very young bishops and leaders
u~ouldoffer here the following suggestions to those who perat the local level. To be sure, our leaders are ultimately still receive an ambiguity, or even a narrowing, in the boundaries of
sponsible, as individuals, for their decisions, but we must understand and appreciate the context of cross-pressures that inMormon acceptability:
fluence those decisions. Such an understanding might not
1. Work first on establishing a close personal relationship
wit11 the Lord. That might seem like a platitude, but I have
assuage the pain and strain sometimes occurring in church relationships, but at least it might help us avoid personal recrimlearned that when I feel close to the Lord, I am spiritually and
psychologically insulated against whatever happens in the ininations and ill-advised reactions.
stitutional Church, including the extreme prospect of severe
I recognize that it is hard to resist personal animosity
Church discipline. It is unlikely that the Lord approves of
against leaders, in the Church or elsewhere, who seem to have
been unnecessarily harsh in their treatment of unconventional
everything that happens in the Church, and the efficacy of ac-
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tions by priesthood leaders depends ultimately upon the Lord's
own ratification of those acts. The closer we are to him, the
better idea we will have of what he ratifies and does not ratify
It seems clear to me from Doctrine and Covenants 121:37 that
actions stemming from unrigl~teousdominion will not be recognized by the Lord, an important reassurance for those who
might have been unjustly treated by Church leaders.
2. Each of us must maintain his or her own sense of
Mormon identity and not allow that to be taken away by
anyone else, no matter how powerful. In that connection, I
was warmed and touched by Michael Quinn's declaration
(even after his excommunication) that he was still "a DNA
Mormon."
3. However, I think it is also important to give regular symbolic expression to that identity through whole-hearted Church
activity, and through continuous efforts to maintain the personal standards of the gospel that define that identity For that
reason, I think it is counterproductive to boycott Church activity or ordinances, even partially, as a way of expressing sympathy with those whom we feel have been unfairly disciplined
by the Church. Such will do more to raise suspicion and call
unfavorable attention to the complaining individuals than to
mellow the hearts of conservative priesthood leaders. On the
other hand, much can be gained by maintaining, or even intensifylng, our church activity and participation. For one
thing, it symbolically expresses our belonging in the LDS community, as I just indicated. Furthermore, it allows us to make
positive and constructive contributions to the program of the
Church and, in the process, to communicate with our brothers
and sisters and help them understand why we have some of
the ideas we have.
Through Church service and the cultivating of personal relationships with all kinds of leaders and members, we surround ourselves with a network of friends who can vouch for
us when our loyalty might be questioned. In my Church experience, prolonged and conscientious senice "in the trenches"
has camed more weight with most priesthood leaders than has
one's association with unconventional forums and ideas, even
when that association has made leaders uncomfortable. I know
that other equally conscientious members have had different
experiences; and, to be sure, there is no guarantee that a given
priesthood leader will be as charitable and restrained with his
judgment as the circumstances would seem to require. If an offended priesthood leader is determined to impose discipline,
ill-advised or not, there is not much a member can do, especially if the leader is getting pressure from his superiors. Yet,
the probability is enhanced, it seems to me, that leaders will be
reluctant to impose sanctions upon members whom they
know to be insiders in basic sentiment, even if said members
are quite unconventional in ideas or in personal style.
4. My fourth suggestion is that in cases of conflict we deal
with our leaders behind closed doors and face-to-face, where
we can look them in the eye and they can feel our positive and
constructive spirits. Such an inteniew -ill be the more impressive, furthermore, the closer is the personal relationship
we have cultivated with the leader in question. I have my
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doubts, therefore, about the usefulness of wearing symbols or
of complaining to our leaders in letters, especially if they don't
know us well. When these are also "open letters," shared with
others, they will prove especially counterproductive, raising
the suspicion that our chief interest is in attracting attention to
ourselves. Still less efficacious are collective demonstrations or
petitions of any kind, whether within a ward commupity or in
downtown Salt Lake
It is true enough that the Church, either through its leaders
or through its Public Affairs office, will sometimes prove responsive to influential criticism from the outside-such as
from the media, from key opinion makers, and from high government officials. It is important to recognize, though, that
public criticism from the inside does not have the same effect at
all. Such is not the "Mormon way," as I understand it.
Members are expected to recognize that the Church is not a
democracy, and that change does not come about through
popular collective action. Applying the protest tactics and
strategies of American citizens in the Church setting simply
emphasizes the distance that the protestor has already travelled from the Mormon way and tends to dissipate such sympathy as she or he might have expected from other members
or leaders. Nor are public protests likely to gamer much sympathy from friends and supporters outside the Church, who
tend simply to shake their heads and wonder why the
protesting members don't just leave the Church.
In the Mormon way, conflict resolution and policy changes
do not take place in public settings. Indeed, one of the less
healthy aspects of the Mormon way is the typical effort to pretend that there really is no conflict at all. However, at its best'
the Mormon way also minimizes and contains conflict by
seeking consensus slowly and quietly in small councils behind
closed doors. To be sure, influences for change can be exerted
also outside those councils, but not usually by public remonstrances. Rather, to the extent that deliberations within councils are informed from the outside, that occurs mainly though
private remonstrances with leaders from their friends and
family members. Such, at least, is my reading of "the Mormon
way," and anyone who wishes to exert influence will do so quietly, privately, and among leaders who have learned to know
him or her as a loyal insider.
5. We might make better use of the formal communication
channels to ascertain whether there are guidelines from
Church leaders on controversial or ambiguous matters. We
can write questions to the "I Have a Question" editor of the
Ensign, in which we ask matter-of-fact questions about official
Church policy on some of the areas of ambiguity that we have
encountered: Are members permitted, on their own initiative,
to give talks on Church history and doctrine, without special
permission, outside of church meetings? Do LDS mothers who
have careers outside the home retain good standing in the
Church? Do Church leaders want the Saints to avoid publications like Dialogue and SUNSTONE?
As political activists in one
interest group or another, are Church members permitted to
condone public policies as citizens that are more permissive
than we would condone as Church members (as on the aborMARCH 1996

tion issue)? Of course, a question to the Ensign may or may not
be published and answered, but a number of letters coming in
now and then with the same questions, from various areas of
the Church, will at least indicate to our leaders the uncertainty
that some Saints feel on these questions. For example, a renewal of the controversy over evolution at BYU a few years ago
seems to have been behind an enlightened response in the
Ensign to more than one reader3 q ~ e s t i o n . ~ '
If we have good personal relationships with our stake presidents, or even our bishops, we can ask them to bring such
questions to the attention of General Authorities who periodically visit stake conferences, emphasizing the need for clear
and official responses from the General Authorities on matters
fundamental to Church membership in good standing.
When non-member friends or colleagues, hearing about
controversy within the Church, ask us for explanations, we
can urge them to write to the Public Affairs office, posing inquiries about the official Church stance on some of these issues. Public Affairs, and even General Authorities, will sometimes respond to such questions from non-members,
especially prominent ones, whereas petitions from members
might simply receive perfunctory responses or else be referred
back to local priesthood leaders.
CONCLUSION
Let us all be patientfor awhile. Changes in policy and in
intellectual climate have a cyclical tendency.

I

N this essay I have tried to identify areas of ambiguity in
the permissible limits of the public expression of ideas and
beliefs that are the products of personal research, scholarship, or even speculation; to explain why this ambiguity seems
more pervasive and problematic in the Church since mid-century; and to recommend means by which members can cope
with the ambiguity, and seek resolutions where possible, with
a minimum of jeopardy to their C h ~ ~ r standing.
ch
Obviously I
have not recommended any immediate solutions to the present predicament, although I have expressed a desire for more
guidance from Church leaders to clear up the kinds of ambiguity I have spelled out. With or without such guidance, perhaps we can at least hope that our leaders will see fit to apply
the "Gamaliel Principle" in their assessment of such enterprises
as Dialogue, Sunstone (symposium and magazine), and the
work of "so-called" scholars more generally28
Meanwhile, in my own life and career, I expect to continue
on pretty much as I have, until I am confronted with a clear
boundary that will require me, more seriously and specifically
than heretofore, to weigh in the balance my intellectual autonomy against my desire for acceptability within the Church.
Notice that I have deliberately avoided posing the issue as one
of "autonomy vs. loyalty," for I have never regarded my loyalty
to the Church as questionable. Loyalty is a subjective commitment that I control, and I have freely offered my loyalty as a
life-long Church member; the "acceptability" I spoke of, however, lies in the judgments of others. For any person of integrity, there are, of course, limits beyond which one cannot go
MARCH 1996

in seeking institutional "acceptability," and one would always
hope never to face that dilemma within the Lord's Church.
If we tmly care about the Church, let us all be patient for
awhile. Changes in policy and in intellectual climate have a
cyclical tendency I believe that this segment of the cycle, too,
will pass. Many of us will live to see it. The genuine concem,
both spiritual and pragmatic, which our leaders have for
spreading the gospel to exotic places, and for retaining future
generations of members in those places, will eventually necessitate some broadening of the boundaries of "acceptability"not in basic gospel principles, of course, but in the "Mormon
way of life" more generally I expect the time to come when the
relatively few "intellectuals" in the Church, "so-called or otherwise, will yet prove to be among the least of the problems
with which our leaders will wish to concem themselves in a
world-wide Church. Pray to hasten that day!
0
NOTES
1. Some of these developments are discussed at greater length in my recent
book, The Angel and the Beehive: The Mormon Struggle with Assimilation (Urbana:
University of lll~noisPress. 1994), especially in the preface and in chapter 10.
2. My knowledge of this episode comes from having been one of those singled out by Elder Petersen and from having compared experiences with most of
the others similarly favored. Dimerent stake presidents and bishops reacted in
quite different ways in these cases. Fonunately, my stake president was very understanding and our discussion of the matter actually increased the good feeling
between us.
3. This 1985 case is quite well known to the friends and colleagues of the
two authors and is summarized in Lavina Fielding Anderson's chronology, "The
LDS Intellectual Community and Church Leadership," Dialogue: A Journal oJ
Mormon Thought 26 (spring 1993): 25. Linda Newell also described it in detail at
the 1992 Nonhwest Sunstone symposium, tape #N\V92-001.
4. See extensive summaries of these cases in SUNSTONE 16 (Nov. 1993):
65-73. and 18 (Apr. 1995): 80-84.
5. See, for example, "BYU Withdraws lrom Counterpoint Conference,"
SUNSTONE
18 (April 1995): 85-86. Also see brief discussion of the amb~guousinstructions about Sunstone to BW and CES faculties on p.184 of The Angel and the
Bechive (note 1, above). BYU faculty members striving to gain tenure (or "continuing status") during the past two years have told me of conversations with university administrators in which their recent or future participation in Sunstone activiues were explicitly cited as problematic.
6. One notes some variation (and thus amhiguity) around the Church in this
matter; for example, Mitt Romney, during his recent campaign for senator in
hlassachusetts, with apparent impunity, took a "pro-choice" position on abortion
as a matter olpublic policy, despite his own well-known personal pro-life position
("Rornney Starts Strong but Loses Race in Final Stretch," SUNSTONE18 [April
19951: 87-88). Cecilia Konchar Farr, by contrast, was severely criticized at B W for
exactly the same thing. See discussion in Catharine R. Stimpson. "The Farr Case:
The Next Chapter in the History of Academic Freedom!" Change 25 (Sept.lOct.
1993): 70-71.
7. This predicament characterizes, for example, most of the accounts in
Lavina Fielding Anderson's now well-know compilation (see note 3), which usually provides only the putative victim's version of the incidents in question. It is
not so much that the accounts are not believable (to me, most of them are) as it is
that they are incomplete; they fail to provide additional details or alternative perceptions that might have made the incidents more easily understandable.
8. Indced, the very term "heresy" is uncommon in traditional LDS parlance.
Its most dramatic use in recent years was probably by Elder Bruce R. McConkie,
who identiried seven "deadly heresies," some of which, ironically, had earlier been
taught by other General Authorities of the Church. (See Bruce R. McConkie, "The
Seven Deadly Heresies." 1980 D~votionalSpueches 01
thr: Year [Provo, UT: Brigham
Young University Press. 19821, 74-80).
9. See. for example, Newell G. Bringhurst. "Juanita Brooks and Fawn
Brod~e-Sisters in Dissent," Dinlogue: A Journal 01Mormon Thought 27 (summer
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1994): 105-27. See also Bringhurst's article on Brodie cited in note 24
(Bringhurst, incidentally, is the author of a forthcoming book-length biography
on Brodie). President McKay's policy toward dissenters was probably exemplified
more typically in his offer to appear as a witness for the defrnse i n a 1954effort
initiated by Sterling McMurrin's stake president to excom&unicate the Mormon
philosopher. See L. Jackson Newell, "Sterling Moss McMumn: A Philosopher in
Action." Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 28 (spring 1995): 6; and Blake
Ostler, "An Interview with Sterling M. McMurrin," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought 17 (spring 1984): 18-43; and in "McMurrini Heresies, History, and
18:(April
Humor" an interview of McMurrin by L. Jackson Newell SUNSTONE
1995): 55-62. McMurrinf "heresies," then as now, were certainly at least as far
beyond the pale as anything for which more recent authors have been disciplined.
10. The incident in which President George Albert Smith repudiated the authoritarian sentiment in the ward teaching message is recounted and documented
by the editors in Dialogue: Ajortmal of Mormon Thought 19 (spring 1986): 35-39.
A brief overview and substantiation of the oKicial Church embrace of secular
scholarship during the early twentieth century is given in The Angel and the
Beehive, 24-28. A much more extensive treatment of this process is in Thomas G.
Alexander, Mormonism in Transition: A History of the Latter-day Saints, 1890-1930,
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986). 138-46.
11. See The Angel and the Beehive, where the retrenchment theme is explored
and substantiated in some detail.
12. By contrast. I recall clearly the freedom 1felt to speak and write during the
1960s (and later) on the sensitive race issue in the Church, even though 1 strenuously and explicitly questioned the authenticity and validity of doctrinal folklore
about blacks that had been promulgated by cenain prominent General
Authorities; see, for example, my "Mormonism and the Negro: Faith. Folklore,
and Civil Rights," Dialogue: Ajournal of Mormon Thought 2 (Winter 1967): 19-39.
It is probably relevant to note that 1was questioning the supportiveJolklore without
questioning the ChurchS priesthood restriction itself, which perhaps made a difference in how my work was received. Nevertheless, while living in the California
Bay Area in those days, I was invited on several occasions to speak on that topic in
sacrament meetings, at LDS young adult gatherings, and even once at a stake conference. Others espoused similar ideas, of course, both before and alter 1 took on
the subject. Our misgivings about the doctrinal folklore were eventually vindicated by Elder Bruce R. McConkie's welcome August 1978 declaration, that
Church members should forget what he and others had said on this subject, for
they had spoken "with limited understanding" (see Elder McConkie's "All Are
Alike unto God." an address to CES Faculty at B W , 18 Aug. 1978). Yet, 1 suspect
that were if 1were to question publicly certain widely held doctrines today (canonical or not) on comparably sensitive topics. I \vould probably find myself in
trouble with priesthood leaders.
13. In the extreme case whcre private parental discipline within the family
raises the legal issue of child abuse, local Church leaders have now been instructed to call a toll-free number in Utah for guidance in handling the case.
This situation reflects, even if in the extremity, the more general problem that
there is no longer, either in society or in the Church, our previous generations'
shared sense of appropriate conduct within the family Many other, less extreme,
family issues are now equally contentious and often unclear to many Church
leaders (like dual spousal careers and decision-making processes; birth-control
policies; fertility technologies including in vitro fertilization with donor sperm;
and sexual practices within marriage). In the absence of official Church guidelines on most of these issues, local priesthood leaders have usually found it hazardous to become involved with them, even when asked to do so by troubled
LDS families.
14. Several talks in the October 1993 general conference alluded to recent
disciplinary actions in various ways, with some of them seeming to identify specific issues involved in those actions (like women and the priesthood). Elder Faust
seemed to emphasize the public challenging of "basic doctrines, practices, and establishment of the Church" as the chief offense, though it is not at all clear from
the public record which of the recent excommunicants (or all or any) were guilty
of that oIfense (or how). A joint letter rrom the First Presidency and Twelve, issued
at about the same time, basically quoted from the Gencral Hnnilbook ojInstructions
on the definitions of apostasy and included a quotation from Joseph Smith
warning against "finding fault with the Church." While 1 could see the applicability of some such charges to one or two of the excommunicants, 1 found it dimcult to see how they applied to the other cases. (See coverage in SUNSTONE,
November, 1993,65-73).
15. John L. Sorenson, An Ancirnt Anierican Scttingfor the Book ofMormon. (Salt
Lake City: Deseret Book Company; and Provo, UT: Foundation for Ancient
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Research and Mormon Studies. 1985).
16. In a section entitled. "Societies and Organizations" (1387-90). the
Encycloprdia portrays enterprises like Dialogue: A journal of Mormon Thought and
SUNSTONE
(both magazine and symposium) as sewing six different "important
functions lor Church members andfor the Church." lncluded among those functions are (1) providing "an opportunity to learn and distribute new insights regarding theology, the scriptures, historical events, and current practices"; (2)
senring as "an outlet where individuals with unorthodox beliefs can share their
questions, concerns, and doubts" in an environment of acceptance; and (3) providing a forum where change-oriented Saints can "take an advocacy position"
(Daniel H. Ludlow, ed., Encyclopedia of Mormonism (5 vols.), [New York:
Macmillan Company, 19921, 1387-389). In addition to this general description,
scores of articles throughout the Encyclopetlia actually cite unsponsored publications like Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought and SUNSTONEas reliable
sources. While the Encyclopedia carries a routine disclaimer of oficial Church
auspices. it was nevertheless prepared under the direct supervision of the
Twelve, so it seems unlikely that any of its contents would have been disapproved
by them.
17. See Robert L. Millet and Joseph Fielding McConkie, Our Destiny: The Call
and Election ofthe House oJIsrae1. (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1993). and review of
the same by Professor Steven Epperson in Brigham Yortng University Strtdies
34(4):125-136 (1994-95).
18. 1 am, of course, referring to Eadief Embraced by the Light, 1992, which
has sold thousands of copies in Utah and several millions world wide. The publisher is actually Gold Leaf Press in California, which is apparently owned by
Aspen in Utah. Paperback rights were eventually sold to Bantam. See Peggy
Fletcher Stack, "Mormonf Book on Afterlife Gains National Response," Salt Lake
Tribune. 23 Oct. 1993. See also the lengthy discussion ol the book's career and
theology in Massimo Introvignef "Embraced by the Church? Betty Eadie, Near
Death Experience, and Mormonism," paper presented at the June, 1995, meetings of the Mormon History Association, Kingston, Ontario; and the critical
panel discussion oT the same book at the annual 1995 Sunstone Symposium in
Salt Lake City (tape #SL95-331).
19. See. for example, coverage in the Salt Lake Tribune for 2, 11. 16. 17, and
20 October 1993; in the November 1993 issue of SUNSTONE; and in D. Michael
s
in George D. Smith,
Quinn, "On Being a Mormon Historian (and 1 ~Aftermath),"
ed., Friith\ul Histnry: Essflys on Writing Mt~rmonHistory (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 1992),69-111.
20. See account in "Mormon Secret Files." The Christian Century 109 (9-16
Sept. 1992). 800. Indications that instructions from General Authorities about a
given case are sometimes included with communications from the Committee will
be found also in the sources above (note 19).
21. There is little question that phrases like "conduct unbecoming . . . " or
"conduct contrary . . ." would be be considered unconstitutionally vague in the
current American justice system. Even in the Church, though, the possibilities for
subjective interpretation seem endless. The definitions of apostasy are much more
concrete and are limited to: "(1) repeatedly act(s) in clear, open, and deliberate
public opposition to the Church or its leaders; (2) persist(s1 in teaching as Church
doctrine information that is not Church doctrine after being corrected . . . ; or (3)
continue(s) to follow the teachings of apostate cults . . . after being corrected . . ."
(CHI. 10-3, italics added). As best we can tell from public accounts, it is difficult to
see which of the excommunicated intellectuals over the past two or three years
would have been guilty under any of these three definitions of apostasy, unless any
questioning or criticism of specific Church policies is construed as "opposition to
the Church," irrespective of what the critics understood they were doing. As for
the charge of teaching incorrect doctrine, none that I know of has represented his
or her doctrinal positions as official Church doctrine.
22. The issue of obedience to priesthood leaders, including. for some. the
issue of even question~ngleader instructions, often gets unnecessarily intenwined
uith the emotional issue of "infallibility"There is no LDS counterpart of the tradition of papal infallibility, even for the prophet-president of the Church, and it
would be difficult to find an instance in which any general authority has even
claimed infallibility, either by virtue of his office or by virtue of his personal spiritual powers. In recent years, some authors have seen an implicit infallibility claim
in the occasional reassurance from the pulpit that our leaders "will never lead the
Church astray" 1 do not see that as a claim to infallibility I see it as a more or less
logical implication of the traditional LDS idea that this is the "final dispensation"
before the Millenium, and that therefore the Church will not undergo a generalized apostasy before the Lord's second coming. That is an altogether different
claim from one of apostolic infallibility in a spec@ action or policy question. A
failure to make this distinction, whether l y members or. Iradrrs, simply adds to the
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ambiguity I am discussing here. See J. Reuben Clark. Jr., "When Are the Writings
or Sermons of Church Leaders Entitled to the Claim of Scripture!" W S Church
News, July 31, 1954; reprinted in Dialogue: A Jotirnal if Mormon Thought 12
(Summer, 1979): 68-81.
23. While it is true, as some Church leaders have noted publicly, that the
number of intellectuals recently disciplined is quite small, each of them is nevertheless situated in a more or less extensive social network. To the extent that
Church members in these networks perceive injustices in the treatment of their
disciplined friends and relatives, the potential for demoralization and defection
from the Church reaches much farther into the membership (and future generations) than might be apparent at first glance. This is especially true for the ch~ldren of the disciplined members, many of whom (to my personal knowledge)
have been spiritually traumatized and (where old enough) have severed their
church ties in the wake of a parent's conflict with Church authorities. To the extent that such conflict was a product of ambiguous rules or expectations, rather
than of deliberate member defiance, the impact on families is all the more
tragic.
24. While the intellectual "spectrum" I have just described might always have
existed in the Church, my main contention here is that in recent years the less orthodox half of that spectrum has become more numerous than ever before. and
has been more interested than in earlier years in retaining its LDS identity. 1have in
mind here the contrast with the "lost generation" of Mormon intellectuals in the
first half of this century-those who were regarded as too heterodox even for the
relatively liberal UYU and CES faculties of that time, and who generally left both
Utah and the Church. See Newell G. Bringhurst. "Fawn M. Brodie, Mormonism's
'Lost Generation,' and No Man Knows My History,"Jo~~tnalof Mormon History 16
(1990): 11-23; and Edward A. Gear): "Mormondom's Lost Generation: The
Novelists of the 1940s." Btigharn Young University Studies 18 (1): 89-107 (1977).
Scholars and intellectuals all across this spectrum were provided with both actual
and symbolic ties to the institutional Church when Leonard J. Arrington was appointed Church Historian in 1972. As anomalous as that appointment now seems
in retrospect. Amngton and his colleagues exemplified for many the proposition
that Church loyalty and critical scholarly rigor are not necessarily antithetical.
Even before 1972, of course, they had been active participants in the hlormon
History Association and with Dialogue: A]ournal ojMormon Thol~ght.Those enterprises accordingly seemed to enjoy a certain degree of lcgitirnation in the minds of
all kinds of intellectuals when Amngton and his collaborators were brought into
the Historian's OWce. This whole chapter in recent Church history helps to explain both the willingness of many questioning intellectuals to try to retain thcir
ties to the Church (instead ofjust leaving it in the manner of the earlier "lost generation") and the sense of alienation (or even betrayal) that some of them have
come to feel with the apparent -crackdouns" of the 1990s. Furthermore. the pressures, oWcial and unofficial, on intellectuals to avoid association with Dialque,
SUNSTONE,
and the like, have created an environment in which many ol the more
moderate voices have felt constrained to withdraw from participation in these enterprises, leaving increased proportions therein of the more critical and radical
viewpoints. Such increased radicalization has, in turn. driven olTeven more of the
moderates, and so on, in a kind of "vicious circle." In this process, all parties are
losers.
25. Armand L. Mauss, "Alternate Voices. The Calling and Its Implications."
SUNSTONE 14 (April 1990): 7-10.
26. 1 hasten to add that 1 am passing no personal judgment on the motives or
the conscientiousness of those who involve themselves in various kinds of public
demonstrations, open letters, and the like. Every person must act for him or herself in deciding how best to give expression to feelings of frustration, outrage, or
sorrow in our religious community The point 1am making refers only to the likely
eflcacy of such tactics, which is an altogether dimerent matter from what satisfies
an individual's deep personal imperative for expression.
27. See Moms Petersen, "Fossils and Scripture," in the "I Have a Question"
Section, Ensign (Sept., 1987): 28-29.
28. See Acts 5:33-40, especially 38-39. Gamaliel, a prestigious pharisee and
sometime teacher of the Apostle Paul (Acts 22:3), urged the chicf priests of the
Jewish establishment "to put the apostles forth a little space," on the grounds that
if the apostles' work was of God it could not be o\~erthrown,whereas if it were
only the work of men, it would "come to nought." Latter-day Saints have long
advocated that posture for non-h4ormons antasonistic to our cause, and I feel
certain that LDS scholars all along the continuum of "faithfulness" would be more
than happy to have their work stand or fall by that same principle.
(Unfortunately, the apostles in Gamaliel's time, thohgh not executed by stoning
as they might have been, were still beaten for their teachings before they were
turned loose!)
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OBVIOUS ARTIFICE
You never dressed like a New Romantic,
no eyeliner, long coats, no bleached hair
or boots made to kick things down
but the whole idea of obvious artifice
is why you became a dancer.
The day after Boxing Day while I
grated cheese for chicken enchiladas you
showed me how your rib cage moved
independent of your head and hips and shoulders.
Even in that orange and avocado kitchen,
your body was a dancer's body,
a way to turn yourself into art.
In late April it snows but does not lay
You prepare for exams on how to make
books into movies, paper into film.
Your head full of Coriolanus and
W~~thering
Heights, you imagine your eyes
and brows like Hamlet's: the dark brooding
stare of a man immobilized by doubt
is a badge earned from your fat angry mother,
from your pretenses at love. I think now
if you loved at all you loved only dim light
glinting on my hair, a square podium
and the poetry I read behind it
because they made your life, like your body,
instant an.
I remember kissing you while you played
Beethoven on the piano
but I realize now what was peripheral
and what should have been.
Too bad a n is artificial,
a thick husk to be stripped back,
like grime on windows, or orange peel.

-HOLLY WELKER
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I believe that the Book of Mormon is indeed a book writtenfor our day, that it
contains many powerful lessons that can greatly benefit us. I propose that a
society that negatesfernaleness will likely be a society that is militaristicor that a society that is militaristic will likely be a society that negatesfemaleness;
whichever the cause and whichever the eflect, the result will be disaster:

THE NEPHITES?
By Carol Lynn Pearson

A

LMOST EVERY TIME I HAVE MENTIONED THE
title of this article to anyone, it has brought a
laugh-not a laugh of derision, a laugh of delight. The
very idea, mentioning woman-power and the Book of
Mormon in the same breath. Humor depends on the incongruous, and what could be more incongruous than feminism
and the Nephites?
Let me propose a very modest definition of feminism, one
that appears in the Encyclopedia of Mormonism: "Feminism is
the philosophical belief that advocates the equality of women
and men and seeks to remove inequities and to redress injustices against women."'
I would now like to trade the word "feminismVfor a word
that I like even better-"partnership"; yet there are some who
find the word "partnership" threatening. I find it a beautiful
word. To me, partnership is the goal, and feminism is the
journey absolutely necessary to get us there. Where? That
wonderful land in gender relationships, choice above all other
lands-that space in our minds and hearts and society where
we are truly one. Perhaps we could even call it Zion.
My twenty-two-year-old son Aaron is a rock guitarist with
gorgeous blond hair down to the middle of his back and a
smile that dazzles. Not long ago he said, "Oh, Mom-I'm
writing a new song. I think you'll like it." He reached for his
guitar and sang to me:
Behind every good man there's a woman,
Behind every good woman there's a man.
Understand we're all in this togetherIt's much easier standing hand in hand.
CAROL LYNN PEARSON is the author of several books and is the
writel; producel; and star of the play Mother Wove the Morning,
which has toured extensively in this country and abroad. A version
of this paper was presented at the 1993 Salt Lake Sunstone
Symposium.

That's as scary as it's going to get in this piece. "It's much easier
standing hand in hand." Partnership.
In October 1992, I was invited to perform Mother Wove the
Morning on Crete at an international conference to celebrate
partnership between women and men. While I was sitting in
the audience of about five hundred people from all over the
world, waiting to hear a talk by Margarita Papandreou, former
first lady of Greece (and who had invited me), I visited with
Hilkka, a striking Finnish woman who had represented her
country at the United Nations. When I asked about her areas
of study, she said, "I'm doing some writing on the relationship
between patriarchy and militarism. Patriarchy cannot survive
without militarism, nor militarism without patriarchy"
Instantly there flashed into my mind the Nephites, the
Lamanites, and the dreadful, dreadful warfare that had led to
their destruction.
Ever since high school, I had puzzled over the near-unrelenting militarism of that people, and I had mourned over the
absence of women in the record and the stunning, negative female imagery. But only in the last few years had I said to myself, "There is a connection here. It is not an accident that extreme warfare and extreme bias against women are found in
the same society"
I believe that the Book of Mormon is indeed a book written
for our day, that it contains many powerful lessons that can
greatly benefit us. I propose that there is a lesson in this book
that we have not really examined, one that is profoundly important. I propose that a society that negates femaleness will
likely be a society that is militaristic-or that a society that is
militaristic will likely be a society that negates femaleness;
whichever the cause and whichever the effect, the result will
be disaster. I choose to believe that the anti-female bias I find
in the Book of Mormon is not there from malice but from lack
of awareness. I also choose to believe that with awareness
comes a desire to do better.
MARCH 1996
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THE DANGERS OF
PATRIARCHY

mately led to Mother Wove the
Morning, I comered him one
day and said, "Brother Nibley,
ISTORICALLY, patriwhat about all this stuff I'm
archy and militarism
reading about a time before the
are blood brothers, and
patriarchy?"
the operative word is "blood."
"Of course," he replied.
Technically, patriarchy is "the
"The matriarchy We all know
rule of the fathers." As it transabout the matriarchy"
lates into experience, it is the
"I beg your pardon, Brother
view that male is primary and
Nibley," I said. "We do not all
central and female is secondary
know about the matriarchy"
and auxiliary-that God is male
"Well, yes," he said. "There
and there is no complementary
was a time when women were
female divine. Resultantly, the
more important, and that had
"masculine"is idealized and worto be balanced by a time when
shipped, and the "feminine" is
f men were more important. But
diminished, marginalized, and
neither of those styles is corCURRENT RESEARCH SHOWS T H A T
abused.
rect. They're both perversions."
So it is not just as an academic
In a talk at Brigham Young
THERE DOES S E E M TO B E A
exercise that I examine this
University, Brother Nibley said
proposition. We are deeply afessentially the same thing:
PARTICULAR TENDENCY I N EITHER
fected by the way we view
"There is no patriarchy or maTHE FEMALE BRAIN OR FEMALE
gender. And I believe that the
triarchy in the Garden; the two
wonderful ways the Church assupervise each other . . .
SOCIALIZATION T H A T ENCOURAGES
sists us in developing godly self-archy means always to be first
images and relationships are unin order, whether in time or
WOMEN A N D GIRLS RATHER
dermined by the distorted view
eminence; the point is that
CONSISTENTLY TO CHOOSE COof the sexes we receive from a vathere can only be one first. To
riety of quarters, including the
be first is Satan's first prinOPERATION OVER COMPETITION.
Book of Mormon.
~i~le."~
Recently, I found a remarkably
Argument about the exisinsightful statement in an Ensign
tence of a bona fide "matriarticle about how Hollywood's images of life conflict with the
archy" abounds. The evidence seems to indicate that there
realities of our own lives. The author's description of
never was a time that could be described as upside-down paHollywood producers helps to explain this:
triarchy where women ruled over men as men have ruled over
Most of them are male. There are some incredibly talwomen in historical time. A growing body of archeological evented men running film studios, producing TV proidence, however, indicates-certainly in old Europe-that for
grams, and creating Hollywood magic. But if most of
thousands of years in the neolithic era there was a civilization
the perspectives we see expressed dramatically are
that lasted longer than our war-tom variety, one in which
male perspectives, we're only seeing half the story.
weapons, fortifications, violent death, animal or human sacriThat explains a lot about the way women are prefice, male dominance, individual wealth, and images of a male
sented, doesn't it?2
sky-god simply did not exist; its people honored femaleness in
It also explains a lot about the way women are presented
mortal women and in the Great Goddess of creation.
(or ignored) in'church programs, manuals, talks, scripturesThis time came to an end. In the words of mythologist
certainly in the Book of Momon. Keep in mind that the
Joseph Campbell, who described the "milder, gentler day" of
abridger of this book was a military man as well as a prophet,
the Goddess, this time gave way to "the patriarchal overthrow,"
a fact that unavoidably affected his abridgement. If General
a "sordid, sorry chronicle of collision, vituperation, coercion,
Patton had condensed Gone with the Wind, we might have lost
and spilled blood [that brought in] the order of the Patriarchy,
Scarlett altogether.
with an ardor of righteous eloquence and a fury of fire and
In my youth, I thought patriarchy was as firmly fixed as
~word."~
gravity, that nothing else had ever existed. In college, I began
The arrival of this order has been well documented in nuto rethink that notion. I used to enjoy brief visits with Hugh
merous other books, including Gerda Lemer's The Creation of
Nibley now and then. I had studied Hebrew in Israel, and he
Patriarchy and Riane Eisler's The Chalice and the Blade. Before
found it fun to chat with me in that language as we walked
these, Erich Neuman wrote The Great Mother; and Robert
across campus. Later, as I was doing the research that ultiGraves, in The White Goddess, warned that our repressed desire
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for a divine Mother is ignored at our own peril.
Militarism. War. Anthropologist Ashley Montague said,
"War is exclusively a masculine invention and gha~tliness."~
I
was chilled to read recently that Edward Teller, hailed as the
"father" of the H-bomb, announced the success of its first test
with the words, "It's a boy!"6
I do not suggest that all men are warlike and all women are
peaceable. It is possible, and has happened, for women to be
waniors and to lead armies. And many men give their all to
proclaiming and living peace. But current research shows that
there does seem to be a particular tendency in either the female brain or female socialization that encourages women and
girls rather consistently to choose cooperation over competition. Simon LeVay, a neurobiologist whose recent book, The
Sexual Brain, explores the differences between male and female
brains, says that-not surprisingly-men seem programmed
to be more aggressive than women. I am reminded of Alan
Alda's assessment that our society suffers from "testosterone
poisoning." At any rate, it is not hard to guess in what direction society moves when runaway masculinity is untempered
by a balancing femininity I propose we find a remarkable example within the pages of the Book of Mormon.
Let us examine these two phenomena-militarism in the
Book of Mormon and the accompanying bias against and negative portrayal of women.We will spend little time on the first
because it is so obvious. According to Warfare in the Book of
Mormon, approximately one hundred separate instances of
armed conflict exist in the Book of Mormon record.7 Hugh
Nibley estimates that the book devotes approximately onethird of its content directly or indirectly to military matters.'
Scenes of bloodshed and almost unbelievable violence stain
the pages of the book. In just one battle, the Nephites slay
12,532 Amlicites, and the Amlicites slay 6,562 Nephites.
Nephi cuts off the head of Laban; Ammon cuts off the arms of
the enemies of King Lamoni. The book's violence is unforgettable.
NEGATIVE PORTRAYALS OF WOMEN IN THE
BOOK OF MORMON
There is not one woman who appears to have her
own connection with heaven.

E

VIDENTLY less obvious to some is the parallel absence
and/or negative portrayal of women in the Book of
Mormon. A few years ago, I read the book specifically
to focus on what it says about women, circling in red every female reference. And as I did, it became more and more clear
why I had always felt like an unwelcome visitor as I entered
Nephite society, a stranger in a strange land indeed. The valuable things I have gleaned from the Book of Mormon have
been bought at the expense of putting my femaleness aside
and ignoring what is said of it. And while I am more than my
femaleness, my femaleness is a profound and highly valued
part of me, and to have to put it away when I pick up the book
violates my spirit.
When I encounter the occasional statement that would apPAGE 34
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pear inviting to women, I stare at it as at an anachronism: "He
inciteth them all to come unto him and partake of his goodness; and he denieth none that come unto him, black and
white, bond and free, male and female . . . , and all are alike
unto God, both Jew and Gentile." (2 Ne. 26:33.) Or, "And
now, he imparteth his word by angels unto men, yea, not only
men but women also." (Alma 32:23.)
Where are the stories to demonstrate this expansive doctrine? In the account we have been given, a huge division exists between male and female, a clear devaluing of the female.
Angels do not visit women. Do we have here preaching
without the practice? Was there something going on that did
not make its way into the record? All we know is what appears
in the book's pages, and what appears does not invite women
or honor femaleness.
Only two instances in the entire 522 pages provide evidence that women are being specifically addressed along with
men. Lehi speaks to and blesses both the sons and the daughters of his sons Laman and Lemuel: "Behold, my sons and my
daughters . . . I would that ye should give ear unto my words."
(2 Ne. 4:3.) That is the first and nearly the last time in the book
that I, as a woman, feel specifically invited to the party
Thereafter, I have to invite myself until the very end of the
book, where I read, "0ye fair sons and daughters, ye fathers
and mothers, ye husbands and wives, ye fair ones, how is it
that ye could have fallen!" (Mom. 6:19.)
Sometimes the exclusion of women seems particularly surprising. For instance, during King Benjamin's beautiful address
in Mosiah 2, women are obviously physically present: "They
pitched their tents round about, every man according to his
family, consisting of his wife, and his sons, and his daughters,
and their sons, and their daughters." (v. 5.) Then King
Benjamin speaks from his tower: "My brethren, all ye that have
assembled yourselves together. . . . Yet, my brethren. . . . And
all ye old men, and
now, I say unto you, my brethren. . . . 0,
also ye young men, and you little children who can understand my words. . . ." (v. 9, 15,20,36,40.) One instance indicates that the listeners shall become the sons and the daughters of Christ, but every salutation is to only "my brethren."
This is the case throughout the book. King Mosiah sends "a
written word" to the people: "Behold, 0 ye my people, or my
brethren, for I esteem you as such. . . ." (Mosiah 29:5.) We
have come to assume that the good teachings in the book
apply to both sexes, and yet there is room for us to quip: "Men
are that they might have joy, and women are that they might
provide it."
Nowhere in the book do we find the phrase, "My brethren
and my sisters," or anything comparable to it. I am an outsider
overhearing something important that is going on in another
room. "Arise, my sons, and be men! . . . Awake, my sons!" Did
Nephite women feel similarly ignored? Certainly, if only on a
subconscious level. The general overhaul of school textbooks
in the last couple of decades brought with it substantial evidence of what happens to the self-image of girls (and other
groups) when they are excluded from the teaching material.
Psychologists tell us that for one's mental health, being ignored
MARCH 1996
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is worse than being beaten.
If women are not spoken to in
the Book of Mormon, they are
spoken of. Occasionally Except
for references to the biblical
women Eve, Mary, and Sarah,
there are three women mentioned by name in the Book of
Mormon: Sariah, wife of Lehi;
Abish, the Lamanitish woman in
the story of Ammon and King
Lamoni; and Isabel, the harlot.
This starkly contrasts with the
presence of women in the Bible.
One
hundred
eighty-eight
women are mentioned by name
in the Bible, compared to three in
the Book of ~ b r m o n .Indeed,
two books of the Bible-Esther
and Ruth-are
named after
women.
In the Old Testament, "he"
and "his" appear six-and-a-half
times more often than do "she"
and "her." But in the Book of
Mormon, the masculine pronouns appear, on average, thirtyfive times more often than do the
feminine ones, and in the
abridgement after the small
plates, forty-six times more
often.gAndmanYofthe'Lshe's"
and "her's" refer not to people,
but to objects, many of them
negative, which we will consider
in a moment.
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some said he was dead and
stank and ought to have been
placed in a sepulchre, the
queen says, "As for myself, to
me he doth not stink." My
teacher chose this as a wonderful example of good wifehood and instructed all the
grls in the class that for a
happy marriage-no
matter
what the husband does or what
anyone else says about himour position must be firm: "To
me he doth not stink." (Alma
19:5.)
52 I venture to guess that the
: only story about women in the
~ o d ko f * ~ o r m o most
n
of us
INTHEOLDTESTAMENT-HE'AND
have heard used in a Church
talk is the story of the mothers
'HIS' APPEAR SIX-AND-A-HALF
of the stripling warriors who
instilled faith into their sons.
TIMES MORE OFTEN T H A N 'SHE' A N D
(See Alma 56:47.)
'HER.' BUT I N THE BOOK OF M O R M O N
Predictably, the huge majority of the references to
THEMASCULINEPRONOUNSAPPEAR,
womenare tothenameless,

I
11

II

faceless "our women" or "our
wives" clearly listed with the
MORE OFTEN T H A N THE FEMININE
Nephite men's possessions:
And now, may the
ONES, A N D I N THE ABRIDGEMENT
peace of God rest
upon
you, and upon
AFTERTHESMALLPLATE5,FORTY-SIX
your houses and
TIMES MORE OFTEN.
lands, and upon your
flocks and herds, and
all that you possess,
your women and your children. . . . (Alma 7:27.)
UMEROUS biblical women can serve as spiritual role
Our women did bear children in the wilderness . . .
models for women today: Huldah was a prophetess;
our women did give plenty of suck for their
Deborah was a prophetess; Miriam was a prophetess.
Not one woman in the Book of Mormon appears to have her
children. . . . (1 Ne. 17:1, 2.)
own connection to the heavens. Sariah does not receive anyI, Nephi, did take my family, and also Zoram and his
thing like the visionary experience that Lehi has. Nephi refamily, and Sam, mine elder brother and his family,
ceives the vision of the Tree of Life after his father, but Sariah
and Jacob and Joseph, my younger brethren, and also
does not. Abish, who performs one of the few strong deeds by
my sisters. . . . (2 Ne. 5:6.)
a woman in the book, had converted to the Lord because of a
What? Nephi had sisters? Finally, after reaching the promised
remarkable vision her father had had years before, not a vision
land and telling numerous stories of his brothers, Nephi menof her own. Lamoni's queen is another spiritually dependent
tions he has sisters?They are not spoken of before or after.
woman: she does not receive from God but from her husband's
And I did cause that the women should spin, and toil,
servants the knowledge that Ammon is a prophet. And she
and work, and work all manner of fine linen, yea, and
says to Ammon, who asks if she believes, "1 have had no witcloth of every kind, that we might clothe our nakedness save thy word . . . nevertheless I believe. . . ." (Alma 19:9.)
ness. . . . (Mosiah 10:5.)
Whenever I think of that nameless queen of King Lamoni, I
remember the vivid lesson given by my seminary teacher at
And now the design of the Nephites was to support
Brigham Young High School in Provo: When the king had lain
their lands, and their houses, and their wives, and
upon his bed for the space of two days and two nights and

O N AVERAGE, THIRTY-FIVE TIMES

N
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their children. . . . (Alma 43:9.)
And it came to pass that he rent his coat; and he took
a piece thereof, and wrote upon it-In memory of
our God, our religion, and freedom, and our peace,
our wives, and our children. . . . (Alma 46: 12.)
Behold their women did toil and spin, and did make
all manner of cloth, of fine-twined linen and cloth of
every kind, to clothe their nakedness. (Hel. 6:13.)

T

HE strong anti-female statement made by Nephite society, however, comes not only from the lack of meaningful stories about individual women in the Book of
Mormon but also from female imagery applied to things rather
than people. Numerous objects are rendered female, some of
them neutral in value, some of them with a positive connotation. We read:
One other ship also did sail forth; and whither she did
go we know not. (Alma 63:8)
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Israel. There is no mistaking the gender of ultimate good and
the gender of ultimate evil.
Joseph Campbell, in his important book The Power of Myth,
reminds us that the word "abomination" is the Old Testament
word for the Canaanite Goddess. And the Canaanite
Goddess-and
the other pre-patriarchal goddesses-were
historical descendants of the ancient Mother Goddess, worshipped by many names in nearly every known pan of the prehistoric world.10 I find this to be astonishing irony: the genealogy of the great and abominable church can be traced in a
convoluted, upside-down and inside-out journey to the best
vision our primitive family had of our Divine Mother.
The Book of Mormon's Isaiah material gives further negative
female images. Without having to turn a page, I find six separate images uncomplimentary to my femaleness:
Children are their oppressors, and women rule over
them. (2 Ne. 13:12.)

I have grafted in the natural branches again into their
mother tree. . . . (Jacob5:60.)

Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk
with stretched-forth necks and wanton eyes, walking
and mincing as they go . . . therefore the Lord will
smite with a scab the crown of the head of the daughters of Zion. . . . (13:16, 17.)

For they will not seek wisdom, neither do they desire
that she should rule over them! (Mosiah 8:20.)

And her gates shall lament and mourn; and she shall
be desolate, and shall sit upon the ground. (13:26.)

And all the nations that fight against Zion, and that
distress her, shall be as a dream of a night vision. . . .
(2 Ne. 27:3.)
However, as I created my list of feminine imagery, I was distressed to see how many were negative symbols:
And I beheld that their mother Gentiles were gathered
together upon the water, and upon the land also, to
battle against them. (1 Ne. 13:17.)

And in that day, seven women shall take hold of one
man, saylng . . . let us be called by thy name to take
away our reproach. (14: 1.)

Yea, wo unto this great city of Zarahemla . . . because
of the wickedness and abominations which are in her.
(Hel. 13:12, 14.)
Touch not that which is unclean; go ye out of the
midst of her. (3 Ne. 20:41.)
Of course, the Mother of all negative female images in the
Book of Mormon is-have
you guessed?-the great and
abominable church, the mother of abominations, the mother
of harlots, the whore of all the earth. I wonder if we appreciate
what this really means. The males who lived in Book of
Mormon times-and the males who read the book todayhave as major symbols for their maleness: God the Father,
Jesus Christ, the Holy Ghost, and all the prophets. And the females who lived in Book of Mormon times-and the females
who read the book today-have as a major symbol for their femaleness: the great and abominable church, the whore of all
the earth.
In a chiasm in First Nephi, chapter 22, we find the great
whore paired directly against her opposite, the Holy One of
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When the Lord shall have washed away the filth of
the daughters of Zion. . . . (14:4.)
Therefore, hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her
mouth without measure. . . . (15:14.)
In the middle of these six negative female images, we find:
And then will I sing to my well-beloved a song of my
beloved, touching his vineyard. My well-beloved hath
a vineyard in a very fruitful hill. (15:l.)
Thus, "hen-my well-beloved; "shen-hell and the filthy
daughters of Zion.
BOOK OF MORMON SEXISM VS. NEW TESTAMENT
Why did the Jesw ofthe New Testament give such wonderful
female images while the Jesus of the Book of Mormon did not?

S

0 much for Isaiah as a friend to the female. Surely I
would do much better with the words of Jesus. Let us
see. In Third Nephi, we have an acknowledgement of
"the slain of the fair sons and daughters of my people," and
there is the biblical image of "how oft would I have gathered
you as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings," but any
inclusion of women or positive statements about women end
there. Instead, we find speech directed only to males:
And as many as have received me, to them have I
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given to become the
sons of God. . . . (3 Ne.
9: 17.)
[Wlhosoeverlooketh on
a woman, to lust after
her. . . . whosoever shall
put away his wife. . . .
(3 Ne. 12:28, 32.)
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The kingdom of
heaven is like to a
grain of mustard seed,
which a man took . . .
[paired with] . . . The
kingdom of heaven is
like unto leaven,
which a woman
took. . . . (Matt. 13:31,
33.)

Pray in your families
unto the Father, always
in my name, that your
wives and your children
may be blessed. (3 Ne.
18:21.)

Then shall two be in
the field; the one shall
be taken, and the
other left. . . . [paired
with1 . . . Two women
shall be gnnding at
Depan ye, depart ye, go
the mill; the one shall
OF COURSE, THE MOTHER OF ALL
ye out from thence,
be taken, and the
touch not that which is
other left. (Matt.
NEGATIVE FEMALE IMAGES I N THE
unclean; go ye out of the
24:40,41.)
These pairings are not accimidst of her. . . . (3 Ne.
BOOK OF M O R M O N I S THE GREAT
20:41.)
dental.
A N D ABOMINABLE CHURCH, THE
Images of women in the
"Go ye out of the midst of
words and the life of Jesus are
her." In the words of Jesus? My
MOTHER OF ABOMINATIONS, THE
not hard to remember: His
heart dropped. And then I said to
mother, who was visited by an
myself, "Wait a minute. This
MOTHER OF HARLOTS, THE WHORE
angel that asked no man's perdoes not sound like the same
OF ALL THE EARTH. FEMALES W H O
mission. His relationship with
Jesus that spoke to me in the
Martha and Mary The virgins
gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
LIVED I N BOOK OF M O R M O N TIMESwith their lamps. The woman
and John." I had long rejoiced in
at the well. The woman with
the fact that Jesus was a clear revA N D THE FEMALES W H O READ THE
the ointment. The woman with
olutionary in his treatment of
BOOK TODAY-HAVE THIS AS A M A the issue of blood. The woman
women. And, as I owned a redof Canaan whose daughter was
letter edition of the Bible, I could
JORSYMBOLFORTHEIRFEMALENESS.
healed,Thesinnerhewould
easily examine his words. Did
not condemn. The daughter of
Jesus ever, ever make a statement
the ruler of the synagogue,
in the New Testament that used
who was healed. The widow who gave her mite. Womennegative female imagery? I searched through every word.
first to hear of his mission and first to witness his resurrection.
None. Not one. Indeed, on an occasion where he might have
Even Paul singles out women by name in his letters and gives
chosen a negative female image,Jesus chose a male one: the fathem titles comparable to his own.
ther of lies. (See John 8:3&44.) To contrast the Heavenly
With the richness of these stories in mind, I find it difficult
Father with the father of lies is not necessarily a statement on
to understand how the same Jesus who gave us these wongender. But to contrast the Heavenly Father with the mother of
derful female images in the New Testament would not speak to
abominations is very much a statement on gender.
women or significantly ofwomen when with the Nephites, and
What a delicious experience to read the words of Jesus in
indeed chose to say, "Touch not that which is unclean; go ye
the New Testament after reading the Book of Mormon acout of the midst of her." (3 Ne. 20:41.)
count. Here Jesus does address women:
The Old Testament ancestors of the Nephites-while surely
Daughter, be of good comfort; thy faith hath made
not a partnership society, and guilty of many abuses toward
thee whole. (Matt. 9:22.)
women-nevertheless had a rich tradition that included
Frequently Jesus chooses a male and a female example and
women. The New Testament contemporaries of the
pairs them with each other in a way that is clearly deliberate:
Nephites-in spite of certain statements that demean the posiThe men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment with this
tion of women-had a rich tradition that included women.
generation . . . [paired with] . . . The queen of the
The descendants of the Nephites-and those other people
south shall rise up in the judgment with this generawho lived later on the American continent-have in their littion. . . . (Matt. 12: 41,42.)
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erature many positive and powerful references to women and
to the concept of the feminine. In the Popul V~thof the Mayans,
we read: "The Creator and the Maker, the Mother and the
Father of Life, of all created things, he who gives breath and
thought, she who gives birth to all the children. . . ."I1
In the histories of many American Indian tribes, we find evidence of women owning all the property, ruling as queens,
controlling agricultural production, and inheriting from
mother to daughter. These traditions ended with the coming of
the white man.
What does all this mean? What indeed was Mormon's role
in shaping the account? Is this anti-female slant a mirror both
of the society and of the historian? Is this view of women precisely what God intended, and should I, therefore, cease my
questions?
LOW STATUS OF NEPHITE WOMEN
An entirely male event will not succeed.

I

N any event, the low status of women in Nephite culture
was predictably coupled with abuse of women. To be sure,
Nephite men suffered enormously-being sent off to kill
and be killed is a temble fate. But it is a general rule that in
every culture women receive an additional level of abuse because of their gender.
Various parts of the Nephite record refer to women being
beaten (see Alma 50:30), having their tender hearts broken because of the faithlessness of their polygamous husbands (Jacob
2:23-35), being stolen as wives (Mosiah 20:5), being required
to defend those who stole them (Mosiah 23:33), being taken
prisoners (Alma 54:3), being offered as sacrifices (Morm.
4:21), being burned to death (Alma 14:8), being raped, being
tortured to death and then having their flesh devoured by
men, and being fed on the flesh of their husbands with only a
little water (Moro. 9:8-10).
I found interesting the discussion my Sunday School class
had about a year ago regarding the story of Alma and Amulek
being forced to watch the women and children of Ammonihah
being thrown into the fire and consumed. "What a painful
thing," the teacher lamented, "it must have been for these
brethren to stand and watch this temble scene."
"Well," I asked, "what about the pains of the women and
children who were being burned? We are assured, of course,
that it's all right because the Lord receives them to himself in
glory, but I notice that we're all very happy when Alma and
Amulek get away unharmed. We don't want them to be received unto the Lord in glory Women, of course, have a long
and honorable tradition of being devoured by the flames."
(Men are burned in the Book of Mormon and throughout history, but in nowhere near the numbers that women are.
Probably 85 percent of "witches" burned in the Inquisition
were female.)
Besides contributing to the obvious abuses of women in the
narrative, the anti-female bias evident among the Nephites
may have been one of the numerous causes of their downfall,
for the reasons presented in the first part of this discussion. We
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are told that after the visit of Christ there were approximately
two hundred years of peace, when the people were as one.
Who knows what softening of hierarchical status there was
then in terms of class, race, gender? The only explanation of
the end of that idyllic period is that the people began to be
lifted up in pride, wearing costly apparel and no longer having
their goods in common. They began to be divided into classes.
One can only speculate how those divisions related to gender.
None of the prophets in the Book of Mormon suggest that
the low status and negative portrayal of women is a characteristic of their fallen society, but they do suggest that their imperfections were many The next to final prophet, Mormon,
wrote: "Give thanks unto God that he hath made manifest
unto you our imperfections, that ye may learn to be more wise
than we have been." (Morm. 9:31.)
"That ye may leam to be more wise than we have been." I
have been taught all my life that the Book of Mormon gives us
voices from the dust preserved that we may leam the lessons of
this fallen people. Let me state again: A society that marginalizes its women and creates negative images of femaleness is a
society that will not succeed, and indeed is a society that may
very well destroy itself through war.
Have we any examples, closer to our own day that pair militarism and the low status of women? What about Saddam
Hussein's Iraq, hungry for conquest, its women hidden behind
veils and its leader using such imagery as the "mother of all
battles"? What about Nazi Germany, "the Fatherland," in
which women were sent back to the kitchen, and of which
Hitler said, "The Nazi revolution will be an entirely male
event.
A government, a movement, a view of history, a church, a
marriage, a philosophy that is "an entirely male event" will not
succeed.
"

WHAT IF?
Ways to be more wise than the Nephites have been.

I

N a way, it is useless to ask the question, "Could feminism
have saved the Nephites?", though it so intrigues me.
What if? What if the Nephite women and the Lamanite
women-like the great women of Aristophanes' Lysistratahad said to their wamors, "I'm sorry, I will not share your bed
until you find a better way than all this waning nonsense."
What if a woman had walked from her tent to the foot of
the tower and said, "King Benjamin! I'm here, too! Speak to
me!"-or
approached King Mosiah or any of the other
prophets and said, "Wait! What about me? What about the
women?"
What if a committee of women from the Zarahemla Toiling
and Spinning Society had approached the leadership and said,
"Dear Brethren: We are weary of toiling and spinning and
making all manner of cloth and watching you kill each other.
We wish to weave the fabric of a new society We would like to
sit in your councils and help figure out how to save the world
for our children's children!"
What if a few Nephite women had stood up in their Sunday
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School class and said, "Brethren,
I object to my femaleness being
rendered in terms of the great
and
abominable
church.
Brethren, you tell me of the
Father and the Son; where is my
Mother?"
And what if some young
Nephite rebel with long hair (or
more probably with short hair)
had picked up his guitar or his
zither and sung, "Understand
we're all in this together-It's
much easier standing hand in
hand."
What if one or more of the
Nephite prophets had said to
himself, "There's something
wrong with this picture. We are
seeing things through only one
eye. Why don't we open the
other eye and invite the women
to participate in our decisionmaking, in our political life, and
in our spiritual life? Perhaps they
have something to contribute
more important than all manner
of fine cloth."
What if? What if? But whatever female voices, or sympathetic male voices, may have ever
spoken, they are long, long lost
to the dust, and what they said,

I

I

THELOWSTATUSOFWOMENIN
NEPHITE CULTURE WAS PREDICTABLY

11

11

COUPLED WITH ABUSE OF WOMEN.

I

TO B E SURE, NEPHITE M E N SUFFERED
ENORMOUSLY-BEING

SENT OFF TO

KILL AND B E KILLED IS A TERRIBLE
FATE-BUT

I T IS A GENERAL RULE

11

acknowled-gementof what this
means to all of us.
Because what it means is
profoundly important, we
cannot afford to ignore it. The
messages that go into our
spirits and our psyches as we
study this book and absorb the
positive images of the male and
the absent or negative images
of the female affect our lives,
our self-images, our images of
the opposite sex, our relationships to God, and our relationships to one another.
Second-and I argue with
myself about this, because in a
way it might muddy the clarity
of one reason this was indeed a
fallen people, but I suggest we
examine it-it may be possible
to correct some of the problem.
For example, "the great and
abominable
church.
the
mother of harlots, the whore of
all the earthn: does this entity
need to be female? The church
has a history of responding to
demonstrated need and to
voiced offense. The great and
abominable church used to be
characterized as the Catholic
Church, but the later editions

0
THAT I N EVERY CULTURE WOMEN

RECEIVE A N ADDITIONAL LEVEL OF

ABUSE BECAUSE OF THEIR GENDER.
Doctrine
of
McConkie's
show the change
Mormon
from
or wished
might have
they said
couldif have
they said,
had
had the awareness and the
that because we do not want to
power, we will never know.
offend Catholics.
The statement "white and delightsome" in the Book of
We have the awareness. And the power. Our voices are not
Mormon has been changed to "pure and delightsome," clearly
yet lost to the dust. We can speak. And we must. It is time to
because we do not want to offend people of color.
say-on behalf of our Nephite sisters and brothers-on behalf
The statement in our hymnal, "Long shall the blood that
of ourselves and our posterity-let us learn to be more wise
was shed by assassins stain Illinois," has been changed to
than they have been.
"plead unto heaven," because we do not want to offend the
I suggest three ways to be more wise.
people of the state of Illinois.
First, I suggest that we teach the Book of Mormon in an exI was interested in the April 1993 Ensign report on the repanded context, that we teach these stories with an acknowlcent and highly successful tour the Tabernacle choir made to
edgement of what they say about women and a clear statement
that that message about women is not the message God wants
Israel. Jerold Ottley is quoted as saymg,
We had to be sensitive to singing for a non-Christian
us to have. And, in fact, that the Nephite view of women may
audience. For instance, when we sang, "God Be with
have been one of the many things that led to their downfall. In
You Till We Meet Again," we could sing the word God
the hundreds of talks and lessons on the Book of Mormon I
because that is not necessarily a reference to Christ.
have listened to in sacrament meeting, Relief Society, Primary,
But in the chorus, instead of singing "Till we meet at
seminary, firesides, stake and general conferences-from men
Jesus' feet," we sang, "Till we meet at our Redeemer's
and women alike-I have never once heard the Book of
feet". . . . We had to go through every lync and make
Mormon approached with a sensitivity to what it says about
those kinds of adjustments."12
my femaleness. Occasionally there has been a jest about the
I am happy that we do not wish to offend the Jewish
lack of women in the book, but never has there been a serious
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people. But how happy I will be when finally we make some
adjustment in our language because we do not want to offend
women. Perhaps the situation is just too close to us. I see i t , really, as similar to my narrative poem "The Steward," in which
the conscientious farmer, Heber, cultivates his lands while he
completely fails to cultivate the spirit and the talents and the
needs of his wife. I believe that we have devoted our energy to
seeing that our ianguage does not offend the people of the
world and have given no thought to how it may affect the
women working so devotedly in our own homes. And when
we see the suffering this has caused-spiritually, psychologically, physically-our lamenting will be great.
The third thing I suggest-whatever we do about the past,
making alterations or changing the context-is that we realize
that the present is the point of greatest power; that now, this
moment, we create new and powerful images of women and femaleness, that we create new volumes of history and indeed
new scripture that will fill our minds and our hearts with positive female pictures, pictures of women serving as full and
fully honored partners in our religious life. That we let the
mother of abominations die a final death, and in her place welcome back to the family our long-lost and near-forgotten
Divine Mother.
Perhaps it does take someone to say it out loud. Clearly a
Catholic spoke up. Clearly a person of color spoke up. Clearly
an Illinoisan and a Jewish person spoke up. Today I am
speaking up, and I am saylng that I deserve better. The magnificent Mormon women and girls that I know and love deserve better. The church that I grew up in and that I love and
that my grandmother Sarah walked across the plains for deserves better. Let the women speak up and say, "This is not
good enough for me." Let the men speak up and say, "This is
not good enough for my daughters, for my wife, for my
mother, for my sisters-or for me as a man, because what
damages the female damages all of us, and it's much easier
standing hand in hand." I believe there are huge numbers of
men who are ready to say this. The men that I associate with
personally-in my ward, in my stake, in my family, and as I
come and go in various parts of Mormondom-are good men,
enlightened men, teachable men. I have full confidence that
we are ready to move forward together. And as we move forward, the healing benefits will be felt in every ward, in every
home, in every heart.
Patriarchy can be transformed into partnership, hastening
our journey to Zion. And in that happy land, the beautiful
daughters of Zion will dance and the beautiful sons of Zion
will dance, and we will sing together a new song, and great will
73
be the joy of it.
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FALLOW FIELDS
The fields where we stood just yesterday
Edged with grasses and flowers feeling their way
To the spring light are blighted with an autumn wind.
The spaces in our home where the unborn walked
Are now lined with shadows and dust.
In the dark, we take turns, you and I, listening

the other offer prayers that end in tears.

Befruitful and multiply, the Father said.
Give me a child lest I diet cried Sarah to ! J ~ a h a m .
Did she know how many

he stood in the

Watching the stars, waiting for the promises?
Did he know how many mornings she woke
To find gone the dream child suckling at her breast?
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Come, my brother, my spouse-take

my hand

And we can walk into the unknowing darkness together.

-CARA O'SULLIVAN
MARCH 1996

Pillars of M y Faith
1am a Martha. I often measure my worth by how much 1can accomplish, by how many tasks,
projects, Church activities, and volunteer jobs 1can sandwich into a single day. Christ has entered
my lije and blessed me with his love in the midst of my busyness-even while I impatiently
yank on the cords of obligation and service.

CEDARPOLESAND SILKENCORDS
By Susan Buh7er Tuber

THE SILKEN TENT'
She is as in a field a silken tent
At midday when a sunny summer breeze
Has dried the dew and all its ropes relent,
So that in guys it gently sways at ease,
And its supporting central cedar pole,
That is its pinnacle to heavenward
And signifies the sureness of the soul,
Seems to owe naught to any single cord,
But strictly held by none, is loosely hound
By countless silken ties of love and thought
To everything on earth the compass round,
And only by one's going slightly taut
In the capriciousness of summer air
Is of the slightest bondage made aware.
-ROBERT FROST

I

N THIS ONE-SENTENCE SONNET, ROBERT FROST
compares a woman, perhaps his wife, to a silken tent.
Although her life is tied down by many obligations and responsibilities, those same ties, paradoxically, keep both the
tent and the supporting center pole from collapsing.
Extending Frost's metaphor into my own life, the "central
cedar pole" is Christ's love-which includes, for me, inspiration, enlightenment, and spiritual power. Although I have
often felt overwhelmed by obligations, responsibilities, and
duties to family, church and, very recently, my professional life,
these ties have not only kept my soul from flapping uselessly
in the breeze or flopping to the ground, but have provided a
conduit for the love of Christ to enter my life.
SUSAN BUHLER TABER, of Newark, Dcla~vare,is the mother of
six children. She teaches and docs rcsearch in mathematics education at the University of Delaware and is the author of Mormon
Lives: A Year in the Elkton Ward. This paper was presented at the
1994 Stinstone Syrnposiwn~as part ofthe Pillars of My Faith panel.
Staan's E-mail address is S~aan.T~ber@i~ivs.udel.edu.
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And Jesus answered and said unto her, Martha,
Martha, thou art careful and troubled about many
things: But one thing is needful: and Mary hath
chosen that good part, which shall not be taken away
from her. (Luke 10:41-42.)
I am a Martha. I often measure my worth by how much I
can accomplish, bv how many tasks, projects, Church activities, and volunteer jobs I can sandwich into a single day And I
like to set the agenda myself. My journal and my letters to my
sisters often become lists of accomplishments. My prayers are
too often a plea for help in coping with my commitments. Too
many times when serving ward members or neighbors, I have
felt as Jane Austen described Emma Woodhouse's feelings
about Jane Fairfax: that I was "always doing more than [I]
wished, and less than [I] ought!"2
Although I would like to be a Mary-if only I could find
the time-I have discovered that enlightenment and Divine
Grace have blessed me even in my busyness. As the ropes of
my soul have been pulled taut by the capricious tugs of mortality, those moments have often brought flashes of revelation
and spiritual understanding.
When I was called as Relief Society president of the
Manhattan First Ward, I was twenty-four years old, teaching
school, and pregnant. I was astounded that someone as young
and inexperienced as I could be called to preside over a Relief
Society that covered half of h4anhattan and all of the Bronx.
One of the first sisters who needed compassionate service was
Sister J., whose husband had left her after the birth of their
second child. Sister J. was finishing a degree at Teacher's
College, so neighbors and Church members organized a network to care for her two children when Sister J. was in class.
E ~ ~ eT~lesday
ry
afternoon after school I took the bus from 74th
Street and h4adison Avenue up to 120th Street and Amsterdam
to take my turn watching Sister J.5 six-year-old and newborn
daughters. The neighbor who had the shift before mine usually conveyed a request from Sister J. that I not give the baby
milk so that it would nurse when Sister J. returned from class.
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I, the eldest of eight children, had never had such a frustrating
babysitting experience!
Once or twice a month, my husband, Doug, who was Sister
J.'s home teacher, joined me so that we could visit with Sister J.
after class. One evening as we knelt together in prayer at the
end of our visit, a powerful sensation began to flow through
my body I felt Christ's love for Sister J. flowing through the
three of us. Christ's metaphor of the true vine and the branches
became real for me:
Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear
fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more can
ye, except ye abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the
branches. . . . This is my commandment, That ye love
one another, as I have loved you. (John 15:4-5, 12.)
When our son John was born the following December. I let
my counselors run the Relief Society without me for a few
weeks. The sisters brought dinners to me, and I felt very loved!
The day John was twelve days old, he and I stayed home
while Doug went to church. As John and I sat on the sofabed
and watched the Christmas tree lights on our four-dollar tree, I
thought about the day he had been born. The only coherent
thought I had been able to form during labor was, "Oh dear,
I'm so disappointed. This baby will be an only child because I
can never do this again."
That Sunday morning as I pondered the connection between my deep love for my son and the suffering that had accompanied his birth, I began to understand the connection between Christ's suffering and my spiritual rebirth. During
college, I had gained a strong testimony of the gospel and felt
that I, like the people of King Benjamin, had been spiritually
born of Christ and that my heart had been changed through
faith. (Mosiah 5:7.) That Sunday morning, though, I felt
Christ's love for me and the power of the Atonement in a way
that had not been accessible to me before.
During the next ten years, I added more ties to my tent.
Doug finished graduate school and joined the faculty of
Vanderbilt University and, later, the University of Delaware.
We had four more children, many Church callings, and a Irariety of opportunities and experiences. Then, just a week before our sixth child, Robert, was born, our youngest daughter,
Abigail, became ill with leukemia. Her mysterious pains and
low-grade fevers did not seem very serious at first, but we soon
found ourselves in the hospital for tests. The first night in the
hospital my worries about Abby and about the other children
at home and the incessant intrusions of the medical staff made
sleep impossible. I opened a Bible and began to read, hoping
that sleep would soon sneak up on me. Instead, when I read
these words from the Sermon on the Mount, light and revelation poured into my mind and my heart:
Is not the life more than meat, and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not,
neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet your
heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better
than they? . . . Consider the lilies of the field, how
they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin: And yet
I say unto you, that e17enSolomon in all his glory was
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not arrayed like one of these. (Matthew 6:25-29.)
I now understood that Christ was speaking not so much about
the transitory and temporal nature of possessions, but was
bearing witness of our eternal glory as children of our Father
in Heaven.
I received a similar witness about a year later. At that time,
we were in an agony of suspense as the doctors debated for
two months whether the abnormal cells in Abby's spinal fluid
were blasts (indicating a relapse of leukemia in her brain and
nen70us system) or merely evidence of a viral infection. One
day, feeling unable to cope with anything, I dropped to my
knees beside my bed. I intended to ask for help in doing the
things I had to do that day, but when I began praying, I felt
that I should praise and thank God for my blessings. As I
began to give thanks for Doug and each of the children, I
caught a momentary glimpse-as if through a half-open
door-of the eternal glory of their beings.
These two experiences, and many others, sustained me
throughout the two years and ten months of Abby's illness.
There were many difficult days, but every day was also filled
with joy and love. Colors were brighter, music was more beautiful, my love for my family was more intense, every moment
was precious. The eternal and divine were present in the most
mundane moments of life. These lines from William Blake's
"Auguries of Innocence" describe the way I felt during those
years.
To see a 'World in a Grain of Sand
And Heaven in a Wild Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.3
For Abby's sake, and our own, we tried to live, really live, as
fully as possible. Abby went to preschool and then to kindergarten, which she loved. One of the activities I became involved in during those years was working with Richard and
Claudia Bushman and a committee of ward members to generate and collect information about our ward, the Elkton
Ward. With the help of other members of the committee, I inteniewed ward members about their experience~,beliefs, and
attitudes. Every week for a year and a half, I interviewed one,
two, or three people for three to four hours each. As I listened
to thcir life stories, their struggles, beliefs, questions, and testimonies, 1 was thrilled by the humanity and nobility that were
revealed in what they told me. I found that I began to love and
respect each person in an accepting and nonjudgmental way
"This must be how a bishop feels about the members of his
ward," I thought. These feelings also helped me understand
that Christ loves us in the throes of our struggles and defeats.
He will take upon him their infirmities . . . that he
may know according to the flesh how to succor his
people according to their infirmities. (Alma 7:12.)
As it turned out, Abby relapsed several times. Instead of
achieving a lasting remission from her disease as we had
hoped, she passed away in August 1986. Our ward members,
our friends, and our families generously loved and helped us
in many n7aysat that time. Every visit, every meal, every time
that others cared for my children when I was at the hospital is
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Unlike the tent described by Robert Frost, my tent has often not been in perfect balance. The ropes
have sometimes tangled and crossed. My tent rarely "sways at ease," but snaps and strains in both
the summer breezes and the storms of life. I am, however, thankful to be bound to my husband and
children, our parents and extended families, our ward, and our community.
engraved eternally in my heart.
When Doug was released as bishop of our ward in March
1990, I realized that I had been blessed as much by the senice
I had given as a bishop's wife as by the senice that had been
extended to me. My efforts had kept me connected to the ward
members and their needs and had kept my tent from collapsing under the weight of grief and self-pity
I am still working my way through that grief and sorrow.
After Abby's death, I used hard work as my chief analgesic. I
wrote Morn1011~ i v e sI. began
~
and completed a Ph.D. in mathematics education and have found great satisfaction in
working with students and teachers to develop better ways of
teaching mathematics. I took on more community activities
and stayed active in the Church.
What I could not bear was going to the temple. It had become a painful duty that I avoided whenever possible. Being
there stirred up my emotions so that I felt my heart break
afresh and my anger kindle against the terrible suffering that
Abby had endured. Once or twice a year, I mould agree to go
with Doug-hoping
that it would be better. Finally, last
October, 1 felt a measure of pence while in the temple and went
home feeling that I had received knowledge and enlightenMARCH 1996

ment there. I was thankful for the privilege of worshiping in
the temple.
This summer, we went to the Washington Temple several
times in a short period of time. We went with our son John
after his return from the Italy Padova Mission and with our son
Alan before he left for the Mexico Chihuahua Mission.
Between those two memorable occasions, we went on a stake
temple excursion.
I had agreed months before the excursion that it would be a
good thing to do the temple work for Doug's great-great-greatgrandparents, Hezekiah Burford ancl Lavinia Searcy, and their
children on that day Doug's mother's cousin (who is not a
member of the LDS church) had, after years of searching, documented the marriage of Hezekiah and hvinia and the births
of their children. Doug sent the names to the Washington
Temple, made appointments for baptism and sealing sessions,
and asked members of the ward to serve as proxies for the nine
children. That morning Doug and I were baptized for the parents ancl eight of the children. In an afternoon endowment session, we were proxies for Hezekiah and Lavinia, and members
of the ward were proxies for the children. Finally, we assembled in a senling room to seal Lavinia and Hezekiah to each
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other and their children to them. As each child was sealed to
the-parents,
.
.
I. .the
. power
and physically I left the temple with greater faith in the ordinances by which Doug and l-hope to unite our family
My ties to my husband and children, to other Church members, and to my students have provided conduits through
which I have felt the love of Christ. As my children become
adults, I hope that they too, will find spiritual power and confidence in the gospel of Jesus Christ.
A week after the stake temple excursion, our family spoke
in sacrament meeting prior to Alan's departure for his mission.
Alan related things that he had never told Doug or me. He
spoke of the anger he had felt because of Abby's illness and
death and of how unfair he felt God had been in allowing her
to suffer. After Abby's death, he had pulled into himself and
never spoken of his feelings about our family tragedy I had
worried about his silence, but he had been a successful student, an Eagle Scout, and participant in band and sports. Alan
told the congregation about going on his first youth temple
trip, a year after Abby's death. He said that as he had sat in the
temple waiting for his turn to be baptized, a feeling of comfort
and peace had come over him. He felt that the Holy Ghost was
assuring him that Abby was all right.
Last month, my daughter Lisa spent three days with 200
other young people from our stake working with Habitat for
Humanity and other senlce organizations building and repairing houses. When she returned home, Lisa sat and talked
to me for two hours about the "most awesome youth conference ever." Participation in Church activities and Lisa's relationships with her Young Women's leaders and friends have
been a lifeline during her passage from childhood to adulthood. She has had many opportunities for service and leadership in girls' camp, basketball, and other activities. These have
helped her develop many talents and have made her realize
how capable she is.
When my children were young, I often resented being left
home alone, sometimes without a car, while Doug went to
youth conferences, Scout camp, Super Saturdays, and dances
with the youth. Now, I am grateful for the ties of love and service that other men and women have developed with my children.
Unlike the tent described by Robert Frost, my tent has often
not been in perfect balance. The ropes have sometimes tangled
and crossed. My tent rarely "sways at ease" but snaps and
strains in both the summer breezes ancl the storms of life. I am,
however, thankful to be bound to my husband and children,
our parents and extended families, our ward, and our community I recognize that Christ has entered my life and blessed me
with his love in the midst of my busyness-even while I impatiently yanked on the cords of obligation ancl service. His love
Q
is the supporting "central cedar pole" of my faith.
-

T--
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DIALOGUES
This late evening's indolent wind
engrafts griefs within: their dialogues
heard between the stare of darkness
and a sassy silence.
Windows that I could never open
all these hurried and humid years
open up on their own. I never knew
that these windows could be years
lost somewhere between
the slate of alphabets and the sonnets
of waiting in blue and anguished weathers,
or between the warm lap of a grandmother
(whose endless tales swim in my blood)
and her unintended clamour of silence
that sticks to me like sweat's breath
or like my own fear of djlng somewhere.
What use repenting? The ripening
darkness beyond my windowpanes
instances the tale of defeat
that keeps walking like a butcher.
The fog's ununderstood glint
impels me to listen to my own breath,
to my own voice, arashing in
every time against none but myself.
Even the crows tomorrow would caw
to quicken the dawn in the veins
of school-going children. Is it time
that I begin my autobiography?
-NIRANJAN

MOHANTY
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Moonstone Winner, 1992 Brookie and D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest

By Deborah Rossiter

Tucker family reunion. When her husband, Mark, asked if she
had told his mother they were coming, Hillary said, "Timejust
got away from me. Sorry."
"Don't you want to go?" Mark said. "Everyone will be there
this year."
"I feel like such a stranger in the middle of all those strong
Tucker personalities," Hillary said. She was trying to open a
box of books for the town library by digging at the end of the
tape with her fingernail. When this didn't work, Hillary began
sliding open kitchen drawers, looking for a knife.
"I'm going to call and tell them we're coming," Mark said.
Hillary found a boning knife and ripped through the tape
until the box flaps flew open.
"Dean and his family stayed home last year," said Hillary.
"Do we have to go to every single one of these things?"
"Why not!" Mark said.
"Just wondering," said Hillary. She knew Mark was still
irritated with her about spending too much time working at
the library and writing poems. Hillary had begun writing
poetry when their youngest child, Elaine, had gone into preschool. She had been left with long stretches to herself. So
Hillary had begun, one empty winter afternoon, typing words
into the old Olivetti.
Mark sat at the kitchen table reading the newspaper. "Did
you see this article on budgeting!" he asked. "They suggest
fewer trips to the supermarket."
"Really," said Hillary. She took a box of Trix out of the
pantry.
"And should we be eating that stuff? We could have oatmeal
or pancakes. It's cheaper," Mark said. "You should spend more
time planning."
"I get busy," said Hillary. But she knew running up to the
grocery store and buying burritos or frozen pizza for dinner
was not the most economical thing to do.
"I think you should give me the checkbook," Mark said. "I'll
let you have it once a week, and you can give me a list to
approve."
How dare he, thought Hillary. So instead of putting Mark's
DEBORAH ROSSITER, a single mother raisingfive boys, lives in
Provo, Utah.
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bowl of Trix on the table, she dumped it into his lap. Mark
leaped from the chair, brushing milk and soggy cereal from his
pants.
"I'm keeping the checkbook," said Hillary. "You better go
change."
"Damn it, Hillary," Mark said. "You've made me late."
While Mark went back upstairs, the children came down
for breakfast. Karen was sixteen and still dabbing on perfume
as she came into the kitchen. Jacy and Brandon followed, and
Elaine slid down step by step on her bottom.
Hillary had been going to tell Mark that her poem "Edges"
had just been accepted by an obscure literary journal called
Athena when he had made the comment about budgeting. So
she told the children while pouring milk into their cereal
bowls.
"My mom, the writer," said Karen. She was a yellow-haired,
blue-eyed Tucker all the way
"I don't want anyone to know about this just yet," said
Hillary.
"Know about what?" Mark said when he came back into the
kitchen.
"Mom got her poem published." Karen told him.
"Congratulations," said Mark. But Hillary sensed the dulled
hostility in his voice. She knew how much Mark hated fights
in front of the kids. "I guess it runs in the family You know, one
year this aunt of mine won the Eliza R. Snow poetry contest in
the old Improvement Era magazine."
Hillary remembered wanting to win that contest when she
had been a little girl. She had once imagined her poem against
the background of a fuzzy photograph, her name printed
firmly in black letters: First place winner, Hillary Ann Murphy
But no matter how hard Hillary tried, she couldn't make the
hum of revelation or restoration swell up and sing on her
Olivetti. She thought sometimes the devil lived in those keys
and she was just trying to hammer him all the way out.
Karen jumped out of her chair at the sound of her boyfriend's horn honking in the driveway
"Greg's here-gotta go," Karen said.
Hillary watched her daughter run to Greg's truck outside.
She wished there were some way to prevent a sixteen-year-old
girl from falling in love. Hillary had caught Karen and Greg
French kissing in the living room one day after school. It
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Walking out of the bar into the afternoon air was like walking out of a nightmare.
But it was a nightmare she could not get rid of.
worried her.
Mark finished his breakfast and picked up the car keys. "See
you tonight," he said, kissing Hillary briefly on the mouth. He
tasted like milk and sugar, and Hillary licked the stickiness
from her lips as Mark walked out the door. Mark had a kind of
double celebrity in Heritage, being a counselor in the bishopric
and the head coach of the high school football team. But it also
meant long hours away from home.
"Why can't we tell anyone?" Jacy said, picking up her
backpack from the kitchen counter top. "I want everyone to
know my mom is a real writer." Jacy was the only one of the
children who resembled Hillary's side of the family, with her
big brown eyes and stubborn dark hair that refused to hold a
curl.
"I don't know," said Hillary. "I'm not sure how people will
take it."
"It's not fair," said Jacy
"I know." Hillary unzipped Jacy's pack and slipped her
lunch box inside. Then she squeezed her shoulders.
"I hate poems," Brandon said.
"You hate everything," Jacy said. She rolled her eyes at her
brother.
"I do not," Brandon said. His white-blond hair was shaved
close to his head. Hillary bent over and smacked it with a noisy
kiss.
"Silly boy," Hillary said.
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"My teacher told us a poem," Elaine said.
Hillary knelt in front of her youngest daughter and straightened the bows on the end of her pigtails. Then she tugged one
gently and laughed.
"You hold Jacy's hand to the bus stop," Hillary told Elaine.
"Hurry," said Jacy
Instant quiet descended on the house with Jacy's slam of the
back door. After Hillary loaded the dishes and wiped off the
counter tops, she began cataloguing the new shipment of
library books. Hillary had started Heritage's first library four
years ago in the basement of her house. Now they had a small
building downtown that had once been a hardware store.
Hillary was printing the author's name on the card for a book
called Women W h o Love Too Much Too Fast when she remembered that Mark wanted her to bring five dozen cookies up to
the school on his lunch hour. The quarterback on his team had
just won a big scholarship. Hillary rummaged through her
cupboards hoping she didn't have to go to the grocery store.
But she was out of eggs.
Hillary drove to the Albertson's on the south side of town
near the freeway. As usual, she went past Rory's Tavern, a white
shed of a building where a certain element of Heritage's citizens
passed time. These were the backsliders, the jack-Mormons,
and the drifters just passing through. Hillary did not know
their names or even their faces. Sometimes when they drove
by Rory's after a family outing, Mark would joke about going
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inside. "I hear they make a great burger," he would say.
When Hillary got to the grocery store, she didn't buy eggs
or chocolate chips as she had planned. Instead, she bought five
dozen Double Stuff Oreos. At home, Hillary arranged the
cookies on a plate. She threw the cellophane wrapper in the
wastebasket under the sink and noticed a book crammed into
the bottom. It was a romance novel. Hillary knew the kind.
The title was drawn in flowing gold letters intertwining with
the heroine's hair. Her dress was made to look windblown, her
breasts heaved, and her eyes were wide and unnaturally blue.
In the background, there was a man towering over her. By the
smudge of peanut-butter-and-marshmallow sandwich on the
title page, Hillary knew it belonged to Jacy Hillary ripped off
the cover and crumpled it in her hand. It was something she
would have to deal with later. Right now, Mark was waiting.
Mark didn't complain about the store-bought cookies. But
when he walked Hillary back to the car, he asked her to call
his mom and apologize about forgetting to R.S.YF!
"She thinks you must be mad or something," said Mark.
"Well, I'm not, and I don't have anything to apologize for,"
said Hillary. "Everyone forgets things. There was no malicious
intent."
"She needs to hear that from you," said Mark. "She thinks
you don't really want to come to the reunion."
"Does she have to be so sensitive!" Hillary said.
Mark turned away and walked across the parking lot. His
shoulders sagged a little, and Hillary felt bad. He was only
trying to keep everyone happy
Usually when Mark asked Hillary to do these things, she did
them without complaint. After all, it seemed like less trouble
not to refuse his simple requests. It would not be hard to call
his mother, for instance, and apologize, but today Hillary did
not want to. In fact, at the moment, she didn't want to do
anything she usually did. There was a visiting teaching appointment at one, Cub Scouts for Brandon after school, dinner
for the family, and Relief Society homemaking meeting that
evening. All of it seemed unbearably tedious. So instead of
rushing back home, Hillary stopped at the Circle K for a soda
and rolled down the car window. Karen's Van Halen tape was
in the tape player, and Hillary turned it on. Both the wind and
the blasting music rushed her skin. "I wouldn't mind a really
good burger right now," Hillary thought, and hesitated briefly
before turning into Rory's.
Hillary pulled into the dirt parking space next to a semi.
Before going inside, she remembered the story about a woman
in Boston who was raped in a bar. But Hillary decided to
chance it anyway
A blast of honky tonk drowned out the sound of noisy
conversation and billiard balls. Hillary walked into a cloud of
tobacco smoke, and her head throbbed. She would have
turned around and walked right back out but for the waitress
singing. The waitress was pregnant, and her voice didn't exactly follow the lyncs or the rhythm of the song. Instead, her
voice leapt and sprang, somersaulting like her vocal chords
were out of control. Hillary sat down at a table against the back
wall. She ordered a Coke and a hamburger from the waitress,
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who kept on singing as she scribbled down her order. Hillary
looked around the tavern. Some of the faces were familiarpeople she had seen at the grocery store or at the lake.
Hillary was uneasy and had the feeling of being watched.
Then she heard the scream. It was the pregnant waitress.
"Danny!" she screamed.
Hillary looked up. A man with a knife gleaming in his hand
stood near a fallen man. The waitress screamed again, this time
long, hard, and terrified.
The man with the knife was backing away, slowly at first;
then he turned and broke into a run toward the door.
"You son-of-a-bitch!" the waitress yelled. She ran after him,
her head bent, and thundered into his backside like a mother
goat protecting its young. He fell, the wind knocked out of
him, and the waitress backed away. The knife had fallen out of
his hand, and another man grabbed it. But, before anyone
could do anything, the man got up again and ran out of the
bar.
"Call the police!" the waitress called out. She ran back to
Danny, who was lying on the floor, surrounded by three or four
other men. Hillary watched the waitress stuff her apron into
the bleeding wound that seemed to be in his shoulder. By this
time, Hillary's legs were shaking.
"They're sending an ambulance," the bartender said.
Hillary stood up and steadied herself by grasping the edge
of her table. She had to get out of there before she fainted or
threw up. Walking out of the bar into the afternoon air was like
walking out of a nightmare. But it was a nightmare she could
not get rid of. She thought of it over and over again on the way
home, especially the sound of the waitress's temfied scream.
Mark would never believe it. But I won't tell Mark, Hillary
thought, taking out the Van Halen tape. In fact, there wasn't
really anyone she could tell.
T H E day before the reunion. Hillary got Brandon's Sunday shoes at Kmart and let Elaine ride the plastic horses out in
front. Then she drove into town to pick up Mark's suit at
Parkinson's Dry Cleaning. The town looked faded in the bright
spring sunlight. Hansen's Drug Store had plastic sand toys
displayed out in front, and Elaine ran to claim a yellow bucket
with a blue handle.
At home, Elaine played in the backyard sandbox with her
new toys. In the mail was a letter from Athena, inviting Hillary
to read her poem at an awards banquet in Aspen. Hillary read
the letter three times before sticking it in the pocket of her
cleaning apron. She sprinkled lemon oil over the kitchen table
and rubbed it into the dark wood. Polishing was just about the
only pan of housework she liked. When the table looked
smooth and rich again, Hillary took the letter out of her pocket
and read it once more.
The phone rang.
"I need your goals."
"What? Who is this?" Hillary said.
"It's me, Jaylene." Jaylene lived two houses down in a red
brick rambler.
"Oh, hi," said Hillary.
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"Remember,"Jaylene said, "I'm teaching Relief Society Sunday, and I'm collecting the goals of all the sisters in the ward. I
talked about it last week."
"I forgot," said Hillary. "But I don't have any goals right
now."
"Of course you do," said Jaylene. "Everyone has goals."
"Okay," said Hillary, "my goal is to get through this family
reunion in one piece."
"You're so funny," said Jaylene. "But seriously"
"Seriously," said Hillary. "I wish I were a better mother."
"Don't we all," said Jaylene. "Did I tell you Kaylee decided
to enter the Junior Miss pageant this year?"
"That's nice," said Hillary. "I'm afraid Karen is in love."
"Oh," said Jaylene. "I wouldn't allow that. I don't like
teenagers going steady"
"Believe me," said Hillary, "if Kaylee suddenly developed a
mad crush on one of the boys around here, you'd be hard
pressed to do anything about it."
"Oh, I would do plenty," said Jaylene. "Anyway, I don't want
to talk about the girls. I'm sure Karen will be just fine. I want
to ask you about your goals."
"To survive the weekend," Hillary said. "That's my goal."
"I wish I had your sense of humor," said Jaylene. "I'm sure
you'll have a great time."
"Thanks," said Hillary.
"Thank you," said Jaylene.
Karen wanted to stay home from the reunion.
"I'm old enough," she told Hillary.
Hillary was cracking ice into the cooler for their trip.
"It won't hurt you to be away from Greg for a few days,"
Hillary said.
"Oh, Mom, there aren't even any cousins my age," said
Karen.
"Dad wouldn't like it," said Hillary. "And I don't think it's
such a good idea."
"Why not?" Karen was painting her fingernails from two jars
of polish. One was bright red; the other, pearl white. The idea
was to alternate colors on every other nail. Hillary thought it
looked ridiculous, but she didn't say anything.
"You and Greg spend too much time alone," said Hillary.
"We do not," Karen said. She blew her nails dry.
"I was sixteen once," Hillary said, shutting the lid on the ice
chest. She sat across from Karen at the kitchen table.
Karen slumped in her chair.
"1 hope you and Greg will use a little common sense,"
Hillary said.
"What do you mean?" Karen said.
"I'm talking about sex," Hillary said.
"Mom," Karen said. She screwed the tops back on each
bottle of fingernail polish. "I just asked if I can stay home from
a stupid, boring, family reunion-a reunion you hate going
to-and suddenly I'm accused of sleeping with my boyfriend."
"I'm not accusing you of anything," said Hillary. "I just
worry. I don't want you getting pregnant and ruining your life."
"I'm not stupid," Karen said.
"Just promise you'll be careful," said Hillary.
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"I promise," she said.
"I mean the safest thing is not to have sex at all until you're
mamed," said Hillary. "It's what the Church teaches, but I
know sometimes people make their own decisions or get
camed away, and if you do-if that happens-"
"Mom, stop," said Karen. "I'll go to the reunion."
"You do realize what I'm saymg?" Hillary said.
Karen rolled her eyes and spelled out "C-0-N-D-0-M-S."
Then she pushed her chair away from the table and sliced her
fingers through the air until she was sure the polish was all the
way dry.
"I better pack," said Karen, heading upstairs.
"Remember to bring something warm for night," Hillary
said.
T H E reunion was held at Canyonlands National Park.
only forty-five minutes away from Heritage. After breakfast
that first morning, Hillary watched Jacy climb rocks with her
cousin Brittany. It was hard for Hillary to believe that this child
with stick-straight bangs and scabbed knees could even remotely identify with the seducible women in those books she
read. Mark had gone hiking with the rest of the men. Hillary
sat with the women as they watched the children play, chatting
amiably about their families. The sisters were working on
counted cross-stitch pictures as they talked, and Mark's
mother, Kaye, worked on a quilt top she camed with her in
hoops.
They ate lunch together and waited for the men. Some of
the children fell asleep inside the shade of the tents. Karen,
being the oldest cousin, sat with the adults.
"You're awfully quiet," Maureen said to Karen. She was the
oldest sister in Mark's family.
"She's love sick, I bet," said Nedra.
"Don't you think a girl my age should be able to stay home
by herself?" Karen said to Nedra.
"Not if she has a boyfriend," said Maureen. Then she went
back to counting stitches.
"I married my first boyfriend," said Jimeen. She was the
youngest and had been married in the Manti temple just four
months before.
"There is nothing wrong with marrying your one and only,"
said Nedra.
"We're awfully lucky, all of us," said Maureen. "1mean, look
at the men we've mamed. All of them leaders in the Church."
"There are two bishops out there right now," said Pauline.
She was mamed to one of them-Mark's older brother. Steve.
Jimeen looked at her mother, who was not taking her eyes
off the stitches she made in her quilt.
"It's good, faithful parents we have to thank," Jimeen said.
Kaye looked up from her work and stuck the needle straight
up into the layers of batting and fabric. "We just raised our
children according to the teachings of the Church," she said.
"God blesses us."
"Amen," said Maureen.
Hillary looked past the Tucker sisters and their mother into
the intricate maze of canyons beyond. A pleasant, unexpected
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breeze stirred up the dry dirt. Nedra covered her needlework
with her hands.
"But what if you think you're doing all the right things and
it still turns out wrong?" said Hillary.
"Sooner or later it works itself out," said Pauline.
"It isn't always easy," said Kaye.
"Anyways," said Maureen, "didn't we pick a great weekend
for the reunion?"
"Last time we were here it thundered and rained," said
Nedra.
Hillary spent the rest of the afternoon reading poetry and
half-listening to the sisters talk about piano lessons and ward
politics. Brandon sat in her lap when the sun became nearly
unbearable. His neck was sunburnt, and he was sleepy and
covered with a thin layer of dirt.
When the men came back for dinner, Nedra and Jimeen
made Navajo tacos. Hillary wasn't hungry, so she took a walk
through the campgrounds. It looked as if you could teeter right
off the edge of the world in country like this. It was hard to
believe this place of barren, rocky land was in the same world
with Las Vegas lights and traffic-jammed cities. Hillary turned
and saw the Tuckers from where she stood. She liked them all.
But not one of them had asked what she had been up to. "Still
writing poetry, Hillary?" she would have liked one of them to
say. And she would have told them. She would have promised
each a copy of Athena. Now they were playlng Monopoly and
Sorry. Elaine was sitting on Mark's lap, giggling.
Hillary thought she might go back to her empty house and
her typewriter. She had an idea for a new poem. She headed
back toward the campsite.
"Mark," she said, waving.
But he was listening to his sisters and did not see her.
He won't even notice if I leave, thought Hillary. She walked
to their car parked behind the tent. Karen was sitting just
inside listening to her Walkman. Hillary lifted the front flap.
"Karen?"
She looked up and pulled off her headphones.
"I'm going into town for a bit, if anyone asks," said Hillary.
Karen nodded and put her headphones back on.
Hillary got in the car and drove down the winding road
until the canyon scenery grew flat and disappeared into the
highway She drove nearly the whole way when she saw the
glow of the red Coors sign in the window of Rory's Tavern.
Inside, the same waitress from the time before was serving
drinks. Her belly was so tight against her apron it looked like
it might burst open.
Hillary asked about the man who was stabbed.
"You saw all that?" she said. Hillary noticed her white name
tag: Jenna.
"You were amazing," said Hillary.
"He's going to be okay," said Jenna. "But they never caught
the guy that did it."
"You must have been scared to death going after that man,"
Hillary said.
Jenna looked back toward the bar. She was a short woman,
but striking, with lank dark hair and heavy eyelids. At first
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glance, she looked young, almost in her teens, but a closer look
revealed a worn mouth and crow's feet pricking out around her
eyes. She looked back at Hillary.
"Well," Jenna said, "here's the thing of it. I just didn't think
about what I was doing while it was all going on. Honest."
"Do you live in Heritage? Hillary said.
Jenna pulled out a chair. "Do you mind if I sit down? I'm on
break."
"Go ahead," said Hillary.
"Yeah," said Jenna, "I'm from Heritage."
"It's funny I've never seen you before," said Hillary.
Jenna laughed. "Well, I doubt we travel in the same circles.
I mean, towns like this are always cut in two-the Mormons
and the not-Mormons. Why else do you think the stores stay
open on Sundays?"
"I guess you're right," said Hillary.
"Or why they sell beer at the Circle K?" she said.
"Do you like working here?" Hillary asked Jenna.
"It's all right," she said. "Rory gave me the job when Miller
dumped me. Then the two of us had something going for
awhile, but not now. No one is going to want me right now."
She patted her belly.
Hillary did not know what to say. The waitress's casual
attitude about sex fascinated and repelled her. Even in Jacy's
novels, the women thought long and hard about being seduced, and it meant something. They also usually mamed
their seducers. This woman, Hillary imagined, must have a
string of lovers she could count on both hands.
"It's probably better he's gone," said Jenna. "I wish it was just
one baby, though. I could maybe handle that."
"Twins?" said Hillary.
"You bet," said Jenna. "Got any names for me? Everyone
usually does. Rory says I should name them Calvin and Hobbes."
"Cute," said Hillary. "My husband's brother, Steve, and his
wife, they named all their kids with the same letter. You know,
Timmy Tucker, Tommy Tucker, Torinda Tucker, Tandra . . ."
"Titty Tucker,"Jenna said, starting to laugh.
"Tummy Tucker," Hillary said.
Jenna's tears spilled down her cheeks. "Oh, stop," she said.
"My ribs ache."
"Tushy Tucker," Hillary said.
They laughed together until Jenna pounded on the table
and cried, "No more!"
"Twins sometimes come early, I've heard," said Jenna, after
she had calmed down. "You got kids?"
"Sure," said Hillary. ''In fact, I've got boxes of baby clothes
in the basement."
Jenna looked at her watch. "I've gotta get back to work."
"Do you have family in town?" Hillary said.
"Not really," said Jenna. She stood up. "Can I get your
order?"
"I'll have a Coke," said Hillary.
"You know," said Jenna, "you better not stay here too late.
Lots of strangers come in Saturday nights. I'd be careful."
"How do you get home?" Hillary said.
'
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"Rory drops me off," said Jenna. "I'll get your drink."
Hillary looked at her watch. It was still early--only eight
o'clock, but Mark was probably wondering where she was.
"Do you get many fights in here!" Hillary said when Jenna
came back with the Coke.
"Nah," said Jenna. "First one I ever saw was the other day
Rory has to call the cops on a few drunks from time to time."
"It's funny," said Hillary. "You always see places like this, but
they belong to another world, so you never really know what's
going on inside."
"This is my world," said Jenna. "Do you like stories?"
"Uh-huh," said Hillary, sipping her Coke.
"Well, this one is really weird." Jenna glanced back at the
bar, then she sat down. "Rory won't mind," she said. "He lets
me get away with anything now I'm pregnant. Besides, we're
not busy yet."
"It seems like Rory looks out for you," Hillary said.
"I guess," said Jenna. "He's like a brother-now."
"Is that him!" Hillary looked at the bartender. He was thin
and sunburnt with leathery skin and blue eyes that sagged at
the comers.
"Yep," said Jenna. "Are you Mormon?"
Hillary nodded.
"Well, then, you'll like this," Jenna said. "It's a Mormon
story."
Jenna stuck her legs straight out in front of her. Hillary saw
her ankles were beginning to swell. The story was about a man
who had come into the bar at closing time. The place had been
pretty much empty, and Rory had been getting rid of his last
customers. When Jenna said Rory's name, she glanced back at
the bar.
"This is a true story?"said Hillary
"I don't know," said Jenna. "Rory has a big imagination."
Jenna continued. "The man who came in was well-built,
dark-skinned, and his hair reached to the middle of his back
in a loose braid. At first, Rory thought he was an Indian, but
his features were too much like a white man's. Also, he didn't
have any kind of accent when he spoke. The only thing he
wanted was a glass of water.
"The weird thing of it," said Jenna, "was Rory gave it to him.
Usually he won't put up with anyone coming in at closing time
and getting anything."
"How is this a Mormon story!" Hillary said.
"just wait," said Jenna. She told Hillary that the man told
Rory he knew people that were womed about him. He said
Rory had lots of people praying for him and wanting him to be
happy, Then Rory turned around to lock up the cash register;
when he turned back, the man was gone. It was like he had
vanished into nothing.
"I still don't see how it's a Mormon story," said Hillary. "I
mean, Rory still works in the bar. In a real Mormon story, Rory
would have given up his wicked life. He would be going to
church and teaching Sunday School."
"Well, what happened," said Jenna, "was he did go to
church the next day He was planning on it anyway because he
had a cousin going on a mission, and he promised his family
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he would go hear this cousin speak. Only before the man came
in, Rory wasn't sure he would make it. But the man got him
curious, and Rory had questions that he thought some of the
church people might know the answers to."
"Did they!" said Hillary.
"Not really," said Jenna. "His uncle told him the man was
probably one of the three something or others. I can't remember now."
"Three Nephites?" said Hillary.
"I think," said Jenna.
"So, what did Rory think?" said Hillary.
"He thinks the man was an angel or something," said Jenna.
"So why is he still working here?" said Hillary.
"Well, the angel didn't seem to mind coming in here and
all," said Jenna. "I mean, well, I don't know. I don't even know
why I told you about it."
"It's an interesting story," said Hillary. "I've heard lots of
three Nephite stories, but I've never believed them really."
"Oh, I believe all that kind of stuff," said Jenna. "I mean the
world is just so strange."
"I guess it is," said Hillary "But you know, I better go now.
I'd like to get back before it gets really dark."
"I'm glad you came in," said Jenna. "It was nice having
someone to talk to."
Hillary slung her purse over her shoulder. "Maybe you
could come pick over my baby clothes sometime," she said.
"With two babies, you'll need lots of things."
"Thanks," said Jenna.
Hillary took a pen out of her purse and wrote her phone
number down on a napkin. 'Just give me a call," she said,
handing Jenna the napkin.
It was just beginning to get dark when Hillary went outside.
There was a group of men coming inside. They were talking in
loud voices and shoving each other back and forth. Hillary
humed into her car and locked the door. Then she drove back
to the campsite.
Mark was sitting on the ground with Brandon in his lap and
Elaine resting against his shoulder. They were looking at the
stars. Karen was eating peanuts and reading Mademoiselle by
lantern light.
"Where have you been?" he said. There was an edge in his
voice.
"I was driving around," said Hillary. "I should have told you.
Sony."
"Well," said Mark, smoothing Elaine's fine hair. "I thought it
was something like that."
"I'm glad you weren't womed," said Hillary "Where'sJacy!"
Karen looked up from her magazine. "She's sleeping with
Brittany," she said. "They were going to tell ghost stories."
"Is that all you did!" Mark said. "Just drive around?"
Brandon climbed into Hillary's arms. He was getting so
much heavier these days. The backs of his ears were coated
with dirt. She wanted to tell them all about Rory's and about
Jenna and the angel in the bar. But she looked at the stars
instead.
"There's the Big Dipper," she pointed to Brandon.
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"I once knew all the constellations," said Mark. "But now
I've forgotten."
"I've always wanted to find Gemini," said Karen. "Since
that's what I am."
"I didn't just drive around," Hillary said. "I had a Coke at
Rory's Tavern, and a waitress told me a story about one of the
Three Nephites."
"Isn't that a bar?" Karen said.
Mark stared at Hillaiy like she was a stranger.
"You shouldn't go into places like that," he said after a
moment. "It isn't safe."

"You don't have to worry about me," Hillary said. She gently
pushed Brandon from her lap and stood up. "Why don't you
put the kids into their sleeping bags, and I'll put out the fire."
"I'm sleeping under the stars," Karen said. Her sleeping bag
was laid out on a smooth piece of ground near the tent.
Hillary filled a paper cup with water from the cooler. She
knew Mark was watching her as she poured the water over the
red coals. When she got the second cup, he was in the tent.
Hillary put the fire out and turned off the lantern, and the
campsite dissolved into darkness.

THE PARING KNIFE
The surgeon gave me a tight red scar and
told me, "Ultimately, all the hemorrhaging
has to be attributed to stress." I swear,
I never meant to be so unhappy that
my body offered such complete consolation.
I wasn't old enough to drive but still
Iehad discovered the self-indulgent
vanity of a violent, accidental,
self-inflicted death. And you know what?
It pissed me off. The strangled, angry cry
of some lonely white girl whose parents
really loved her was so shrill and harsh
to me that I couldn't bear to tell myself
how furious I was. How furious
I am. Goddamnit someday I'll die
and it doesn't seem fair that I didn't
die then, lots of people die unfulfilled
and young, in wars, of hunger and disease
and I was so damn lucky: I got well.
But I don't know: does being lucky
mean I lose the right to be
not angry
but delirious with rage
that my body
was invaded, my gut cut neatly open.
my intestines scooped out and laid on my
stomach so some doctors could shove them around,
look for tumors, wounds, or something else of
interest, lop off my appendix and sew
me shut with care, then tell me when the
morphine wore off that it was all my fault
because I wonied like an old person?
"Learn to take life easy" They said that.
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They really said that, to a dumb adolescent
who played the bassoon, made good grades and cooked.
Do you know I ate a carrot? At five
thirty in the morning one Saturday
I wasn't in pain but looking at my
shit I knew something was wrong and I thought,
Maybe fresh vegetables could help. So I
peeled and ate a carrot at five thirty
in the morning. And that's the image I
keep close: me in my pajamas peeling
a carrot at the kitchen sink, beside
me stands my own death calmly, a mild
annoyance since I'm too busy scraping
the skin off a carrot to look up and know
that shadow is dangerous and real.
I wave my paring knife at it vaguely
I say, "You bother me. Go away"
I don't even hear it laugh at me as it
pulls my hair, shrugs, walks leisurely away
-HOLLY WELKER
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LIGHTER MINDS

TALKING
TO COWS
AND OTHERNARROW ESCAPES
FROM HUMOR
By Pauline Mortensen

Even though we may deny that there is a point to our joking, deep
inside we know there is and that it goes something like, "Your
world view is simply inferior to mine. You got a problem with that?"
WROTE A story a few years ago called
"Woman Talking to a Cow." It's just a
three-page story about a woman talking
cow as she stands there feeding the cow
hay and complaining about her lot in life.
The story has no plot, no love interest, no
sex, no violence. Yet, it has managed to be
published, once on the East Coast and twice
along the Wasatch Front, and is the only
story I've written that anyone ever admits to
having read.
PAUUNE MORTENSEN @aulinem@wordperfect.com) is the author of Back Before the
World Turned Nasty, a collection of short stories. She earned her Ph.D. at the University of
Utah and is currently living in Orem, Utah.
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It's a funny story, according to a few of my
friends. One BW professor says he likes the
part about the husband giving his wife a deficient pitch fork, one with only three tines, so
that all the good leaves fall through before
she gets it to the cow; and another friend, a
columnist for a local women's magazine, says
she likes the part about the woman standing
there talking to a cow when no one else will
listen. Go figure.
A literary journal in the Midwest somewhere does not think it is funny at all. In fact,
they did not laugh one stroke when I sent it
to them, and they had to regretfully inform
me that my story did not meet the literary
standards of their magazine, because of the
bad language, and they weren't talking about

the "damns" and "hells," if I got their drift. I
had to take the thing to my bishop to help
me figure out what they were talking about.
And he pointed out that it probably had
something to do with the comparison 1 made
between the woman's husband and one
member of the godhead in particular. "Walks
out the door like he was Christ himself," I believe I wrote.
No, the literary journal in the Midwest
did not appreciate.my humor, while the one
on the East Coast thought it was wonderful
Western humor, and told me so over the
phone. And if I had asked my own motherlong after she had lived the story, because she
had talked to many a cow-if I had asked her
if the story was funny, she would have said,
and I quote, "What in the hell's so damned
funny about that?"
All of which leads me to believe that
humor, like everything else, has more to do
with a look in the mirror than it does with
anything the author actually said.
But let me offer another example before I
wax Freudian. And let me bring the example
closer to home, since many of you may not
have recognized my mother as being a
Mormon in this scenario, since no Mormon
woman ever spoke like that or ever will. Let
me take, for example, my father-in-law, born
and bred in Ferron, Utah, a typical "pioneer
stock" Mormon, who dares not crack one
smile, who dares not let one tear ofjoy spring
to his eyes or one chuckle strain his lips for
the entire hour-and-a-half production of
James Arrington's one-man play, Farley
Family Reunion. Now that is holding to the
rod above and beyond. I mean, to him, those
were all his relatives up there we were
laughing at. And he was up there, too, his
way of life, his religion, every soft spot in his
personal philosophy of life that he had been
working on since the day he was born. There
it was being paraded on stage for everyone to
poke and prod. And what was so dang funny
about that?
So it seems to me that there are several
problems with making humor-in Mormon
culture, in any culture. The first one is the
idea that the humorist is perceived as making
light of something sacred, whether it be our
personal lives, our social and cultural ways,
our religious and political persuasions, or
whatever. In any person's mind, at any given
moment in time, there are things you cannot
touch, lines you may not cross, sentiments
you may not speak. If you do any of these,
you fall into that no man's land of blank
stares, uneasy shirtings in the chairs, and defensive rhetorical posturings. If the humorist
hits this unfunny bone, she might as well
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start packing.
But if somehow she manages to stay clear
of these danger zones, she still is not home
free. Another problem with making humor is
that humor is mistrusted on principle.
People suspect you of making some point.
All the teaching and delighting that has gone
on for hundreds of years (to teach and to delight, the Bobbsey twin tenets of literature)
has not been missed by the literarily uninitiated. My father-in-law knows what we are up
to. "So what's your point," he asks with the
chip on his shoulder, and we say, "It's just a
joke. Lighten up."
And even though we may deny that there
is a point to all our joking, deep inside we
know there is and that it goes something like
this: "Your world view, everything you believe in and do, is simply inferior to my
world view. You got a problem with that?"
Humor can be as arrogant as that. And it can
be so much more. What one person sees as a
truth, an absolute, or a sacred thing, the humorist sees as ambiguity, up for grabs, less
settled. A stale room that needs airing out.
The humorist is arrogant, indeed, who sees
staleness in everyone else's room but not his
own. Rather, the true humorist seeks fresh air
at every turn, new insight in every ambiguity,
new speech in every unspoken word.
In fact, the humorist, like the court jester,
says for us what no one else dares speakthat the emperor really is wearing no clothes.
The humorist provides a cultural reality
check. She probes the tender areas, looking
for trouble. Strides into danger zones where
the rest of us fear to tread. She speaks the unspoken. Writes the unwritten. Tests the waters. Tastes forbidden fruit. There is good
reason to fear the humorist, especially if you
have much to hide. Because the humorist
will find it out; she will find your weaknesses, exploit your failures, make merry
with your shame. It is her way And she will
get away with it, for the most part. She will
tread lightly over water. Walk unsinking over
quicksand. And we forgive her because
somewhere in our cultural psyche we need
her to speak true.
The humorist is funny precisely because
of the chances she takes in speaking the unspoken true. Funny is funny because it is off
limits. Off limits, but somehow still safe.
Dangerous, but never deadly The humorist
dances a dangerous high-wire dance between
falling and not falling, between humor and
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profanity, between the sacred and the profane. And that's her job. We give her that. She
has a license to look for trouble, but never to
kill.
But where do you draw the line between
killing and caring laughter? Between heartlessness and heart? That is the magic question. When is it a case of the listener's limited
view? And when is it a case of the jester's
deadly attack?

M

Y third case in point: So there I
am, three BYU degrees under my
belt. and they throw me to the
wolves at the University of Utah. I take a
class on Mark Twain because I figure Mark
Twain is dead. Right? How safe can I be?
None of that contemporary, deconstructive,
controversial stuff that is going to push me
over the edge of the known world. Just good,
down-home humor, American style. What's
not to laugh at? I had already read the stuff
Mark Twain had to say about the Mormons,
at least most of it. And I lived through it. All
the stuff about that time he came out West
and met Brigham Young. The part about the
Book of Mormon being chloroform in print,
about all the frumpy Mormon women, and
even a few good jibes about Brigham Young
and his plural wives. It was all in good fun.
But at the U of U, the devik own university,
things can sometimes take a different twist.
This time as we read, the professor said, and
I can say this because he has long since gone
on to his own reward, the professor said, and
I'm not making this up, he said that funny is
just funny It just is. Which, of course, is deconstructive heresy, but at any rate, he said
funny is universal. It just is. And he pointed
to the part about the Book of Mormon being
chloroform in print and said, this is funny
because it's true. And Mormon women. That
part is true, too. True and funny And the
plural wives, oh, make my day And we had
to read it again and again to make sure we
saw just how funny it was; we had to read
until we saw it the way he saw it. Until we
had to deny who we were and become him.
In fact, the more he insisted that it was true
and funny, and the more he assigned and
mandated that it was funny, of course, the
more it was not. He took all the funny out of
it, because with him, the Mormon situation
was personal. And the little Mormon jokes
from Mark Twain were the only knives he
had to poke holes in the culture that had en-

s
career. He meant to show
veloped h ~ entire
us something with those jokes. He meant to
teach us something. He meant to hammer it
home. But he never did.
So my experience with humor has taught
me this-that not everything is funny It's not
funny to everyone at any given moment in
time, at any given moment in space, for any
given audience. Funny depends on who is
telling the joke-the humorer; who is listening to the joke-the humoree; and who is
otherwise known as the butt of the joke-the
humorit. If you are the humorit, perhaps
things are not so funny
Of course, there are those rare, psychologically healthy people who can stand in the
place of the humorit, tied and gagged as they
are at the center of the fire, and laugh at
themselves while they bum. People like certain lawyers, vice presidents, and presidents'
wives. People like ironic, first-person narrators and, of course, comedians themselves.
People who view life from a tenuous vantage
point and accept the fact that this thing we
call existence is funny It just is. These people
are the sane ones, I say
But I digress just as I was getting ready to
summarize the nature of humor. Taking into
consideration the three participants of
humor-the humorer, the humoree, and the
humorit-plus the fact that they have come
together at a certain place at a certain time,
which will add meaning to the telling as
well-taking all these factors into consideration, the humorist should also be aware that
on the one hand, humor should make no
point. No point at all. Or it ceases to be
humor and becomes something else. And on
the other hand, humor, to remain alive, must
carry all kinds pointy things with it. Sort of
being in the world of points, but not of them.
In other words, when humor crosses over the
line and makes its point, then it is dead. It
ceases to be ironic, witty, and alive with unmeaning, but becomes merely an absolute.
And it is the absolute that the humorist most
despises and wishes to expose.

M

Y final example goes something
like this: So we have our family reunion every year in this same
place. It is a mountain valley place we call
Magee. Magee is family ground. It is sacred
ground. It is where everyone grew up in our
family of nine and where our parents died,
where everyone worked themselves into a
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coma, but survived the depression; where,
by damn, everyone sacrificed their childhood
and got about zero for it. But still, it is the
family ground, the ranch. Psychologically, it
is the center of what defines us as individuals
and as family. Physically, it is a ten-acre parcel
of deforested land dwindled down from 500
acres of virgin timber. A ten-acre parcel tve
elbow each other on while we try to make
our beds on that one weekend each year
when we come together to eat too many pancakes and potato salads, throw a frisbee, and
roast marshmallows. It is the only place we
can come, by a consensus of the voting members. There is no other place. It is the logic
that drives us all. It is inescapable, like gum
on the bottom of your shoe. Because there is
much that went on here and much that is still
concealed.
However, not everyone can come here.
For some of the family, it is too impossible.
There is just too much still to forget. Too
much betrayal over who worked the land
and who took off lor town, who was scarred
the deepest from hard times and who had it
easy, and who finally got the land and who
did not.
Say, for instance, one brother in panicular, the oldest next to the old man, our father. The oldest because the first son died,
and the place of heir apparent fell to him,
Bruce. The oldest because hlaurine, his sister,
didn't count, being just a girl. And so the
oldest by default and the one who expected
to get it all. As old as all of that. The oldest

boy, who worked at the side of the aging father on the sweltering hillside cutting trees,
who worked the jammer and swung the logs,
or worked the chains while the old man
worked the jammer and swung the logs and
nearly killed him on several occasions too
numerous to mention, (although he always
does). Bruce was the oldest, the one the old
man gave the orders to and beat on when
they weren't obeyed. He was the oldest, the
one who took all the old man's crap. Until
one day, when finally he got that sack of feed
hung up in the barn so he could practice
there. Until he got it hung just right, so that
he could hit it like a man. He was the oldest
until then, until that moment when the old
man took his last swing at him and Bruce laid
him out flat uith a lucky punch. Until that
moment. Bruce had always been the oldest,
but for that moment he was finally just fourteen. He hit him with the lucky punch, and
then he went on. And he worked even longer
and harder than ever before because now he
was the oldes~and the old man said that one
day all of this would come to him. He had
earned it. But then the father died, and the
mother lived. And she got the land, and
things went by and slipped away And in
spite of the fact that the whole damned place
should have come to him, it had not.
So that is a picture of the older brother
before. And this is a picture of the older
brother long after. In fact, this is how your
obnoxious older brother looks to you most of
your life. Like a long-lost uncle you'd only

"We can't take the road arottnd-it's
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like to see at the K-mart once every five
years, if at all. He reminds you of Tigger (but
without a lisp or being clever or cute). But he
does bounce up to you when you least expect it and says, "How you doing, little
sister?" as he shadow boxes around and
around with his fists and boxes your
shoulder, your chin, your stomach, anything
that's exposed. This is your older brother by
eight births; the kind of brother you still can't
quite figure out whom he is related to. The
kind of older brother who talks about logging, and the horses, and farming, and the
horses, his gall bladder operation, how he
hates the rest of the family, and the horses.
The kind of guy you'd really like to be
around if you just didn't have something else
to do. Anything. And did I mention about
how all the time I was growing up, this was
the guy who liked to sneak around and steal
things from our farm? Things that belonged
to me and my mother. Things like the bridles, the saddles, the hammers, the saws.
Men things, things that should have come to
him.
So this is my brother, a guy who has a
reason to hate and a good reason to be hated.
And is it any surprise that he is one of the
ones who never came to any reunions? Never
showed up or bothered to write back. Never
seemed to care what anyone was up to but
himself. Until [here we are, having our family
reunion one year in this place called Magee
which is our lamily place. And we are having
our auction like we've always done, which
goes something like this:
We have these auctions to raise money to
pay for the food, to pay for the toilet paper, to
build up a fund to maybe build a covered
patio so that in the future we can have our
auctions on the patio, so that we can raise
money to pay for the food, to pay for the
toilet paper, and so forth. And we sit there in
the house politely, very sociable and civilized, nothing untoward, bidding on things
that people have made. Like my sister's
counted cross-stitch fly swatters she made
from a kit, my nephew's coat hangers he
painted himself, some flower-shaped things
to hold your recipes, which my sister-in-law
turned out herself on her new band saw, stuff
like that. And we sit there enjoying the spirit
of competition that exists in some families,
maybe not yours, but some families.
So, for instance, on one occasion, I was
bidding against my brother Mike on what appeared to be a priceless, antique, needlepoint, chair cushion that our recently
deceased mother might have made, and I let
it slip at just the right moment about how I
think Elaine picked it up at a yard sale for
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fifty cents. And although I was prepared to
go higher, I suddenly got the bid for twentyfive dollars. It was all in good fun. Or the
time we ran out of things to bid on and the
kids water balloons were lying all filled by
the sink ready for the kids' games and Glen
says, "I'll give you a quarter for a water balloon to thmw at Mike." These are men well
into their fifties, you should know. And Mike
says, "I'll give you fifty cents." At which point
the bidding slowed, and so I said, "I41 give
you five dollars for Glen to throw it at Mike,"
which really set the sibling rivalry ball
rolling. I can't recall how much I ended up
paying for that particular balloon (as 1 explained later, I was paying for service),but by
the end of the family reunion business day,
we had made over $500 dollars in water balloon sales alone and were well on our way towards purchasing a permanent toilet paper
facility This is just a for-instance about our
family, who is always willing to turn deepseated guilt and hostility into profit as long as
there's a good joke in it.
So on this one occasion in particular,
there we were in the middle of the Idaho
north woods during one of our quieter auctions, nothing great happening, just the usual
stuff, when in walks our older brother Bruce,
whom nobody has seen or heard from in five
or six years. The bid is up to three dollars on
some hand-crocheted potholder thing, and
Bruce sits down looking vaguely puzzled.
Greetings are briefly exchanged, because we
are, after all, in the middle of important business. The bid goes up to seven, with the parents of the kid who made the potholder
holding the top bid. But then something unexpected happens. The auctioneer, not getting any bid at eight, jumps to ten dollars just
to get a rise out of us, and Bruce, the older
brother, lifts his hat and scratches his head,
and the auctioneer says you're in. Now the
thing about Bruce scratching his head is that,
of course, that is what they do at professional
auctions. And Bruce has bid on many a horse
and cow before. So who is to say? But I mean,
it is a really shaggy potholder. Everyone son
of eases into a group laugh, figuring it was
just a joke that would end when Bruce said
something, but instead he just sits there with
a Mona Ljsa smile and the auctioneer goes
on. And then we get this feeling that this
thing is going to fly There is silence. Not one
person will bid. Even the kids know something is going down. Not one person will bid
and remove the joke on Bruce, and so the
joke stands. This will go down in reunion
history as one of the greatest jokes ever on
our older brother. Or will it? Because Bruce
just sits there with that half-smile, and he
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takes the bid. Lays the potholder on his knee,
logging pants and all, just like he knew what
he was doing, and leaves us hanging there for
the next fifteen years and beyond. Because
no one will ever dare ask. Remember that
time, when you bid or didn't bid, who really
got who that day? I mean, how could you
ask? Or why would you ask, when the
memory of our group conspiracy, that turned
or didn't turn on itself, will cany us laughing

well into the next century? A joke we played
on Bruce, or a joke we played on ourselves.
We will never know, and it will go down in
reunion history as the best auction joke ever.
And yes, Bruce does come to the reunion
every year now. And yes I think it was because of that joke. Because we were all humorors that day instead of humorits. And as
long as nobody asks the question and gets a
73
straight answer, I think we'll be okay

THE LIFE WHICH
DREAMS HAND
The life which dreams hand,
untrammled mistflower fields
amve before sunfall,
hornets drone
where the soul abides,
keeping the soul on guard.
A sting is minor thing,
the soul reacts
attached and objectivelistens to mellow fluegelhorns
of wind slipping through wire;
the life which dreams hand
needs boundaries-fences
separating mistflower fields
from escutcheons and urns.
The life which dreams hand,
age is litter flapping under
tiny flags and requiescats,
light moves separate in the dark
bold and rangy-a drummer
selling appearances.
A secondhand man
deformed by fallen monuments
keeps the mistflower mown.
A man is a minor plan;
the soul has an idea of man's image
as lavender moving,
lavender stung by sun.
-SEAN

BRENDAN-BROWN
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AN INSIDER'S LOOK AT BASEBALL
BAPTISMS IN BRITAIN
By Richard Mavin

day-to-day episodes of my missionary life
have also helped to fine-tune the facts of
those memorable yet stormy years.
Since I address most of these observations
as "information" instead of "inspiration."
what I report may be subject to criticism
from those who ascribe everything that happens to the Divine Will. I leave the "inspired"
"ersion of these events to others; I approach
this task with a certain freedom and obiectivity, unencumbered by the need to secondguess God.
THE CHARISMA OF
T. BOWRING WOODBURY

M

Richard Mavin, standing behind President and Sister Woodbury, was part of a select group of missionaries
honored at this summer 1960 tribute to President McKay. Mavin and his colleagues were the only ones
in the British Mission to reach Woodbury's baptism goal.

The Woodbury experience continues to play an important part in
my psyche. Complicated situations never lend themselves to
simple answers, but after all the endless recounting, I am
content to say that I was part of the Woodbury legacy;

D

MICHAEL QUINN'S report on
the turbulent British Mission years
of the Woodbury presidency gave
birth to a long-overdue ambition to chronicle
my experiences as a "Woodbury missionary"
(see "I-Thou vs. I-It Conversions: The
Mormon 'Baseball Baptism' Era," SUNSTONE,
Dec. 1993). Few young men receive such a
rich and varied educational experience as I
did in those two short years. My mission
RICHARD MAVIN served in the British Mission
from 1960 to 1962. He is president of
SatisJaction Development Systems, a small, Salt
Lake-based company, and writes in hisfree time.
Richard welcomes e-mail (craig.kossin@
graphcon.com).
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placed me squarely in the middle of one of
the most controversial eras in the evolution
of Mormon missionary history.
Quinn does an admirable job reporting
the events and machinations of that era; here
is my personal look at this "history" There is
more of the story to be told, and several
things must be set straight.
Because of the drama and intensity of my
experience, I have spent the past thirty-four
years discussing, debating, and dissecting
what occurred in that short but amazing
chapter of my life. Endless discussions with
missionary acquaintances, converts, and
family have enhanced and clarified the experiences. A review ol the regular tape recordings that I sent home as documents of the

Y parents were both converted to
Mormonism in England. That
conversion resulted in our emigrating to America after the end of World
War 11. My mother's zealous and eloquent
testimony and my father's diligence and obedience to the faith nurtured my own convictions. So, when I turned twenty, it was a
foregone conclusion that I would be a missionary for the Church. Either God, destiny,
or a strong friendship with Apostle LeGrand
Richards resulted in my being called to serve
two years in the land of my birth. 1 was not
surprised. I had always assumed I would
serve a mission there.
I received a letter from T. Bowring
Woodbury, British Mission president, welcoming me to the mission. I anived in
~ o n d o in
i January of 1960. Woodbury had
already been there for a year. I entered a
world dominated by one of the 1110stcharismatic and powerful personalities I had yet
encountered in my life. 1 would never again
be the same.
Throughout Quinn's article, and in the
material he uses for his references, not
enough credit is given to how strongly
Woodbury (a man of enormous ego and
presence) influenced all the major players
around him. Things attributed to Elders
Henry D. Moyle, Alvin R. Dyer, N. Eldon
Tanner, and others were, in my opinion, at
least partially a reflection of Woodbury's
strong character and influence. I watched
him influence people. Missionaries, especially those who served under him for the
first two years, worshipped Woodbury.
British Saints were mesmerized by his eloquence and demeanor. There was an air of
royalty about the Woodbury family and their
lifestyle, mostly engendered by "By," as he
was known to family and friends. When
Elder Derek A. Cuthbert, in The Second
Centuly: Latter-day Saints in Great Britain,
1937-1987, refers to the greatness of the
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Woodbury years, he reflects the kind of impact Woodbury had on the Saints. To the majority of these Saints, those were the golden
years of the British Mission. Woodbury's
powerful influence on people should never
be underestimated and can be scarcely understated.
My first introduction to our mission
mother was the president's announcement to
the small group of new missionaries: "Now
brethren [no lady missionaries were present],
I want you to meet Bubbles." Bubbles, like
By, was right out of the pages of Vogue. The
children living with them, Bo and Wendy,
were clones of By and Bubbles. This was certainly a family made in heaven as a role
model for young, impressionable missionaries. These impressions demonstrate the
foundation that enabled the subsequent
"problems" to germinate, develop, and
flourish. Woodbuty wasn't just another mission president; he was bigger than life and an
absolute spellbinder. Awe-inspired loyalty to
the man and his ideas left little room for conjecture or debate. This is especially true
within the context of what was purported to
be the purest of all endeavors-bringing
souls to Christ.
On the other hand, the enigmatic
Woodbury could be irresistible. On a few
magic occasions, he got out his clarinet and
played for all of us. Great eyes rollin? manicured fingers caressing the shiny ebony, he
would sweep the instrument through the air
in sensual circles while producing the most
seductive tones. The momentary contact
with this most human side of the president
delighted and mesmerized us all-it was
part of the same contradiction that we experienced in having a mission mother called
Bubbles.
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HOW THE BASEBALL PROGRAM BEGAN

I

N the first summer of my mission, I witnessed the birth of the baseball program.
There was no formal unveiling, fanfare,
or hype. It was not credited by its creator as
having been inspired: neither did it come
from the active minds of Woodbury,
President Moyle, or any other LDS leader. Its
roots were in pragmatism and desperation.
Elder Gaylan Grover was the branch president in Swansea, Wales. One of his principal
responsibilities was creating activities for the
half-dozen young people who attended the
weekly youth program that Mormons called
MIA. It was summer, and since the MIA meetings were held in a rented school near a park,
it seemed natural to take the kids outside
into the late afternoon sun for any activity
Grover could contrive. By his own admission, Grover knew nothing about English
sports, and so, as he reported to us in our
Welsh District supervising elders' meeting,
he wrote home for a softball and bat.
At the next MIA meeting, after the equipment had anived, there was an astounding
response. Grover enthusiastically related the
phenomenon: "Within ten minutes, we had
thirty kids begging to learn the new game.
They gathered around us from all over the
park, joining in with our kids to play this
new American sport." As the evening wore
on, it struck the elders that they should get
the names and addresses of these nonMormon kids before they went home.
As Grover and his missionary companion
subsequently visited the families, not only
were they not rejected, they were welcomed
into the homes as "young American friends
from the park." Old barriers fell, psychological distance disappeared, and relationships

were established. As if by magic, the elders
were able to exploit these opportunities to
teach. The baseball program had begun.
It became obvious to all of us in the Welsh
District that Grover had happened onto a
marvelous way of proselyting. We tried it,
and it worked for all of us. Tales of our success soon spread to London, Great Britain,
America, and the world. I don't think it ever
occurred to any of us, in those early days,
that this was an "easy way" to meet the mission's ambitious new convert baptism goals.
After all, we had seen the impressive results
of the referral program which had been introduced early in 1960. Compared to the
drudgery and rejection of tracting door
to door, asking members for lists of their
nonmember friends and neighbors to be
used as referrals was a welcome alternative.
The successful results of the referral program
set the stage for the new baseball proselyting
program. It was simply a "super referral program." Instead of being dependent on members to provide names, missionaries could
simply don sweatshirts, take their ball and
bat to any park, and within ten minutes,
have a crowd of English kids fighting to give
their parents' names and addresses for the
privilege of receiving a visit from the "young
Yanks."
WHAT WENT WRONG WITH
BASEBALL BAPTISMS

N

0 one can deny the legitimate value
of the program as a proselyting tool.
Very few Mormon elders and sisters
had difficulty justifying this clever means of
finding converts; since when one has "the
truth," the end justifies the means. As the
baseball program grew, it became a source of
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teaching opportunities, and many parents
were taught alongside the children. It was
clear, however, that the children were ready
to accept baptism much faster than their parents were. The dilemma was, "Do we go
ahead with the kids and work with the parents after their children's baptism, or do we
wait for the family to enter the waters of baptism together?" The answer was simple for
most young missionaries, especially in the
highly competitive environment created by a
constant barrage of mission incentive programs. The logic went like this: I need two
more baptisms this week to qualify me for
recognition in the "Honor Your Mothern
campaign. Since the Jones children are ready,
even though their parents are not, let's baptize them now, get the recognition, honor
mother, and continue to work with the
Jones's parents for a later baptism commitment.
Children were easy to convert; adults
were not. The temptation was: Why labor
with the Jones adults when the Evans kids
were also ready for conversion? The elements
all came together to create the opportunity
for abuse. Based on personal experience, my
unequivocal conclusion is that abuse was not
overtly planned, encouraged, nor condoned.
It just happened. But once it happened, it
was conveniently ignored, generally denied,
and subsequently apologized for. Without reviewing the whole litany of baseball baptism
problems, here are the main areas of concern
(in addition to the fact that most children
joined without their parents): Missionaries
(a) baptized kids without teaching them
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properly, (b) misrepresented the organization
that the kids were joining, (c) misrepresented
or omitted the requirements and expectations for membership in the LDs church, (d)
failed to get permission from parents for kids
to join, and (e) bribed or bet with kids for the
purpose of coercing them to join.
The result was a huge number of inactive
youth within months of their conversion.
Abuses happened for all the reasons that
cause people to do the wrong things for the
right reasons. Unfortunately, in the beginning, when the abuses started and then increased, Woodbury was insulated from the
truth by his missionary leaders. No one
dared tell the emperor that his new clothes
were an illusion and that he was indeed
naked in the streets. The elements that gathered to create the eventual storm can easily
be identified. It is a story as old as religion
and as predictable as time. Youth and inexperience resulted in missionaries' choosing the
line of least resistance; zealotry resulted in
the rationalization that the end justified the
means; and aspiration affected almost
everyone from mission leadership to ordinary missionaries. We all soon learned that
baptism numbers equated to personal recognition and higher positions in the institution.
With an absence of meaningful debate and
open dialogue, the merits of the program,
having reached the status of "inspired plan,"
were never subject to objective review
The abhorrent loss of morality ascribed to
some missionaries was nothing more than
naivete. Many of us were just too young to
realize that without parental support the

"Tell me more about sex in heaven."
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youth we baptized had little chance for longterm activity. Whether the baptisms were
performed with cool indifference or honest
caring, the results, unfortunately, were the
same. Taking the line of least resistance in
finding and baptizing these children can be
somewhat understood when one considers
the intense pressure each young missionary
faced in meeting difficult numerical goals.
The attainment of these goals was taken to
represent a missionary's level of spirituality.
The level and number of abuses varied from
one missionary to another. As is true in the
normal spectrum of human behavior, there
are extremes on either end. Some missionaries-usually exceptionally strong personalities who never adapted well to institutional
expectations-refused to baptize unattached
youth. They were usually ostracized and
treated contemptuously On the other hand,
there were those who apparently had no
moral compunctions about doing anything
as long as the result brought recognition, or
at least reduced the pressure to demonstrate
spiritual excellence through conversion
numbers. The majority of missionaries fell
somewhere in between.
The "war stories" chronicled by Quinn
and others, based on interviews with British
missionaries, although sometimes exaggerated, are true in most instances. There is
never a lack of controversial experiences in
an environment that nurtures controversy. It
is obvious that there were damaging things
done in the name of Mormonism, but most
missionaries sincerely tried their best, most
of the time, to do the right thing. Most children baptized under the baseball program
were taught the fundamentals of
Mormonism, at least on a rudimentary level,
so that most of them knew they were becoming part of a church and not a club. Most
parents knew their children were being baptized and agreed to it. The most unfortunate
aspect of the whole program was that the majority of these baptized children never
gleaned the valuable, positive benefits of the
religion they joined.
So much of the problem was timing.
Consider the branches of the LDs church that
existed in Britain during this period. Because
of the mass emigration of converts to
America during the post-war years, the
membership was made up largely of "leftovers." This "come to Zion" mentality had
been openly encouraged by missionaries, if
not by the Church itself. "Come to Zionn was
the call my parents heard. They gave up a
great deal to heed that call. Those who could
usually emigrated; those who couldn't, for
whatever reason, stayed.
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In 1960, few Church meeting places in
Great Britain had been built that accommodated the youth programs of the Church so
prevalent in America. Most LDS buildings
were converted homes that provided no cultural halls nor gymnasiums. In addition, an
overivhelming percentage of the active members were women, whose leadership opportunities were limited because they did not
hold the priesthood. Most leadership positions, including the office of branch president, were filled by the male missionaries.
Continuity suffered because the priesthood
leadership changed as often as missionaries
were moved or reassigned.
Suddenly thrust into the center of this
less-than-perfect situation was an onslaught
of unattached, unsupervised youth. Most of
them were scruffy kids without any training
in appropriate religious behavior. The old,
long-term members, who had learned to survive on their long-suffering status as "the stalwart few," wanted nothing to do with these
"pests." When the missionaries who had baptized the new youth converts were still
around, they helped provide some level of
surrogate parental interest and control; however, when the they left the area, neither the
members nor the new missionaries wanted
much to do with these unattached kids. In
many cases: it was deemed best that the unruly, unsupervised youth converts stay home
so the rest of the members could enjoy the
meetings.
It is poignant that most of the new
Church facilities in Great Britain, which were
erected in the mid-sixties, were built by some
of the surviving youth converts who served
"building missions." It seems cruelly paradoxical that the very buildings needed to
better accommodate those unruly baseball
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There seemed to be no center ground, no
search for the possible positive elements in
the Woodbury legacy
On the other hand, under President
Curtis, the "bad stuff' was simply abandoned; the "good stuff' became the basis of
the "new stuff." There was no vendetta, no
guilt, no blame.
As a result of the discrediting that followed the Woodbury era, By and his misOTHER CHURCH LEADERS'S
sionaries spent years defending themselves
INVOLVEMENT
and justifying what had taken place. Quinn
UINN indicates that LDS church states that Woodbury rose to the "lofty
general authority Marion D. Hanks height" of membership on the Missionary
was called on to take over as British Committee for the Church; however, most of
Miss1 president after Woodbury's term was us who knew Woodbury believed that
over. His orders were to "clean up the messn through his mentor, First . Presidency
Woodbury had left. But why were the Councilor Henry D. Moyle, he had been set
cleanup efforts so obsessively focused on on a fast track for LDS general authority
Hanks's half of what had been the old British status years before being called as the British
Mission? When Woodbury left, the existing Mission president. Many of us still hold the
British mission was divided in two. London opinion that Woodbury's untimely death at a
remained the headquarters of the British fairly young age was due, in part, to the disMission, the portion that Hanks inherited to appointment associated with unfulfilled ex"clean up." The second mission was formed pectations.
It is interesting that, as the North British
by putting the counties of Bristol, Somerset,
Devon, and Comwall into the Southwest Mission president, Bernard I? Brockbank had
British Mission under new mission president, adopted and used the baseball program with
A. Ray Curtis. Missionaries I talked with who a zeal that at least equaled and perhaps surhad served under Woodbury, but then served passed anything the British Mission president
under one of the two new mission presi- could muster, evident by the record of child
dents, could not have had more contrasting baptisms in the North British Mission during
responses to the Woodbury dynasty his tenure. It is also interesting that the overPresident Hanks undertook a direction that whelming weight of criticism and blame asliterally stopped investigator conversion in sociated with the program came to rest
favor of missionary conversion. The mission- squarely on the shoulders of Woodbury and
aries were instructed to begin a personal re- his missionaries, with little or no vitriol for
trenchment and rededication program Brockbank's bunch.
Brockbank went on to become an LDS
centered on studying the scriptures for days
at a time. If what Woodbury had done was general authority; Woodbury languished in
"black," then H a ~ k shad to do it "white." virtual nonrecognition.

hordes, and to increase their chances of benefiting from their newfound religion, were
built only after most of them had become inactive andlor excommunicated. Poor timing
was indeed one of the factors that contributed to the problems that fueled the controversy.

Q
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HE saddest legacy of this epoch was
the slow, ignominious demise of the
Woodbury dynasty In the peak years
of 1959, when Woodbury was setting missionary work on fire for the entire LDS
system, and 1960, with the huge influx of
baseball baptism converts, his rising star was
setting the spiritual skies ablaze. But the skies
clouded as stories of rampant misuse of spiritual power started to surface early in 1961 in
the hallowed halls of LDS headquarters in Salt
Lake City In a feeble attempt to thwart the
criticism (without a resulting erosion of the
all-important baptism numbers), Woodbury
and missionary leaders came up with the
perfect answer. The so-called "family baptisms" solution was a direct response to the
attacks on the "unattachedn youth baptisms
that had been the hallmark of the baseball
program. Missionaries were directed by
Woodbury to focus proselyting efforts on
family baptisms. A family baptism was defined as two members of the same family-a
child and at least one parent, in theory In reality, in most instances, it became two kids
from the same family. No differentiation was
made between adults and children. But these
"family" baptisms were touted as the answer
to the baseball problem. Baseball was still the
preferred and condoned form of proselyting;
however, the resulting baptisms were justified by the magic number of two.
My observation as a missionary was that
nothing changed significantly with the family
baptism sham. In fact, if anything, it contributed to the deterioration of morale in the
mission because of the cynicism created
among the missionaries who recognized the
game that was being played. As criticism
from the outside continued to increase, pressure from the inside increased proportionally
in order to demonstrate that the Woodbury
phenomenon was no fluke.
Perhaps the best way to explain the pressure is to relate what the experience was like.
Nearly every Monday morning, supervising
elders from the districts journeyed to
Exhibition Road, near Hyde Park in London,
to sit through some of the best-orchestrated
sales meetings 1have ever seen conducted. 1
can honestly say that even in my marketing
career, 1 have never been subjected to the
kind of intense pressure that I experienced at
those meetings. Charts, graphs, and promotional materials were well prepared and
deftly implemented by Woodbury and his
staff. The highlight of the meeting was the
pledging of baptisms for the coming week.
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Each supervising elder was required to
pledge the number of baptisms he would
produce in his district. One by one, we stood
in front of our peers and our president and
committed to bring "souls to the Lord." In
retrospect, some of the exchanges were
laughable, some poignant, some sad and destructive. The president would precede each
pledge with an introductory statement about
the supervising elder and his district. These
utterances ran the gamut from praise to disdain, based on previous baptism performance records emblazoned across charts at
the head of the room. Stimulated by these
numbers, Woodbury, complete with animated facial expressions, vacillated between
enthusiasm and incredulity in his remarks.
There were some horrible moments of character assassination for the non-producers.
Most of us survived the "attacks"; however, 1
often wonder about the destructive effect on
those who didn't.
The end of Woodburyk third year was
also the end of my second. The last great mission goal set for the end of 1961 was not met.
This was the first numeric baptismal goal

Woodbury had not achieved. All the missionaries attended a "celebration dinner" in
London in January of 1962. It was a nonevent. The gloom and disappointment of
missing the all-important goal overshadowed
the entire evening. The glory years were over.
Woodbury and I both came home on the
Queen Mary to begin non-missionary life
again.
For many years I regularly attended the
annual Woodbury British Mission reunions.
Then they began to regress deeper and
deeper into an exercise of self-defense and
justification. After Woodburyk death, I attended both the Hanks and Curtis reunions.
Without the intensity and drama of
Woodbury himself, they lacked appeal for
me.
Fueled by the controversy played out in
those challenging three years, the Woodbury
experience continues to play an important
part in my psyche. Complicated situations
never lend themselves to simple answers, but
after all the endless recounting, I am content
to say that I was part of the Woodbury legacy.

s

WE LEAVE OUR BODIES BEHIND
There is nothing reasonable in this wanting.
Petals drop in the eyes of ruined maidens
and the world is saved. To crucify the Christ
who sings inside our hearts is to come to know
his agony What did Mary care about Joseph
when the Spirit overshadowed her? Or veiled
women after, with stones in their hands? Love
comes too late to our defense, Mary weeping
at the foot of a cross. Thieves crying out.
That I believe. Not angels clothed in glory.
Silence. Anointing the body with spices.
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REVIEWS

A COURSECORRECTION
IN
MORMON HISTORIOGRAPHY
THE MILLENARIAN WORLD
OF EARLY MORMONISM
by Grant Underwood
University of Illinois Press, 1993
204 pages, $24.95

Reviewed byJohn L. Brooke

A major contribution not only to our
understanding of millennial thinking in
the early LDS church but also to the
broader picture of millennialism in
antebellum America.

G

IVEN THAT THE LDS church announces as fundamental doctrine
"the literal gathering of Israel," the
building of Zion, and the future personal
reign of Christ on earth (article of faith lo),
the study of millennialism in Mormon history is curiously undeveloped. In a major
new study, Grant Underwood seeks to
remedy this situation and in doing so, challenges both older and newer understandings
of the Mormon past. Underwood's book,
built upon a well-respected series of articles
published over the past fifteen years. is a
major contribution not only to our understanding of millennial thinking in the early
U)S church but also to the broader picture of
millennialism in antebellum America. It will
be appreciated by experts and a general audiJOHN L BROOKE (ibrooke@tuf&.edu)is an associate professor of history at Tufts University
and the author of The Refiner's Fire: The
Making of Mormon Cosmology, 1644-1844,
which won Columbia University's prestigious
Bancroft Prize in American history.
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ence alike.
Underwoodk book stands at an interesting juncture of our understanding of millennial beliefs in the American past. For
several decades, such studies occupied
center stage in American religious history, enriching our understanding of the complex relationships between the sacred and secular
from colonial beginnings down through the
Civil War and even to the Progressive era. At
the moment, the study of the millennium in
American religion seems to have reached a
point of exhaustion, and Underwood's study
may contribute to its reinvigoration.
Two important interpretive currents have
shaped and perhaps limited the analysis of
millennialism in the field of Mormon history.
On the one hand, the so-called "Kingdom
school," led by Klaus Hansen, has focused attention on the political and economic dimensions of the forging of the Mormon Kingdom
of God at Nauvoo and in Utah. On the other,
a more purely doctrinal analysis has concentrated not on the millennial end times but on
the theme of a Mormon restoration of the an-

cient true Church, an interpretation advanced
by Mario DePillis, Marvin Hill, Jan Shipps,
and many others. In an important sen&,
these interpretive approaches were complementary; one can argue that the Kingdom
school describes the irktitutionalizationof the
restoration. But, intent on exploring the
unique claims to restoration and the equally
unique efforts to build a literal Kingdom of
God in America, these schools of thought
have deflected attention from the theology of
millennialism in the Mormon tradition set
against the broader Christian tradition.
It is this attention to a theology of millennialism that Underwood offers. Traditional
scholarship differentiates between premillennialism and postmillennialism, two competing interpretations of scripture which
(simplifying greatly) differ on whether the literal coming of Christ will come before (premillennial) or after (postmillennial) a
thousand years of rule by the Saints. Much of
American millennial scholarship in the past
forty years has focused on the emergence of
the postmillennial vision in the eighteenth
century, with its implications for the rise of
an optimistic concept of progress and of an
American civil religion. But scholars have
also charted the reemergence of a popular
and "combative ~remillennialism"after the
American Revolution, as religious democracy
challenged the ruling church establishments.'
These frameworks provided the ground
for several efforts to establish a synthetic view
of Mormon millennialism, beginning with
Ernest Tuveson's analysis i n his- 1968
Redeemer Nation, published before the
restoration theme had been fully established.
Faced with the complexities of the Mormon
story, Tuveson and subsequent historians including Klaus Hansen and Marvin Hill split
the difference, placing Mormonism on the
boundary between the premillennialist imperative of an imminent apocalypse and
postmillennialist construction of a progressive future.*
Grant Underwood rejects this fence-sitting, explicitly challenging Hansen and
Tuveson, and defines early Mormon millennial thinking starkly and sharply as premillennial or millenarian. In his terms,
"Mormon eschatology . . . exhibit[sl much
closer kinship to millenarian apocalypticism
than it does to allegorist postmillennialismn(8): early Mormonism was driven not
primarily by restoration or Kingdombuilding but by the ultimate expectation of
the impending apocalypse, the literal coming
of Christ, and the millennial rule of the
Saints. Joseph Smith's address at the April
1834 conference at Norton, Ohio, just prior
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to the march of Zion's Camp to redeem the
embattled Missouri settlements, illustrates
Underwood's point. "Take away the Book of
Mormon and the revelations, and where is
our religion? We have none; for without
Zion, and a place of deliverance, we must
fall." Underwood's analysis is powerfully
telling:
Note that the sense was not 'take
away the restoration scriptures, and
we shall have none of our distinctive doctrines.' but 'take awav our
revelations, and we shall not be
able to identify Israel in America,
nor locate Zion, the city of refuge.'
The eschatological setting is explicit here and brings into sharp
focus the fundamentally millenarian nature of the doctrine of
the restoration of Israel. (67)
In Underwood's view, early Mormonism
stood in emectation of the imminent end of
the world, not the construction of an enduring, permanent, true church. In great
measure, he is right, and in calling our attention to the apocalyptical strain in early
Mormonism, Underwood has achieved a
salient course correction in Mormon historiography. But given the rapidly evolving history of the early Church and the many voices
surviving from that time, one has to ask
which early Mormonism and whose early
Mormonism we are looking at when we reexamine this world through Underwood's millenarian field of vision. And one has to
wonder what the implications are if we
sweep away Mormonism's claim to the progressive postmillennial tradition in favor of
the pxtmillennialist apocalypse.

Underwood's book is divided into eight
chapters covering the early history of the
Church into the Illinois years followed by a
brief epilogue carrying his analysis into the
twentieth century. m is first three chapters establish his theme. Chapter 1 is a necessarily
selective exploration of millennia1 thinking
since the time of Christ, emphasizing the
central place of "millenarian apocalypticism"
(19) at critical moments in Christian history,
particularly in its first generation and during
the Radical Reformation. Here Underwood
joins a growing number of historians who see
antecedents to Mormonism in the radical
sects of the Reformation and English
Revolution. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the
millenarian expectations of early Mormons,
dwelling in particular on the writings of
Orson Hyde, Sidney Rigdon, and Parley E
Pratt, whose 1837 Voice of Warning stands as
the p a t Mormon declaration on the end
times.
In chapter 3, as he does at several junctures in this study, Underwood elegantly resolves a potential contradiction to his thesis.
~ r g u i n ~ - t h millenarians
at
sharply differentiate between good and evil, saved and
damned, the chosen people and a wicked
world, Underwood argues convincingly that
the February 1832 Vision of Three Degrees
of Glory, with its graduated tiers of salvation
and exaltation, w& simply not assimilated by
the Mormon rank-and-file until the pivotal
months in Nauvoo in 1843 and 1844, when
in his poetic rendition of the 1832 vision and
in the King Follett sermon, "Joseph Smith
began to emphasize a pluralized rather than a
polarized picture of eternity" (56). This realistic approach to the selective and limited
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I

textual familiarity of ordinary early Mormons
is a central feature of ~nderwood'sfourth
and fifth chapters, which explore the role of
the Bible and the Book of Mormon in "reinforc[ing] a millenarian worldview" (96). A
literalist reading of the Bible fueled popular
Mormon expectations of the coming apocalypse, and both the Bible and the Book of
Mormon were selectively mined for texts and
types which spoke to a people looking to the
end of the world as they knew it.
Two of Underwood's final three c h a ~ t e n
are his most problematic, and the questions
they pose raise others about his earlier chapters. Chapter 6 engages with the "Kingdom
school" directly, arguing that early Mormons
sought no radical changes in the nature of
American society; rather than radicals, they
were "moderate millenarians." Quite apart
from the inherent incompatibility of apocalypticism and moderation, Underwood's
moderate Mormons seem auite inca~ableof
the theological, gender-sociological, and
theocratic revolutions that most scholars see
unfolding from the late 1830s. and particularly at ~ a u v o oin 1843-1844. M & ~will
find this chapter unconvincing. Underwood's
eighth chapter is much more useful, arguing
that a trans-~tlanticpremillennialism paved
the way for the English conversions of the
1840s and 1850s. Here he is on solid ground
and makes a real contribution.
His seventh chapter poses more complex
problems. In an important, ground-breaking
discussion, Underwood tackles the question
of Joseph Smith's encounter with the prophecies of William Miller, the Baptist preacher
who predicted in 1831 that the end of the
earth would come in 1843, later changing
the date to 22 October 1844. Here
Underwoodk thesis runs into a snag because,
if Mormons and Millerites shareda fundamental premillennial belief in "the literal,
personal return of Christ to inaugurate the
millennium" (118), Mormons-led by their
prophet-rejected the immediacy of Miller's
prediction. At various points in 1843,
Mormon leaders published detailed refutations of Miller's predictions, with Joseph
Smith assuring his people that the end would
not come until he was eighty-five, in the year
1890.
It is in Smith's retreat that Underwood
finds closure on his account of early Mormon
premillennialism, and begins to-implic-
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itly-concede the field to his adversaries of
the "Kingdom school." In the chapterk final
paragraph, he argues that Smith's encounter
with the Millerites "appears to have helped
him lay aside ideas of an imminent end. His
clear and repeated denunciations of a near
advent, uttered in reaction to Millerism, suggest that a permanent modification occurred
in his thinking at this timen (126).
Abandoning the "near advent" would seem
to open the possibility of building the temporal and permanent Kingdom, but
Underwood does not see fit to explore this
possibility
Of course we might well ask whether
Joseph Smith really did maintain a staunchly
monolithic millenarian worldview all the
way until 1843. Was the Millerite encounter
really so decisive? These questions drive the
reader back to Underwood's earlier chapters
in search of Joseph Smith voice, and the re-
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sult is somewhat equivocal. For example, in
chapters 2 and 3, which establish the millenarian credentials of early Mormonism,
Smith is rarely in evidence, and the bulk of
the references are to Orson Hyde, Sidney
Rigdon, and Parley I! Pratt, important men
certainly, but not the prophet. At one point,
Underwood cites twenty-five sections of
the Doctrine and Covenants which refer to
an imminent millennium; quite tellingly,
eighteen of these date from the fourteen
months between September 1830 and
November 1831; five are scattered over more
than two years, between August 1832 and
November 1834; and only two date to later
years, in revelations on the mission of the
Twelve in 1837 and on baptism for the dead
in 1842 (161 n51). Is there any relationship
between the sudden drop in Smith's use of
millenarian language at the end of 1831 and
his theological departure in the vision of

February 18327~There is room for us to entertain the hypothesis that, while premillennial anticipation of the apocalypse was a
powerful force in Mormonism through the
1830s, and was clearly articulated by many
of the leading Mormon intellectuals, Joseph
Smith was already exploring new theological
departures. If-as
Underwood stresses"the controlling cosmological model for the
Saints during the life of the Prophet was still
profoundly shaped by millenarian apocalypticism" (56-57), the Prophet himself had
long been exploring complementary yet distinctly different cosmologies. Smith's increasing silence on, and later rejection of, the
immediacy of the millennium is suggestive of
the intellectual distance between the internal
life of the Prophet and the public theology of
popular Mormonism in the early years. And
if Joseph Smith deflected attention from
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apocalyptical speculation by pushing the end
into the future, Brigham Young, a great pragmatist who never allowed theological niceties
to stand in the way of building the Kingdom,
took a very different route to the same goal.
Marvin Hill and D. Michael Quinn have both
noted that Brigham Young, as he worked to
establish his preeminence in the Church in
April 1845, adopted the Shaker-like position
that "the Kingdom of God has come," asking
an assembled conference "know ye not that
the millennium has ~ommenced?"~
Here, then, lies a central problem that
Underwood fails to address. Intent on overturning the Tuvesoflansen thesis of a qualified Mormon postmillennialism, Underwood
avoids confronting the quite different theological environment that developed during
the Nauvoo years and during the decades of
Kingdom-building in nineteenth-century
Utah. More precisely, he refuses to engage
with the central themes of the post-Missouri
Church. The Church of the 1830s clearly lay
in expectation of the restoration of Zion and
the imminent second coming of Christ, a
millenarian goal that was seriously compromised by the loss of the sacred temple site at
Independence. After the Mormons' expulsion from Missouri, the building of the Holy
City of Zion loomed as an increasingly longterm venture, and the date of the Second
Coming was consequently pushed further
and further into the future. Underwood is
certainly aware of this transformation, but in
his zeal to press his case of Mormon premillennialism, he avoids the challenge of examining comprehensively the transformation of
millennia1 thinking after the Missouri years.
Such an examination would have to carefully explore the theology of Kingdombuilding in the post-Missouri years, set in the
way that Joseph Smith already had hedged in
the coming of the millennium with human
effort. The restoration of the true church involved not just a gathering of a chosen
people but the building of the city of Zion,
the tabernacle which would set the stage for
the Second Coming, and the restoration of
ancient ordinances, endowments, and mysteries. Clearly the requirement of perfection
in this undertaking was a condition imposed
from the beginning, a condition that itself increasingly delayed the coming of the millennium. The achievement of the restoration
required considerable human effort that
could easily be equated with the optimistic
postmillennialism of the antebellum north. If
Tuveson's and Hansenk argument for a qualified postmillennialism was an awkward and
inadequate way of describing the intentions
and effects of the Mormon Kingdom-
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building, Underwood, unfortunately, does
not venture an alternative approach.
Such an approach awaits further research
and analysis, one that will reconcile original
premillennialist expectations with the emergent priorities of building the Kingdom and
Grant Underwood has
living the re~toration.~
made a signal contribution to modem
Mormon studies in highlighting the millenarian character of the early Church and
the early converts. Both the strengths and the
limits of his study open interesting possibiliB
ties for future inquiry.

NOTES
1. The phrase is from Ruth Bloch, Visionary
Republic: Millennia1 Themes in American Thought,
1756-1800 (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1985). 143.
2. Ernest Lee Tuveson, Redeemer Nation: The

Idea of America's Millennia1 Role (Chicago and London:
University of Chicago Press, 19681, 175-186; Klaus J.
Hansen, Mormonism and the American Experience
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press,
1981). 113-122; Marvin S. Hill, Quest/or Rejuge: The
Mormon Right from American Pluralism (Salt lake
City: Signature Books, 1989), xx-xxi.
3. This pattern roughly parallels the decline of
millenarian themes that has recently been found in
the sermons noted in the detailed McLellin journals.
See M. Theresa Baer, "Charting the Missionary Work
of William E. McLellin: A Content Analysis," in The
Journals of William E. McLellin, 1831-1836, ed. Jan
Shipps and John W Welch (Provo and Urbana: BW
Studies and Indiana Univenity Press, 1994).
387-389.
4. Hill, Quest for Rejuge, xv; D. Michael Quinn.
The Mormon Hierarchy: Origins of Paver (Salt lake
City: Signature Books, 19941, 178,403 n. 177.
5. Such an approach is sketched by Dan Vogel
in Religious Seekers and the Advent of Mormonism (Salt
Lake City: Signature Books, 1988). 188-205.

OASIS
Suddenly, in a strange stream, there are cattail and
carrizo, too many thomy plants to name, all of which love
the water and aren't about to relinquish their chance
at it. The Washingtonia palms stretch above their
desolate oasis-a sudden blast through bow willows, mourning
doves streak pearl and beige plumes of odd surprise.
Ocotillo and cat's claw drag on my clothes. Devil's handand my bare legs have marks to show for this. Your wife
waits sleeping by a tall palm downstream and we can't find our way
back now; our calling does no good and we've seen
too many boulders to make a difference. The Anza-Borrego
is a vast badlands except for what we have searched here,
this Rockhouse Canyon with its rumors of cabins
from cattle linemen long ago and the burden of their fruitless
disappointments. How we hope, only for a trail marker.
We get incredibly brutal paths ending in thickets of snarled
no-returns. "Rosalie! Rosalie!"--she will answer: "Eric."
I am a name that tells where. No echo, no coconuts or dates,
only myself to cover for. Fronds, camouflage,
protection. Hermaphrodite, lonely trees. Vengeance?
There are such canyons and these are canyons which seem
to repudiate barren myths by their secret palm oases
which bear no fruit, yet still split the sky with rustling
motion. I wonder, how do they negotiate their passage?
Rosalie and Eric will later sleep, wordlessly satisfied,
resolute in their defenses which belie their remote quiet
like all good things, slithering away, dribbling down, down.
-KARL

ROSENQUIST
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Compiled by Will Quist

This sectionfeatures recent titles ofthe Mormon
press; the descriptions are often takenfrom promotional materials. Submissions are welcome,
especiallyfor books o f w s interest that are not
by the major W S publishers.

BIOGRAPHY
The Essential Joseph Smith.
Foreword by Marvin S. Hill. Signature
Books, 1995, hb, 266 p., $22.95.
'Contains fifty of the most important letters.
diary entries, speeches, and revelations of
Mormonism's founding prophet.''

Henry Ballard: The Story of a
Courageous Pioneer, 1832-1 908.
Ed. Douglas 0. Crookston. No publisher, 1994, hb, 262 p., $14.95.
A Mormon pioneer'sjournal, family notes, and
the author's observations "make inspiring reading
for all who are interested in Church histow"

The
Kingdom Of MatMia''
E'
Johnson and Sean Wilentz. Oxford
University Press, 1994, hb, 222 p.,
A-e

a-

~L>.uu.
In 1834, "New York City was awash with Nmors of a strange religious cult operating nearby,
centered around a mysterious, self-styled
prophet named Matthias . . . money . . . lascivious sexual relations . . . odd teachings [and
then] legal charges."

Marie Reid: An
Life
Carole Reid Burr and
K.Petersen. Covenant Communications,
1995, hb, 220 p., $15.95.
Rose Marie became "the largest manufacturer of women's swimsuits in the world," but
was also noted for her dedication to her home
and eflorts to spread the gospel.

-

Sidnev Riadon: A Portrait of
Religious Excess' 'lchard
S' van
Wagoner. Signature Books, 1994, hb,
493 p., $28.95.
~ i k d o nis seen as "Joseph Smithk principal
advisor and spokesman," "the most influential
early Mormon" next to Smith, and "a biographer's dream."

Taylor-Made Tales. Samuel W. Taylor.
Aspen Books, 1994, pb, 214 p., $7.95.
Thii grandson of President John Taylor "may
well be the most successful Mormon author of
all time [but] Sam's best story might be his
own"-in this book.

FICTION
On the Run. Jack Weyland. Deseret Book,
1995, hb, 182 p., $13.95.
"The popular writer's fourteenth novel" fol-
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lows the deadly adventures of an enthusiastic returning missionary and the reigning Miss Indian
south Dakota, who are entangled in an FBI drug
investigation.

Storm Gold. Lee Nelson. Council Press,
1994, hb, 276 p., $14.95.
"Utah's favorite writer of historical fiction"
relates the 1840 slaughter by Utes of nearly a
thousand Spaniards at Rock Creek, Utah"ending once and for all the era of the Spanish
gold seekers." Ninth in the Storm Testament series.

Tennis Shoes and the Feathered
Serpent, Book One: A Novel.
Chris
Heimerdinger.
Covenant
Communications, 1995, pb, 284 p.,
$10.95.
A man and his family cross time to emerge
"in a land and time teetering on the brink of ultimate destruction. The time just prior to the
Savior's appearance in the new world."

Turning Hearts: Short Stories on
Family Life. Ed. Orson Scott Card and
David Dollahite. Bookcraft, 1994, pb,
307 p., $10.95.
"Short fiction that realistically addresses
what it means to be part of a Latter-day Saint
family [from] eighteen
LDS writeE,"
-

HISTORY
1995-1996 Church Almanac.
Deseret
News, 1994, pb, 432 p., $6.95.
Information about the Church and the
Saints, grouped by "General Authorities,
OKcen; Worldwide Church; Missions. Temples;
Chronology, News in Review; Facts. statistics."

Historical Atlas of Mormonism. Ed. S.
Kent Brown, Donald Q. Cannon, and
Richard H. Jackson. Simon and
Schuster, 1994, oversize hb, 169 p.,
$37.50.

Articles, two-color maps, and bibliographies
chronicle "in meticulous detail the n w and
suread of this bureeonine
"
"
c. relieion" from neiehdorhood to worldwide impact.
L,

The Korean Saints: Personal Stories
of Trial and Triumph, 1950-1980.
Comp. and ed. Spencer J. Palmer and
Shirley H. Palmer. Religious Education,
BYU, 1994, hb, 904 p., $40.00.
"Derives from a wide variety of oral interviews and written accounts . . . involving nearly
300 first-generation Korean [con\~ertslbetween
1950 and 1980."

Mormon Americana: A Guide to
Sources and Collections in the
United States. Ed. David J.
Whittaker. Blu Studies, 1995, hb, 695
p., $29.95.

"Rich treasures of manuscripts and printed
materials have yet to be fully mined by students
of the Latter-day Saint experience." Hence this
guide to "the major repositories and sources of
Mormon material."

The Mysteries of Godliness: A
History of Mormon Temple
Worship. David John Buerger. Smith
Research Associates, 1994, hb, 234 p.,
$24.95.
"Grounding the meaning of the endowment
in both symbolism and context [to show] the
syncretic interweaving of old and new traditions
which make up this highest form of Mormon
devotion."

LIFESTYLE
On Becoming a Disciple-Scholar:
Lectures Presented at the
Brigham Young University Honors
Program
Discipline
and
Discipleship Lecture Series. Ed.
Henry B. Eyring. Bookcraft, 1995, pb,
113 p.. $8.95.
Neal A. Maxwell, Paul A. Cox. Cecil 0.
Samuelson Jr., James S. Jardine. Dallin H. Oaks.
and the editor "will uplift the mind and spirit of
students of all ages who wish to infuse their
studies with deep faith and conviction."

On Being a Parent: The Crash
course-in Character Development.
Beppie Harrson. Bookcraft, 1995, hb,
130 p., $12.95.
"Whether you are in your first days ol
Parenting 101 or are now engaged in "postgraduate" activities, this book will help you understand and appreciate God's purposes in inviting
you to enroll in this course of courses known as
being a parent."

SCRIPTURE
Joseph Smith's Commentary on the
Bible. Comp. and ed. Kent I? Jackson.
Deseret Book, 1994, hb, 237 p.,
$16.95.
"Statements in which Uoseph Smith] discussed, analyzed, or drew significant application
from biblical verses are gathered from diverse
primary sources into this volume to enhance
your study of the Bible."

The Story of the Book of Abraham:
Mummies, Manuscripts, and
Mormonism. H. Don1 Peterson.
Deseret Book, 1995, hb, 302 p.,
$21.95.
This "result of original research. . . ,much of
it never published before, that can be found
nowhere else in collected, usable form, [gives] a
clearer understanding of the history . . . of the
papyri associated with the Book of Abraham."
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THE SECRETHISTORY
OF MORMONISM
THE REFINER'S FIRE: THE MAKING OF
MORMON COSMOLOGY, 1644-1844
by John L. Brooke
Cambridge University Press, 1994
xix+421 pages, $34.95
THE JOURNALS OF WILLIAM E. MCLELLIN, 1831-1836
edited by Jan Shipps and John W Welch
BYU Studies and University of Illinois Press, 1994
xxi+520 pages, $29.95

Reviewed by Richard L Bushman

wefilly read with The
Refiner's Fire because they

T

HE HUNDREDS OF thousands of
new converts added each year to the
nine million Mormons who now
comprise The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints are a phenomenon of the
present that changes the understanding of
the past. Joseph Smith might easily be dismissed as another religious eccentric in a
time of chaotic religious creativity had the
Mormons not persisted and flourished. But
of all the visionaries and sectarian leaders
who formed new religions and communal
orders in the 1830sand 1840s,Joseph Smith
had the longest-lasting and most widespread

RJCHARD BUSHMAN is the author of Joseph
Smith and the Beginnings of Mormonism and
most recently The Refinement of America:
Persons, Houses, Cities. He is Gouverneur
Morris professor of history at Columbia
University.
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effect. That fact makes us think differently
about his place in history. Why did
Mormonism survive, while hundreds of
movements withered away, and then go on to
outgrow all the other survivors? Harold
Bloom, noted literary critic and recent commentator on American religion, has called
Joseph Smith an authentic religious genius.
This extravagant assessment, which would
have drawn laughter and scorn in 1844, has
to be taken seriously a century and a half
after hi death, in light of the millions who
still regard him as a prophet. Joseph Smith
now requires serious explanation.
Beginning with the earliest revelations, interested observers have tried to "situate"
Mormonism culturally in an effort to explain
the remarkable texts that nowed from Joseph
Smith's mind. Where did the revelations
come from, what background illuminates
their meaning? The first hostile readers of the

Book of Mormon spoke of an old Bible from
which Smith and Oliver Cowdery contrived
their account. Alexander Campbell said the
Book of Mormon tried to answer all the theological controversies that had troubled New
~o;k for the past ten years. Nineteenth-century editions of Roget's Thesaurus linked
Joseph Smith's revelations with Mohammed
and false prophets. In the twentieth century
anti-Masonry was brought into the picture.
In more recent years, the influence of primitivist restorationism, republicanism, and
magic have all received book-length treatments by serious historians, and Harold
Bloom has offered a gnostic Joseph Smith
who, by dint of pure genius, recovered cabalistic religion for nineteenth-century
Americans. Brigham Young University
scholars have discovered an extensive, intricate, and detailed context in ancient
Israelitish and Middle Eastern culture.
Now, in an ambitious and erudite reading
of Mormon culture from the beginning to the
present, John Brooke throws still more ingredients into the mix: first, hermeticism (the
agglomeration of alchemy, Platonism,
Gnosticism, and Egyptian theology that
flourished in the Renaissance), and, second,
the Radical Reformation, with its millennial,
restorationist, and other doctrines. Though
admitting that his is not "a well-rounded approach," Brooke claims that the first of these,
hermeticism, explains "the inner logic of
Mormon theology" (xvii).
The Radical Reformation tradition, which
includes Anabaptists, Quakers, and many
other sects on the fringes of the ~ a ~ i s t e r i a l
Reformation, is the better known and, in
Brooke's telling, the lesser of the two influences. Though elaborately worked out and
ingeniously formulated by Brooke, radical
ideas are familiar in their general outlines.
Millenarianism, for one, has received full
treatment by Grant Underwood. Moreover,
when ~rookenarrates Mormon history, he
downplays the Radical Reformation. He gives
considerable space to tracing radical groups
like the Connecticut Rogerenes through
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
New England, but when he gets to
Mormonism itself, radical influences recede.
In Brooke's view. radical doctrines contributed to ~ormonism,but did not shape its
inner logic. Brooke thinks radical beliefs affected the first few years, but after 1831
added only details. His chief interest in the
radical sects is that they were open to the
hermeticism that he sees at Mormonism's
center.
The Refiner's Fire can be read as an extension of the scholarship on hermeticism that
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has appeared over the past thirty years, ever
since Frances Yates's Giordano Bruno and the
Hermetic Traditions (1964) reawakened interest in the influence hermeticism had from
the Renaissance to the seventeenth century.
The name "hermeticism" comes from
Hermes Trismegistus, purportedly a divine
being whose revelations claimed to precede
Moses but who is thought to be, in reality, a
creation of second- and third-century gnostics who fused Greek and Egyptian ideas.
The Florentine Cosimo Medici acquired a
collection of hermetic writings, the Corpus
Hermeticum, in Macedonia in 1460 and ordered his court scholar Marsilio Ficino to
work on them. Recent scholarship has
demonstrated the wide influence of hermeticism throughout Europe thereafter. Brooke
briefly recapitulates these studies and shows
how hermeticism's reach extends into eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century
America, right do& to the Smith family ln
America, the most complete expressions of
hermeticism occurred at the Ephrata
Cloister, a German religious community of
mid-eighteenth-century Pennsylvania, and
in Royal Arch Freemasonry, which had chapters in many early nineteenth-century
American towns. Drawing on hermeticism's
connections to alchemy, Brooke hints that
counterfeiters, miners, and virtually anyone
who mentioned the word "goldn could have
transmitted hermetic secrets, although he
eventually concludes that such shadowy figures drew upon a "thin vein" (93).
Brooke's primary reason for thinking hermeticism must have been transmitted to
Mormonism is that he sees similarities to the
mature teachings of Joseph Smith: (1)
Hermetic philosophy taught that matter
emerged from the divine spirit at creation,
forming the great division of spirit and
matter, along with other divisions such as
light and dark, fire and water, and male and
female. Mormonism taught that there is no
such thing as immaterial matter; spirit is a refined form of matter. (2) Hermeticism sought
the reunion of spirit and matter through the
analogy of an alchemical mamage, the coniunctio. Mormonism made celestial mamage a
requirement for exaltation. (3) The goal of
hermeticism was to recover divine power
and perfection ("divinization" is Brooke's
word). Mormonism promised that the
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faithful would become gods. These parallels
lead Brooke to argue that Mormonism
should be understood as more of an hermetic
restoration than a return to ~rimitive
Christianity
Having heard presentations by Brooke before reading The Refiner's Fire, and knowing
Lance Owens's scholarship on the Jewish kaballah, a related set of mystical teachings, I
was prepared to look favorably on the relationship of hermeticism and ~ormonism.'
The idea of placing Mormonism against a
background different from standard
Protestant orthodoxy appealed to me.
Although Mormons believe that Joseph
Smith received revelations directly from God,
there is no denying that many of his ideas are
not new. Other Christians taught faith and
repentance, atonement through the sacrifice
of Jesus Christ, resurrection, the promise of a
second coming, and so on. The revelations
took ideas that were familiar to Christians
and clarified them, or gave them new
meaning, as well as offering startlingly new
stories and doctrines. The gospel was both
new and everlasting. Robert Matthews has
suggested that retranslating the Bible
prompted Joseph Smith to seek elucidation,
which led to many new revelations growing
out of biblical texts. The teachings of the religious world around him, questions from his

followers, and incidents of everyday life
moved Joseph to seek answers which then
grew in unforeseen directions, blossoming
into emlications of doctrine that went far beyond the original stimulus. In a sense,Joseph
Smith as revelator could be said to have had a
green thumb: from the smallest seed he grew
mustard trees.
For the most part, however, we have
thought that the scriptural and doctrinal
stimuli to inquire of God came from within
the bounds of Protestantism. Mormonism
has been understood as one variant of the
widespread Protestant impulse to restore
primitive Christianity But what if, I speculated, orthodox Protestantism was too confined to serve as a basis for the entire
restoration? What if some of heaven's truths
reached beyond the bounds of this single tradition, this one way of reading the Bible?
How refreshing it would be to discover another religious tradition, wherein other seeds
of religious truth could be found by a
prophet with a green thumb. Mormon
schblars who know kabbalah, hermeticism,
and the associated pursuits of alchemy have
felt sympathy for some of their doctrines.
Why couldn't Joseph receive a spiritual stimulus from this alternate source, thus expanding the boundaries of the Restoration?
So 1 began the perusal of The Refiner's Fire
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with hope that connections could be made. I
was not looking for the "sources" of Joseph's
ideas in the usual environmentalist sense of
locating the places he mined to piece together his theology. My interest was in the
sources of language used in the revelations,
since we are told they are given in the language of the recipients (D&C 1:24). Were
there alternate ideas or words used in the
revelations that would open vistas hidden to
conventional orthodoxies? Perhaps hermeticism provided an expanded vocabulary for
Restoration revelations.
My hope for development of this line of
inquiry faltered, however, as I worked my
way through The Refiner's Fire. The historical
evidence for a connection with Joseph simply
was not there. Brooke believes that he has recovered the route of hermeticism from late
Renaissance England to the northeastern
United States in the nineteenth century. The
path has to have been fairly broad, for, if the
argument is to work, hermeticism had to
have made a powerful impact on Joseph
Smith and on a large proportion of the
people who believed him. These exotic ideas
had to have ignited Smith's religious imagination and displaced the conventional
Christianity of Methodism and Presbyterianism that was all about him. How did hermeticism amve in the northeastern United
States in sufficient strength to arouse the
Prophet and his followers?
Brooke points to hermetic ideas filtering
into high culture through Emmanuel
Swedenborg via the Transcendentalists and a
few medical men who reportedly conducted
alchemical experiments, but he does not
claim that the Smiths were in touch with
these bookish people. The other routes are
equally dim. The Ephrata Cloister, which
Brooke calls the highwater mark of hermeticism in the colonies, disappeared a half century before Mormonism got started, hardly
evidence of hermeticism's vitality and viability During Ephrata's brief existence,
Brooke can locate only a few visitors passing
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back and forth who might have carried the
Cloister's ideas to New England, and there is
no evidence that the ideas took hold.
Another possible source of hermeticism
was Royal Arch Freemasonry, whose roots
reached back to hermetic Rosicrucianism.
Brooke says that Joseph Smith Sr. was too
poor to join the Masons himself, but he assumes that, despite Masonic oaths of secrecy,
the family was "exposedn to Masonic ideas
through books and conversation. But
Freemasonry, by his own description, makes
virtually nothing of the fundamental hermetic ideas that he believes most influenced
Mormonism: the primal unity of spirit and
matter, divine marriage, and divinization.
Royal Arch Masonry embraced none of the
doctrines that Brooke thinks were at the
heart of Mormonism's inner logic. If those
hermetic elements were absent from
Freemasonry, there is no visible link between
fundamental hermetic principles and
Mormonism. He cannot point to a single site
where Joseph Smith could have learned
about the ideas that supposedly influenced
him most. Refiner's Fire is not only a history
of the occult, it is itself occult in requiring secret transmission of key ideas. The operant
words throughout the book are "might have"
and "possibly"
A lot of the argument rests on the presumed similarities of hermeticism and
Mormonism. But to a great extent, the similarities are in the eye of the beholder. Each
reader will have to decide if apples are basically like oranges.
his powerfully synthetic mind, Brooke sees similarities, and he
misses differences. Take spirit and matter, for
instance. Hermeticism saw matter as coming
from the divine spirit at creation and returning to its primal condition as pure spirit.
Joseph Smith said that spirit was refined
matter and that matter was not created; both
spirit and matter were eternal with God and
would last for all eternity Instead of obliterating matter, Mormonism gives it eternal
standing; instead of subsuming matter into

spirit, Mormonism defines spirit as matter.
Brooke admits that the Mormon creation
story "did not quite match the hermetic ideal
of cieatio ex deb," but "it came quite closen
(202). Other supposed similarities are
equally mismatched. Alchemical marriage
sought to unite male and female opposites to
resolve them into one; Coniunctio resulted in
a perfected hermaphroditic Adam with no
gender. Mormon celestial rnamage perpetuated gender through all eternity, including
procreation of children. In Mormonism,
sexual differences are never to end-scarcely
what the hermetics had in mind. Many
Mormons will have trouble recognizing
Joseph's teachings in Brooke's hermeticism.
Brooke's main argument is neither convincing nor discerning. The forcing of resemblances results, I believe, from a compulsion
that afflicts many non-Mormon writers: the
requirement of foreclosing any possibility of
divine revelation in Joseph's life requires unbelieving writers to leave little room for any
creativity at all, for fear Mormons will
pounce upon any originality and declare it to
be the work of God. Brooke is determined to
find a precedent somewhere for every
Mormon idea. even if he must reach back a
century or two. He tells us that baptism for
the dead was practiced at Ephrata and plural
marriage was known among the German sect
of Schwenkfelders in the Radical
Reformation. The name of the Melchizedek
priesthood appeared in one of the Masonic
orders. Looking out over the vast sea of past
cultural practices, Brooke's eye picks out
every piece of floating debris that resembles a
Mormon idea.
This heavy-duty "culturalism,"as Richard
Poirier has termed it, in a review of David S.
Reynolds's Walt Whitman's America (1994),
ha; its limits. Reynolds pursues the historical
sources of Whitman's poetry with the same
energy that Brooke lavishes on Joseph Smith.
But in the end, Reynolds misses something.
Poirier observes that Reynolds's "flat-minded
understanding of the workings of literary

!rtainf
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languagen stops him from closely examining
the texts, and as a result, he fails to see that
"Whitman inherits nothing that he does not
change.n2Brooke cannot look too carefully at
~oseph'sdistinctive ideas for fear he will find
changes and elaborations that cannot be accounted for except to credit Joseph's
genius.
Harold Bloom's bestowal of that word on
Joseph acknowledged Joseph Smith's creativity Brooke refuses to allow for any originality except for a kind of pallid talent in
assembling old ideas.
Introducing the word "genius" is admittedly a dangerous game for secular writers,
for works ofgeniusare by their nature, inexplicable. Genius, by common admission, carries human achievement beyond the limits of
simple historical explanation, just as revelation does. To say that the Book of Mormon
could only be written by a genius is logically
not much different from saying God revealed
it. In both cases, we admit that historical
analysis fails us. Genius implies that some
human creations cannot be explained, and
yet we have no other way to-account for
Mozart or Einstein. ~ o n t e m ~ o r a rwriters
y
happily acknowledge artistic and scientific
genius but are loath to admit any form of religious inspiration. The consequence is flatminded readings of Joseph Smith wherein
only similarities are permitted to show. None
of the wonder of his marvelous powers,
surely a part of his magnetism, finds its way
into secular accounts.
Brooke is an ingenious writer who works
many themes. After connecting Mormonism
to hermeticism, he goes on to &lain the cycles of change throughout Mormon history
The Book of Mormon and the first revelations, he says, were not under the influence
of hermeticism. The first converts were
drawn by magic (seerstones and divining),
miracles, and-the doctrines of the ~ a d i i l
Reformation. But after 1831, hermetic influences began to take over, until the hermetic
restoration was complete in Nauvoo in 1844
and continued into Utah through the middle
1850s. Then Brigham Young and other early
hermeticists gradually retreated toward a
more conventional Christianity John Taylor's
The Mediation and Atonement is cited as a document of standard Protestantism. Hermetic
religion sought for power and redemption
through sacred knowledge and holy ritual
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rather than through grace and atonement.
Brooke thinks that standard Protestant doctrines gave way in Nauvoo during the height
of the hermetic restoration and then reasserted themselves by the end of the nineteenth century Taylor's Meditation and
Atonement marked a return to reformation
Christianity

M

ORMON historians will protest
this gloss of the 1840s and 1850s
and can easily assemble tons of evidence (including the Articles of Faith) to
counter Brooke. But one part of his thesis can
be tested by perusal of the edition of the
William E. McLellin papers, which appeared
within a few months of The Refiner's Fire.
McLellin's missionary diaries from 1831
through 1836, published with full scholarly
apparatus, were a subject of ongoing controversy long before they saw the light of day
They were thought to be locked away in the
Church vaults or in the hands of Mark
Hofmann, who had obtained them from private owners. Probably prompted by the-rumors, the Church did locate the diaries in the
First Presidency vault. The documents disap
pointed readers who believed that McLellin,
after his excommunication in 1838, would
have exposed the evildoings of Church
leaders. The diaries turned out to be an interesting but pedestrian, day-by-day record of
missionary journeys with little to satisfy a
taste for gossip.
The preceding controversy, however,
prompted a full-scale treatment when the diiries finally came out. In the book, they are
ensconced between two introductory essays
and four studies of the diary offered as " s u p
plemental resources." Jan Shipps, John
Welch, and William Hartley set the diaries in
the contexts of American religious history,
scriptural narratives of missionary activity,
and the history of the Church. The longest
essays are a full-fledged and highly informative biography of McLellin by Lany Porter
analysis of sermon topics,
and a
audiences, and reception by Teresa k r . This
is the kind of full-scale treatment that is reserved for significant documents, of which
this is surely one.
McLellinS diaries are usefully read with
The Refiner's Fire because they provide a test
for Brooke's arguments. DO we, for example,

find evidence of hermetic tastes in McLellin?
The answer is no, but that in itself does not
undercut Brooke's case. In Brooke's view, the
Radical Reformation exercised the greatest
influence on the Book of Mormon and the
early revelations, so early converts may have
signed on to an especially vigorous rendition
of millenarian and restorationist Christianity
and nothing more. Then, as hermeticism
took hold through the 18305, these early
converts, Brooke would say, grew disillusioned and fell away McLellin's chronology
follows that pattern. He preached
Mormonism through the midwest from 1832
to 1836, began to lose confidence in 1836,
and was entirely disaffected by 1838, when
many other early Mormons left the Church.
Where McLellin fails to serve Brooke's
purpose is in his reasons for leaving the
Church. Hermetic doctrines did not repel
him. Instead, he was disappointed when he
did not have visions at the dedication of the
Kirtland temple as Joseph Smith had
promised. McLellin himself said that he did
not leave the Church because of its doctrines
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"but because the leading men to a great extent
left their religion and run into and after speculation, pride, and popularity" (321). Like
others, McLellin lost faith after the failure of
the Mormon bank in Kirtland in 1836 and
1837. His was a conventional apostasy,
scarcely a recoil from hermeticism.
Rather than bearing on Brooke's thesis,
the diaries and the analytical articles are most
valuable for showing how Mormon missionaries did their work in the early years. They
played upon the widespread interest in religion that spilled over the boundaries of denominational religion and allowed any
preacher with a message to gain a hearing.
McLellin could walk into town, announce
the time and place for meeting, and as often
as not draw an audience to hear him out. His
diaries suggest that Mormonism flourished
because religious life was much more fluid in
the 1830s than it is depicted in the standard
denominational histories.

T

HE publication of The Refinerk Fire
will keep Mormon scholars on the
lookout for hermeticism for a long
time. The topic has not yet been exhausted.
Lance Owens thinks that Alexander
Neibaur's collection of cabalistic texts may
have filtered through to Joseph Smith. That
idea calls for testing. Moreover, Mormon historians have to characterize and explain the
creative turn in Joseph Smith's theology in
Nauvoo, where many of Mormonism's distinctive doctrines matured. If Brooke's explanation is unsatisfactory, how are we to
conceive of that era?
For all of its flaws, Brooke's book enables
us to see our own religion in a new light. It is
helpful to understand that early nineteenthcentury religion was not a monopoly of college-trained ministers and denominational
churches. Beyond the classic theological and
ecclesiastical problems, beyond evangelical
revivals, there was a religion of wonders, of
supernatural powers, of belief in visions and
divine words, of mysterious histories and
awesome futures. In the interstices between
the churches were believers who were not
caught in the clutches of Calvinism and for
whom salvation was more than a matter of
divine grace. Mormonism was one of the religions that did not have to wrestle free of
Calvinist theology. Faith, repentance, and the
atonement were indeed fundamental in
Mormon theology to the end of Joseph
Smith's life, but his revelations spoke also of
"great treasures of knowledge, even hidden
treasures," of "the Almighty pouring down
knowledge from heaven upon the heads of
the Latter-day Saints," and of how "it is im-
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possible for a man to be saved in ignorance"
(DQC 89:19, 121:33, 131:6). Those words
1. See "JosephSmith and Kabbalah: The Occult
convev the uncalvinistic ~romisethat treasures bf knowledge rnigh; themselves be re- Connec'io".' ~ialogue:A Jou"Ml oj Momon nought
1994). 117-196.
demptive and that access to the secrets of 27:3 (fallRichard
Poirier, .The EscapcArtist,mTheNou
God might bring mankind closer to heaven. mblic, 19 lune 1995. 33-39,
Brooke's comparison with hermeticism high'
lights that ' side of Joseph ~m<h's
Mormonism.
D

PROMISED THINGS
It was when they'd closed up his skull for a time
to see if he would open his eyes and who he'd be
they said you should get out
take some time away there is nothing you can do here
until it seemed that maybe I could
maybe some fresh air and faces would after all
would do the trick so I told him I was going
told his empty face how soon I'd be back
put his hand beneath the sheets
tucked him in like this had always been his room
and went where it was a holiday by the music
and decorations coiled around each column, and people
seemingly capable of such speed
they thundered as they passed in sounds I knew to be words
but that only nudged me harmlessly like metallic balloons
and one little girl was crying into her candy
throwing her shoes at anyone who came close
while her parents patted and shushed
and promised things when she got home;
still it might've been okay
but for the cinnamon-sweet potpourri
insinuating however gently with warm places and times
that Christmas was coming here
would snow even me under egg nog and holly berry
until I could never find my way back there
to the other side of the glass
where it was only winter
but where my son lay waiting
and warming to speak.
-C.

WADE BENTLEY
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SOCIAL SCIENTISTSDISCUSS
CHURCH GROWTH TRENDS
By Mike Nielsen
PAPERS AT the annual Mormon
Social
Science Association
(MSSA)meeting examined a variety of topics, ranging from Dale
LeBaron on Mormonism and its
challenges in Africa to Martha
Beck on sexual abuse in a patriarchal religion to Daryl and
Kendall White on Mormon marriage and race. This year's conference, held in conjunction with
two lareer organizations. the
Society 6 r the Gientific study of
Religion and the Religious
Research Association, took place
in St. Louis, 27-29 October
1995.
Two particularly interesting
presentations dealt with LDS
church growth patterns. Fifteen
years ago, University of
Washington sociologist Rodney
Stark analyzed Church growth
patterns and offered a prediction
that the Church would continue
to grow about 40 percent per
decade. At this year's meeting, he
delivered a paper titled, "So Far,
So Good: A Brief Assessment of
Mormon Membership Projections." As the title suggests, his
1980 prediction is on target. In
fact, Church growth thus far has
exceeded his 1980 estimate.
Although Church growth rates
are thought to be affected by
many factors, Stark's simple prediction of a constant growth rate
has shown remarkable resiliency.
There is some evidence, however, that the growth rate may be
slowing (see "Despite 'Remarkable Growth,' Church Could See
Lowest Membership Gains Since
1940s," SUNSTONE,
Dec. 1995).
For example, at the conference,
BYU sociologist Lawrence Young
noted that recent evidence shows
a slight deceleration in the
growth rate to about 30 percent,
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which gives the Church an advantage over other churches in
proseiytizing. It also suggests that
the socialization process is
working fairly well among LDS
youth.
To Stark's list of successful
church characteristics, Duke
added five of his own, all of
which he believes the LDS church
possesses: (1) the church must
have effective theological doctrine; (2) it must appeal to all so-

cioeconomic classes; (3) it must
resolve value differences effectively and overcome cultural divisions; (4) it must avoid schisms
and internal dissension; and (5)
it must offer an effective response
to current issues. Duke noted
that two of the most difficult
challenges the Church faces are
managing its growth over diverse
cultures and responding effectively to women's issues.

still an impressive figure in an era
when many denominations face
declining membership.
The theme of LDS church
growth was continued in the
biannual MSSA Glenn M. Vernon
Memorial Lecture, delivered by
BWsociologist James T. Duke. In
his paper, "The Determinants of
the Growth of the Mormon
Church: A Test of Stark's Model
of the Success of Religious
SUNSTONE
CALENDAR
Movements," Duke discussed
several factors that distinmish
U.S. Mormons from their i o n HlSTORZANS CELEBRATE CENTENNIAL
Mormon counterparts. Drawing
THE CENTER FOR STUDIES ON NEW RELIGIONS will hold
from data obtained in several national surveys. Duke noted that its tenth international conference in Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
Mormons are more likely to feel a 14-1 6 August 1996. For more information, call 5141382-9641.
THE JOHN WHITMER HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION will hold
strong affiliation to their church,
make larger contributions to its annual meeting at the RLDS Temple, Independence, Missouri,
their church, have more conserv- 27-29 September 1996. Send panel and paper proposals to Jessie
ative political views, desire larger Embry, 4069 HBLIJBYU,Provo, Utah, 84602. Also, the association's
families, and claim better health. spring banquet will be held 13 April 1996, 6:30 p.m., at the
But despite their relative conser- Arrowhead Club at Arrowhead Stadium, Kansas City.
THE MORMON ALLIANCE will hold its semiannual "Play-byvatism, U.S. Mormons show
some evidence that they are be- Play: A Spirited Critique of General Conference for Serious Watchers"
coming more like their non- in the auditorium of the Salt Lake City Main Library (209 E. 500 S.),
Mormon
neighbors.
For 8 April 1996, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
THE MORMON ARTS FESTIVAL AT TUACAHN will hold its
example, compared to figures
from the 1970s and early 80s. annual gathering 9-11 May 1996. This year's events include a muMormons now are much more sical production about the Book of Mormon, A Day, A Night, & A Day,
likely to vote for a woman for and an Orson Scott Card writing workshop. For more information,
president and to approve of call 80 11674-0012.
THE MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION will hold its annual
women working outside the
meeting at Snowbird, Utah, 16-19 May 1996. The theme is the Utah
home.
Duke elaborated on the char- Centennial. For more information, contact Scott Kenney, 260 W Fort
acteristics that Stark finds in suc- Creek Dr., Alpine, Utah, 84004.
SUNSTONE CONFERENCES
cessful religious movements,
THE 1996 SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM in Salt Lake City will be
such as: maintaining a moderate
amount of tension with the host held 14-17 AUGUST at the Salt Lake Hilton. For additional inforsociety; socializing young mem- mation, call Sunstone Foundation (801/355-5926).
bers well enough to minimize
their leaving the Church; com29-30 March 1996, at the Radisson Plaza Hotel
peting effectively in an open reli18800 McArthur Blvd., Irvine. CA
gious economy; and generating a
highly motivated, volunteer reli(across the street from the John w a k e Airport)
gious labor force for proselytizing
For hotel reservations, call 714B33-9999,and mention
efforts. Duke noted that the perSunstone for a discount. To propose a session artd for other
cent of LDS church members
program information, contact Sue Cannon, 100 Eagle Pt.,
serving missions is greater now
than at any time since the 1840s,

1996 Sunstone Symposium West
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1
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UPDATE
yield to a particular religious outlook." Richard Koehn, University of
Utah vice president for research, doesn't agree with Caplan. He says
accepting restrictions on use of Church genealogies is no different
than agreeing to conditions set by other data providers, private
donors, government funding agencies, or corporations. And the
Church's perspective? "We want the data controlled so ethical things
are being done" and the privacy of Church members is protected,
Larry Elkington, the Church official who works with the U., told the
Tribune. "They are sensitized to the fact they don't want to promote
research the Church isn't comfortable with."

NEW MISSION BROADENS
"CALL TO SERVE"
The new, 25,000-square-joot FARMS building is designed to
blend biblical and Book ojMormon worlds.

FARMS TO BUILD $5 MILLION FACILITY
AN APRIL 1996 groundbreaking is on schedule for the Foundation
for Ancient Research and Mormon Study's new $5 million building.
The 25,000-square-foot facility is designed to blend biblical and
Book of Mormon worlds with a dome, arches, pyramids, stone work
reminiscent of Meso-America, and other structures. A stone wall with
a Book of Mormon time line will begin outside the front of the
building and continue through the facility and out the back doors.
Gardens and arboretums will dot the grounds. Located on the hill adjacent to the south end of BYU, the center's five floors will house offices, lecture halls, a computer lab, and a research library
Administrators say the center will take about eighteen months to
complete, and FARMS is using private donations to pay for the
building since it does not receive funding from the Church or BW,
the LDS Church News reported. (Also see "University, FARMS Define
Relationship," SUNSTONE,
Dec. 1995.) The building, which is on BW
property, will then be donated to BYu who will lease it to FARMS.

CHURCH HAS VETO POWER OVER
SOME U. RESEARCH
TWENTY YEARS ago, the LDs church gave the University of Utah a
copy of the genealogies of a million people, an invaluable gift. There
were, however, a few strings attached, according to a copyrighted Salt
Lake Tribune article: (1) the university had to give the Church veto
power over any proposed study using the data base; (2) the U. should
avoid mentioning the use of Church records in its research papers
and mediq,interviews; and (3) the university could not use the family
histories for commercial purposes, to promote abortion, or for social,
behavioral, and mental-health research. The U. says the Church has
used its veto power only once, stopping a researcher from using the
genealogies to contact people who might have a hearing-impairment
gene.
"It's very troubling [that] a religious organization would hold veto
power over one of the main research missions of a large public institution," Art Caplan, director of the University of Pennsylvania Center
for Bioethics told the Tribune. "It forces the value of free inquiry to
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YOUNG PEOPLE who want to serve full-time LDS missions but can't,
or mental limitations, now can serve non-proselydue to ~hvsical
,
tizing missions where tasks range from Temple Square garden
tending to sorting flower bulbs for Church office grounds to working
in the Family History Library Ron and Mardene Folkersen, directors
for the LDS church service missionaries, received their first group of
physically or mentally limited elders and sisters last summer. There
are now twelve missionaries serving-two women and ten menranging in age from 20 to 44, the Salt Lake Tribune reported. Their
disabilities include autism, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, and
schizophrenia. During the eighteen-month mission, they live at
home, work two or so days a week, and wear T-shirts and name tags.

.

~

-

ANTI-MORMON BIAS AT U.IS MYTH,
U.PRESIDENT SAYS
RUMORS OF "Mormon-bashing" at
the University of Utah is just that:
gossip, myth, according to Arthur
K. Smith, the school's first nonMormon president. In fall 1995,
Smith discussed the issue with
members of the Utah County legislative delegation and later fielded
questions at the Hinckley Institute
of Politics. Smith says the antiMormon myth can be traced to the
"dreaded anecdote," where just
about everyone has heard some
Plt's~dc,r~~
Arthur. Sni~tlis a y
story of Mormon-bashingbut few, if
evidence of anti-Mormon bias
any, students have actually experiat U. is only anecdotal.
enced it. (A good example is the female u . faculty member who has
reportedly said that her role in the classroom is to "attack the
Mormon patriarchy and free her students from ignorance." See "AntiMormon Bias At U.? Some Panelists Think So," SUNSTONE,
Sept.
1994.)
Nonetheless, the perception persists, and Smith says he'll meet it
head on. "We want the University of Utah to be a place where people
of all faiths and people of all ethnic origins feel comfortable and confident in accomplishing their educational objectives," he told the
Associated Press. To that end, Smith appointed Norm Gibbons, a recently retired U. vice president. to travel the state gathering advice
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and insights from teachers, high school students, L D bishops
~
and
stake presidents, and others. Gibbons will release his complete findings in April 1996, but says so far he's found fewer perceptions of
anti-Mormon bias at the U. than he expected.
However, if Mormons do have problems at the U., few do anything substantive about it. The university's Office of Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action indicates that 77.7 percent of the
religious discrimination complaints over the past six years were initiated by non-Mormons. Areas rumored to be particularly antiMormon include the Graduate School of Social Work, the
department of philosophy, the Women's Resource Center, and the
English department (BYUundergraduate students say it is impossible
to get accepted into U. graduate programs) according to the Salt Lake
Tribune. Another common complaint is that very few Mormons are
ever hired at the U. Rumors of anti-Mormon bias notwithstanding.
65 percent of the U.'s student body is LDS,a figure that is steadily
growing, some believe, because of Brigham Young University's
27,000 enrollment cap that was set in the mid-1970s.

Book stores, told the Tribune that customers and the company's 600
retail employees are encouraged to fill out pre-printed book review
forms if they read something objectionable. All complaints are reviewed by a six-member committee headed by Toone; if the complaint is found legitimate, the book is removed from all Deseret Book
stores. Books reviewed and removed include Michael Crichton's
Rising Sun, Pat Conroy's The Great Santini, Stephen King's The Stand
(and most of his other titles), Scott Turow's Presumed Innocent, and
two Orson Scott Card books.

WATCHDOG GROUP MONITORS
DESERET BOOK

IN DECEMBER 1995, LDS church leaders unveiled a new logo designed to look "less corporate" and stress Christ's central role in the
religion. "The logo re-emphasizes the official name of the church and
the central position of the Savior in its theology," said Bruce L. Olsen,
managing director of Church Public Affairs. The redesign team, led
by Brigham Young University Creative Director Mcray Magleby,
worked on the logo for a couple of years. Church leaders wanted the
logo to be more legible and to have a "warm, friendly, inviting feel,"
Magleby told the Salt Lake Tribune. "We wanted it to look nondesigned-as it might appear on a building at the time of Christrather than modem."

FOR AT least the past five years, a loose-knit group of Mormons has
been zealously lobbying LDS church leaders, Church newspaper publishers, and family-values groups to put pressure on Deseret Book
stores to stop selling what it calls "soft-core pornography," the Salt
Lake Tribune recently reported. With the increased pressure and tightening of an already stringent screening process. Deseret Book says it
has cut the number of fiction titles it cames to at least half of what it
did ten years ago. Roger Toone, the head of all thirty-three Deseret
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RLDS CHURCH TO GO OUTSIDE SMITH
FAMILY FOR NEXT PRESIDENT

CATHOLICS, MORMONS AGGRESSIVE
IN IDAHO

REORGANIZED CHURCH of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints President Wallace B.
Smith, 66, announced in September that
he would be retiring in April 1996. He also
named his successor, W Grant McMurray,
48-the first non-descendant of Joseph
Smith. "The church has never been
without a Smith at its head, but it is not an
overriding mandate," Gail Mengel, RLDS
church director of women's ministries, told
the Salt Lake Tribune. Of the approximately
W Grant McMuway
250,000 RLDS church members, only a few
males are Smith descendants. And, some
say, pointing to the nearly 15 percent membership drop after the
church's 1984 decision to ordain women, that the faith is not ready
for even a Smith female president. Nonetheless, Mengel says about
4,000 women have been ordained and successfully integrated into all
other leadership roles-they are "received as equal partners."
The 135-year-old church is also considering a name change-to
Community of Christ, a name advocates say embodies church ideals
of joy, hope, love, and peace. "The RLDS are moving away from being
distinctive as Mormons to being distinctive as a peace church,"
American religious historian Jan Shipps told the Tribune. "They are
trying not to be generic Protestants."

BOTH THE Catholics and the Mormons are going to considerable effort to win the souls of the nearly half-million Idahoans claiming no
religious affiliation, the Associated Press reported in November 1995.
The LDS church told the AP that its work results in 1,200 conversions
a year in western Idaho, a rate that is among the highest in any U.S.
Church mission. Most new Mormons come from an aggressive
member referral program; the Catholic Church utilizes a state-wide
newspaper advertising campaign as well as a low-key member referral program. In Idaho, there are about 316,000 Latter-day Saints
and 107.00 Catholics.

I

LAWSUIT SAYS CHURCH COVERED
UP CHILD ABUSE
AN ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD girl and her mother filed a $750 million
lawsuit against the Church, alleging that it ignores its own guidelines
on how to handle child abuse cases. The suit charges that bishops,
stake presidents, Church social workers, and others knew about
sexual child abuse by James F Adams (Adams confessed after a baby
sitter found out in 1989 and attempted to blackmail him) but didn't
report it as required by West Virginia law.
Michael Sullivan, the lawyer handling the eleven-year-old's suit,
called a press conference in January to attract national attention. "We
want to make the church change the way it does business," he said,

PEOPLE
ANXIOUSLY ENGAGED
An LDS group has created a Brazil RM
scholarship program. Enterprise Mentors,
a human development foundation
founded by Latter-day Saints and others
with international business experience, recently established a perpetual education
fund to help Brazilian returned missionaries complete their high school and college degrees. Several donors have agreed Bishop David Burton
to contribute a combined total of $10,000
a month for the next five years if U.S. returned missionaries who
have served in Brazil will come together and match it.
Most of the seventeen stakes of Southern Nevada are involved in community service projects as part of the area's Good
Neighbor service program. According to the regional Mormon
newspaper, the Beehive, this massive service effort is a response to
recent exhortations by the Church's First Presidency.

w
Shawn Bradley

Missionary Training Center m Nlexlco City
and noted physician, died 18 Oct. 1995.
Richard B. Sonne, 82, prominent
San Francisco-area businessman and
Church official, died 5 Jan. 1995.
Do1ris Mary Thornley Sills,
Church worker, musician, and widc
r.
L V general
~
authority Elder sterling
w. s111,
died 26 Sept. 1995.
1.

..

TRANSFE

Jim Bell, former editor of Brigham Young Magazine, is tht:new
editor of This People, succeeding Maurine and Scot Proctor.
Shawn Bradlev.
- . the former BYU star whose ineffectivenless in
.
the National Basketball Association has caused some to call mm
"Missionary Impossiblen and "The Great White Dope," has been
traded from the Philadelphia 76ers to the New Jersey Nets.
Todd A. Britsch, former BYU academic vice president, will
continue in the university administration as a presidential consulBIRTH
tant through winter semester 1996 before returning to full-time
Mitchell Bradley Campbell Kagel, son of SUNSTONE teaching and research in the department of humanities and comparative literature.
Managing Editor Brian Kagel and BW law student Heather
Bishop H. David Burton, former first counselor in the
Campbell, was born 1Jan. 1996.
Presiding Bishopric, has been named the presiding bishop.
DEATHS
Bishop Richard C. Edgley, former second counselor in the
Frances Grant Bennett, 96, the widow of Sen. Wallace F:
Presiding Bishopric, has been named first counselor.
Elder Jack H. Goaslind and Elder Harold G. Hillam were
Bennett (R-Utah), died 17 Nov. 1995, in Salt Lake City.
Ernest LeRoy Hatch, 84, former president of the first
recently named members of the presidency of the Seventy
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according to the Deseret News. "We want them to recognize the present system isn't working." The girl, listed as "Rebecca Doe," and her
brother, 15, who has yet to file a suit, were abused for five years. In
1994, Adams, 40, pleaded guilty to thirty-seven counts of abuse and
was sentenced to at least seventy-five years in prison. His wife had
turned him in.
Among other things, the suit alleges that (1) Church officials
helped Adams obtain counseling but did not try to separate him from
his children; (2) despite knowing of the abuse, the Church ordained
Adams an elder and allowed him to marry in the temple, following
his divorce in 1990. Spokesperson Bruce L. Olsen told the Associated
Press that the Church was not responsible for the abuse. "We vigorously deny all such allegations and are confident that we will be fully
vindicated," he said.

FORMER MORMON TO BE UTAH'S
FIRST WOMAN EPISCOPAL BISHOP
AFTER AN absence of thirty-eight years, Carolyn Tanner Irish,
daughter of the late Mormon philanthropist Obert C. Tanner, is returning to Utah to be the statek first female Episcopal bishop. "I am
deeply joyful to be returning to Utah," she told the Salt Lake Tribune.
"It feels like I have been preparing for this my whole life." Irish, one
of three women in the country to be elected to this level, will be responsible for 6000 Utah Episcopalians.
Irish says her journey has been aided by her "unusual" family
"Questions were good. Nothing was left unexamined. Faith was an

ames D. (
tw faculty,
ciate 2icademic vice president for faculty relations.
Bishop Keith 5. McMullin, former
managing director of LDs Welfare Services,
has been named second counselor in the
presiding bishopric.
Donald H. Ripplinger, Mormon
over twenty years, retired 7 Jan. 1996.
Elder Lance B. Wickman, member of the Second Quorum
of the Seventy, has been named managing director of Church Legal
Services.
Alan L. Wilkins, former BW associate academic vice president for faculty relations, has been named academic vice president.
AWARDS & H O N O R S

Susan Easton Black, BYU associate dean of general education and honors, received the 1995 Utah Heritage award in
November 1995 for her work in Mormon history.
BYU has been ranked by the country's presidents, provosts, and
deans of admission in the September U.S.News and World Report as
one of the top twenty-five universities in terms of commitment to
undergraduate teaching. BYU'sbusiness school was ranked number
31 among the nation's top programs. The news magazine also
ranked BYU as the number 1best college buy
BYU'S Ballroom Dance Company won its fourteenth consecutive national title in the National Formation Team Championships
in October 1995.
* BYU Dining Services, posting $15.1 million in food and bev-
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engagement in the wonders, mysteries, and
questions of life, not its certainties," she
told the Tribune. "I understood [questions]
to be part of faith, not 'unfaith' or doubt." It
was Irish's thirst for knowledge that led her
to New Zealand during high school as an
exchange student. Her host familv attendedvthe Anglican Church, which includes the American Episcopal Church. It
was her first taste of Episcopal worship and
one she would long remember, the Tribune
Carolyn Tanner Irish
reported.
After her return, Irish went to Stanford University and never went
back to the LDS church. "I needed more room. I needed for my questions to be honored," she told the Mbune. "But my social and moral
formation was in the LDS church, and I have never regretted that."
Irish eventually became re-acquainted with the Episcopal Church in
Washington, D.C., when she was looking for a faith community for
her four children. Her conversion was gradual-"When beauty
touches you, it comes at you sideways," she says. "It is a whole different way of experiencing God." Eventually, she felt called to the
ministry and began attending Virginia Theological Seminary in 1980.
She was ordained a priest in 1983. Several years later, she and her
husband divorced. "1 had to grieve the loss of a relationship I was in
for twenty-eight years," Irish told the Tribune. "It has given me a deep
sense of compassion and vulnerability Brokenness is part of human
frailty, human sinfulness, and human failure."

magazine, out-earning larger schools such
as Michigan State, UCLA, and Notre Dame.
The professors of BYU'S J. Reuben
Clark Law School have been ranked by the
Chicago-Kent Law Review as the country's
fenty-fifth most productive faculties in
m s of published scholarship.
Jim Conkling, prominent Mormon,
founder of Warner Bros. Records, and
former president of Columbia Records, was recently honored by
the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences, Inc., for his
contributions to the industry. Conkling is now suffering from
Alzheimer's disease, and proceeds from the event went to the
Alzheimer's Association.
Church President Gordon 5. Hinckley recently received
the Distinguished Senice to Humanity Award from the Association
of Mormon Counselors and Psychotherapists.
James Mortimer, Church-owned Deseret News publisher,
was honored by the Great Salt Lake Council of the Boy Scouts of
America in September 1995 for exemplary community, church, and
family leadership.
Apostle Dallin H. Oaks and Seventy Vaughn J.
Featherstone recently received awards from the Freedom
Foundation for their writings and work in promoting principles of
freedom.
President Boyd K. Packer, acting president of the Quorum
of the Twelve, was given an honorary degree from Ricks College in
September 1995 for being "a gifted and inspired teacher who proclaims the word of God with clarity and power . . . ."
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BYUPDATE

New BIU President Met-r-dlBateman and his WI/C Marilynjirld
questions on the day of his appointment, 2 Nov. 1995.

ELDER BATEMAN TO LEAD UNIVERSITY
CITING CONTINUED health problems, Bw's tenth president, Rex E.
Lee, resigned 1Jan. 1996. Former Church Presiding Bishop and current member of the First Quorum of the Seventy, Elder Memll J.
Bateman, is the university's new president.
In the 1980s, Lee was diagnosed with immunoblastic lymphoma,
a cancer that went into remission after he was treated with
chemotherapy Then, in 1990, he was diagnosed with mycosis fungoides, another form of lymphoma. In 1992, he developed peripheral neuropathy, a disease that affects his cranial and spinal nerves,
hampering his mobility. Hospitalized three times during the last few
months of his six-and-one-half-yearterm. Lee felt it was time to move
on to a job a little less taxing. "When I asked my doctors what kinds
of things to avoid, their answer sounded a lot like my job descrip
tion," quipped Lee, 60, in June 1995 during his resignation announcement. He plans to teach part-time at the law school and
return to his former law firm that specializes in U.S. Supreme Court
appeals.
Lee sees formalizing several university policies such as academic
freedom and employment procedures as one of his major accomplishments. "It's fitting that a person in constitutional law helps us
codify,and write these things down . . . it has allowed students and
faculty to better understand what our expectations and relationships
are," R. J. Snow, advancement vice president at the university, told
BW'S Daily Universe. (However, Lee's administration has also been
criticized by some faculty for enforcing unwritten academic policies
includi,ngthat faculty members cannot be openly pro-choice or be involved with publications such as Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon
Thought and SUNSTONE.)
Academic Freedom Problems to Disappear? Lee touched on
these and other issues during his final faculty address in September,
at the Annual University Conference. He said he foresees a "self-selection process" among both Mormon and non-Mormon professors
as the word spreads about BW's academic freedom policy. Eventually,
professors who seek to take a stance "harmful to the Church" simply
won't apply at BYU, Lee said, according to the Associated Press. "I am
convinced that over the coming years, the levels of discomfort with
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our academic freedom policy will gradually, but steadily, diminish to
the point of virtual nonexistence," he added.
Lee said he didn't expect BYU'S enrollment cap to change, only that
there will be an "increase in quality" One thing that will change,
however, is the way complaints are dealt with. The Universe reported
that he said all complaints sent to the university administration or
general authorities will be directed down to the target of the complaint first; from there, the problem will be handled through proper
university channels.
The newly formed BYU chapter of the American Association of
University Professors
the first official faculty advocate organization on campus since 1974-sent Lee a letter, expressing concern that, in part, his address "demonized anyone who runs into
difficulty with the academic freedom policy "These people are all
lumped into the category of 'people for whom it is important to take
positions either in the classroom, or through their publications, or
otherwise that are harmful to the Church,' the AAUP wrote. "None of
those who have had difficulty with the
academic freedom policy since its implementation can be fairly characterized in this way."
Lee's other achievements include:
the completion of the most comprehensive self-study BW has ever undertaken (it was released in February
1996; a full report will follow in the
next SUNSTONE);
streamlining education, allowing for more four-year graduations; overseeing the most intense
building period since the Wilkinson
Former BYU president
era, including the Museum of Art, Ezra
Taft Benson Science Building, and
Rex E. Lee.
Howard W Hunter Law Library; and
pushing the aggressive "capital campaign," a $300-million fundraiser for additional faculty positions and student scholarships.
General AuthorityNniversity President. Elder Bateman, former
presiding bishop, executive with Mars, Inc., and dean of the School
of ~anagementat BW, was also one of the five general authorities
charged with finding BYU'S next president. He had missed the search
committee's last meeting and says he was "shocked" when Church
President Gordon B. Hinckley called him to join the First Quorum of
the Seventy and be ~ w ' eleventh
s
president. Many others were surprised, too: President Bateman is the first general authority also to be
called to head BW. Most, though, see the fifty-nine-year-old,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology-trained economist as one who
is well qualified to steer an institution with BYU'S unique demands.
Elder Henry Eyring, a member of the Quorum of the Twelve and
Church commissioner of education, said it is highly significant that
Elder Bateman is being pulled from his duties as presiding bishop. "I
served for a time in the Presiding Bishopric," he told the Deseret
News, "and it would be good for you to know that the prophet turns
to the presiding bishop-often for counsel. . . . It is remarkable that
[the First Presidency] would see this university and its destiny as so
important that they would allow this great presiding bishop to be
called as president."
J. Bonner Ritchie, BYU professor of organizational behavior, thinks
President Bateman's appointment sends a powerful message. "It
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makes it clear that BWis not an organization reporting to the church,
but an integral part of the church," he told the Salt Lake Tribune. At
the same time, "He's a strong personality," Ritchie said. "He won't be
anyone's errand boy."
Staying the Course. If President Bateman's few initial public
statements can be seen as a type of things to come, BWwill be staying
the course. Calling BW a "Zion University" where the teachings of
secular truth and sacred truth are combined, he said in his first
campus devotional, "It seems paradoxical that some might think that
Brigham Young University is not an integral part of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The church itself is an educational
institution, and BW is one of its key components."
He told faculty and staff members that a BW appointment is a "sacred trust." With more than 27,000 students under their stewardship, "we have a responsibility to nurture their faith and improve
their academic skills," he said, according to the Tribune. At Brigham
Young University, "so-called secular truths may be discovered by revelation as well as by reason," President Bateman added. Therefore,
there is no threat to academic freedom: "a personal commitment to
gospel standards by faculty members will increase, not decrease, academic freedom. If applied, the gospel framework will keep us from
gathering like flies hovering over the dead carcasses of secular error."
"We believe faculty members should be able to express their
honest views," said President Bateman during an address earlier in
the year, "but it's very important that members of the BWcommunity
support and stand behind the principles and represent the values of
The Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-day Saints." And those "few who
may be uncomfortable" and may not want to abide by the standards
expected at BW, including dress and grooming standards, he later
said, should "depart peacefully and try another institution."
Faculty Advocate? The job of a university president is always a
balancing act between the wishes of the school's governing board and
its faculty Some wonder whether, as a general authority, Elder
Bateman will be able to be the faculty's advocate to the board as much
as he is the executive of the board's will.
Several faculty members told SUNSTONE that President Bateman
was a fair-minded administrator, a champion of the faculty, during
his tenure as dean of the school of management from 1975-79. One
professor said that when complaints about him would land on Dean
will rise
Tuition Increase Announced. B'
graduate
3.3 percent in the 1996-9 7 school yc
...;+inn
tuition will be $1,265 pel
will be $1,490, and law and management school tuition
will be $2,380. In an effort to increase summer enrollment and hasten graduation, Spring and summer term
tuition will not increase .
>
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Bateman's desk, via the general authority-led board of trustees, Dean
Bateman would usually pass them on with a note saying in substance,
"Just for your information-you don't need to do anything with this.
I'll take care of it." Now he gets to do the same thing for the whole
university.

FEWER NON-MORMONS, MORE WOMEN
IN LAW AND SCIENCE
BYU'S FALL 1995 statistics indicate that more women are taking law
and science classes and that the already minuscule number of nonMormons on campus is getting even smaller. Over the last ten years,
the number of women studying chemistry, zoology, and law has almost doubled, to over 30 percent of the student body Religious diversity, however, has lost ground: of this fall's 30,465 full- and
part-time students, less than 1 percent, about 300 students, are nonmembers. In 1965, nearly 5 percent were non-LDS. That dropped to
2.8 percent in 1970 and to 2.1 percent in 1980 ("Non-LDS
Enrollment Drops at Y," SUNSTONE Dec. 1994). Other findings, reported by BW'S Daily Universe, include:
Average grade point and test scores of incoming freshman are as
high as ever-3.73 GPA and 27.3 ACT.
The number of graduate students rose, from 7 percent in 1989 to
almost 10 percent of the student body, many of them Chinese
and other international students.
Returned missionaries make up 78 percent of men and 15 percent of women students; in 1989, RMS comprised 72 percent of
the men and 10 percent of the women students.
BW'S marital statistics have remained relatively flat over the last
decade, with 26 percent of the student body manied-the
highest of any university in the country.

BLUE-MARKER VANDAL DOES
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS IN DAMAGES
DURING THE lull between academic freedom fire storms, a vandal
and his consenrative messages has managed to keep things interesting at BW.Graffiti in blue marker began to appear in March 1995,
scribbles on hallway walls and trash cans, initially Then, in July, mes-
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Former Football Star Plea Bargains, Avoids Jail
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sages surfaced-"People on welfare are parasites," "Feed the homeless to the hungry," "Death to liberals," "Rush is Right'-on desks,
bulletin boards, mirrors, walls, a piano. BYU police Capt. Mike
Harroun told local newspapers that the 200 or so incidents constitute the most significant episode of vandalism in BYU history and
have cost more than $10,000 to remove. A $1500 reward is being offered for information leading to the arrest of the vandal.
Harroun told the Salt Lake Tribune he believes the rash of graffiti is
probably the work of one person, a man, since all of it appears to be
in the same hand and much of it has been in men's restrooms. What
police don't know is whether the vandal is a fanatical Rush
Limbaugh supporter or just someone trying to harass the school's
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"Ditto-heads." Perry Smith, president of Bm5 400-member Rush
Limbaugh Ditto-head fan club, said BW police have questioned him
about the messages.
Smith said that while he doesn't know who the vandal is, he5
pretty sure he's not a Ditto-head. "Generally [club] members are more
responsible than the average citizen," he told the Mbune, adding that
it's not the first time his group has come under attack. In September
1995, flyers were plastered around campus announcing, "Ditto-head
Conservatives Welcome Bob Packwood to the Mamott Center" followed by the date and time the former Oregon senator was supposedly scheduled to speak. The joke flyer also quoted Smith as saying
Packwood is a "real American hero."

MEDIA IMAGE

MORMON-BASHING MOVIE
STIRS CONTROVERSY
THIS SUMMER, TNT cable network started production on an adaptation of a novel that at least one critic has called "one of the great
Mormon-bashing books of all timen-Zane Grey's Riders ofthe Purple
Sage. According to the Deseret News, someone at TNT "has a close relationship with the head of the Mormon PR. system" and passed a
copy of *the script along. Apparently, church-headquarters wasn't
happy with some elements of the script and had a chat with TNT executives. Charles Haid, Purple Sage's director, was "positively testy"
when the News interviewed him about the Church's suggested
changes. He said they requested that the characters not be called
"Mormons," but "members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints." When asked for other examples, Haid said, "It wasn't so
much the :ewe of asking us to do this in censoring the film. We're
just trying to be sensitive to something that might lead in certain directions. And I don't really want to comment on what words they
wanted us to change and things like that, or open up that issue." The
1914 fictional story centers around a feisty, wealthy, single Mormon
woman who has to defend herself from-with the help of an antiMormon gunfighter-her evil, scheming, Church leaders. Filmed in
Moab, Utah, this is at least the fourth movie version of Purple Sage.

MAGAZINE EXPLORES LATIN AMERICA'S
MORMON, PROTESTANT "INVASION"
THE JUNE 1995 cover story in The Guardian Weekend magazine,
"The Latin Conversion," examines the recent, astonishing rate at
which Latin Americans are abandoning their Catholic roots for
Protestantism, Mormonism, and other faiths. Latter-day Saints now
make up the third largest religious movement in Chile, after the
Catholics and the ~entecosta~s.
"Like all the new religions with hegemonic pretensions, the Mormons have set themselves up in style":k
one of the most fashionable streets in Buenos Aires, "they have built
an immense diocesan temple, replete with attendant spires . . . ,"
former Guardian editor Richard Gott writes.
The article cites spectacular growth rates: during the ten years
after the Chile Mission was first opened, in 1956, there were 25,000
baptisms (a monthly average of 200). Today, there are 2,500 baptisms
a month and over 400,000 members. "Mormons in Latin America all
wear ill-fitting dark suits and white shirts," Gott writes. "Bankers,
businessmen, junior executives, all seem to gravitate towards the
Mormon church. It clearly provides an entry into the mysteries of
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U.S. society-with church membership you can buy the complete
entrance ticket." Rodolfo Acevedo, a Mormon who has written a histhat one reason for the
tory of the Church in Chile.. hmothesizes
,.
growth is that Chileans have lost their faith in the government but
want the structure organized religion provides. He also believes that
Chileans are finding that there are no opportunities for spiritual
growth in the Catholic Church.

JOURNAL PROFILES BYU LAW GRAD
WHO FORGED BAR MEMBERSHIP
AN ARTICLE in the March 1995 issue of the American Bar Association
Journal describes the incredible story of how Jeffrey Zander, a
Mormon and BYU law school student, became a successful military
attorney-without ever taking the bar exam. Zander indicates that
his problems began after he graduated from the J. Reuben Clark Law
School in 1987 with two children and a $30,000 debt. He says he
was too busy working to adequately prepare for the bar, so he found
a California bar member named James Henry Zander in a directory,
made a fake bar card, and started practicing under the other Zander's
bar membership. In addition to the fake bar card, he forged certificates, awarding himself a Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Antarctica
Service Medal, and others. Six years of sterling fitness reports and a
reputation as a tenacious, smart attorney came crashing down when,
in 1993, Zander was charged by the military with giving ineffective
counsel during a routine case involving bad-check passing. Upon investigation, Zanderk deceptions were discovered; he was found guilty
of felony charges, sentenced to 120 days in the brig, and expelled
from the Marines.

ELDER PETERSEN'S MASTURBATION
GUIDE SEES WIDE CIRCULATION
A SEX column in the May 1995 issue of the hip, youth-oriented magazine, Details, contained a section quoting the late Apostle Mark E.
Petersen's alleged "Steps in Overcoming Masturbation: A Guide to
Self-Control." Among the suggestions excerpted: "Dress yourself for
the night so securely that you cannot easily touch your vital parts"; "If
you associate something very distasteful with your loss of self-control, it will help you to stop the act. For example, if you are tempted
to masturbate, think of having to bathe in a tub of worms and eat several of them as you do the act"; and, "In very severe cases it may be
necessary to tie a hand to the bed frame with a tie in order that the
habit of masturbating in a semi-sleep condition can be broken."
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DON'TYOU MEAN
"CONTINUINGSTATUS"?

THEJOYSOF SOX
THE R-RATED Strawberry and Chocola~eran recently in Salt Lake City
and was advertised in the Salt Lake Tribune as a film about "politics,
sex, and friendship in Cuba." An ad in the rival Deseret Novs described the film's themes as "politics, sox, and friendship in Cuba."
We never made it down to see the film and still don't know whether
it had anything to do with footwear or baseball.
On the other hand, earlier this year, Mormon personality magazine This People featured a full-page ad of painter Kent R. Wallace's
work, including a toll-free number readers could call lor more information. People who called the number, however, may have been surprised to find the recording on the other end to be another
advertisement-a female voice announcing pay-per-minute phone
sex numbers. We won't list either of the numbers here, whether
you're a This People reader-or one of those people.

WHILE BW may be "the Lord's university," U.S. Senator Omn Hatch
may have discovered why God would not receive tenure there-or at
any other university According to a Salt Lake Tribune story, Hatch revealed the following list during a speech to the University of Uah's
Neuropsychiatric Institute:
1. He had only one major publication . . .
2. And it was in Hebrew.
3. It had no references.
4. It was not published in a peer-reviewed journal
5. In fact, some doubt that he wrote it himself.
6. He may have created the world, but what has he done since?
7. The scientific community can't replicate his results.
8. He never got permission from the ethics board to use human
subjects.
9. When one experiment went awry, he tried to cover it up by
drowning the subjects.
10. He rarely came to class and just told the students to "Read the
Book."
1I. He expelled his first two students.
12. His office hours were irregular, and classes were sometimes
held on a mountaintop.
13. Although there were only ten requirements, most students
failed.

OXYMORMONS
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". . . pluckedfrom the Tree of Paradise, the Lord's message of peace to us."
(See History of the Church 1:316 and DW88.)

"WEBLESSED AND GOT BLESSED"
By Patty Bartlett Sessions

Famous pioneer midwife, "Mother
Sessions" was baptized in 1834, joined
the Saints in Missouri, and journeyed
with them to Nauvoo and Utah. This excerptfrom herfamous diary, which is a
remarkable blend of things temporal and
spiritual, begins at the end of May 1847,
just as she and her husband, David, are
about to leave Winter Quarters. Her
diary is in the IDS Historical Department,
excerpts are in Women's Voices: An
Untold History of the Latter-day
Saints 1830-1900 Oesert Book, 1982)
and Covered Wagon Women: Diaries
and Letters from the Western Tails,
1840-1849 @isonBook, 1995).

Christeen by laylng my hands upon
her head and the Lord spoke through
me to her great and marvelous things
at the close I thought I must ask a
blessing at sister Kimbals hand but it
came to me that I must first bless her
and show Herber girls the order that
duty caled them to perform to get any
blessings from her upon them
I
obeyed
layed my hands upon her
head although it was a great cross and
the power of God came upon me I
spoke great and marvelous things to
her she was filed to the overflowing
she arose and blesed the Lord and
caled down a blessing on us and all
that pertainined to her
sister Hess
SATIYRDAY
29 PACKED 1:36 POUNDS
fell on her knees and claimed a
of pork for the mountains
I then
blessing at mv hands I then blessed
went to collect some debts
got
"Mother Sessions"
here Xster thase claimed a blessing
nothing then went to a meeting to Photograph probably taken near her death in 1892. of sister Kimbal
she blessed her
Eliza Beamans with many of the siswith me, she spoke great things to
ters, sisters Young and Whitney laid their hands upon my
her the power of God was poured out upon us E R Snow
head and predicted many things that I should be blesed with
was there and with many others thank the Lord.
that I should live to stand i n k a temple yet to be built and
Wednesday 2 it rains Thursday 3
fair weather we
Joseph [Smith] would be there I should see him and there I
expect to start to morrow for the mountains I caled to Sarah
should officiate for my labours should then be done in order
Ann this evening with E R Snow
sisters Whitney and
and they should be great and I should be blessed and by many
Kimbal came in we had a good time things were gven to
and there I should bless many and many should be brought
us that we were not to tell of but to ponder them in our hearts
unto me saying your hands were the first that handled me
before we went down there E Beaman E
and proffit thereby
bless me and after I had blesed them their mothers would rise
Partrige Zina Jacobs came here
laid their hands on my
up and bless me for they would be brought to me by Joseph
head blesed me, and so did E R Snow
thank the Lord
himself for he loved litle children and he would bring my litle
Friday 4 we do not go today Mr Sessions and I went to Br
ones to me &c &c my heart was fild with joy and rejoicing
Leonards to a party
we had a feast of good things
both
Sunday 30 sister E R Snow and others had a good time at
temporal and spirutall when going there I caled to sister
sister Buels with a few then all went to sister Tomsons
Kimbals and with E R Snow blesed Helen and Genette then
many more came
had feast of the good things of the
in the gift of toungues E R Snow sung a blesing to all the rest of
kingdom there in the evening we went to sister Kimbars
the girls then we went to Br Leonards
Saturday 5 we
had a glories feast of feeling and hearing Monday 31 pack
start for the mountains and leave winter Quarters or a resting
and loaded our waggon and slept in it
Tuesday June 1 place ten years to day since we left our home and friends in
sister E R Snow is here the girls wash some for her she lines
Maine we now leave many good friends here and I hope they
Carlos hat
we had a feast in the afternoon at sister Millers
will soon follow on to us
I drive one four ox team go 4
P
. . . there we blessed and got blessed & I blesed sister miles camp.
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Tape #:
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City
Phone

-------

State

Zip
Total number of cassettes at $8.50 ea. = $
Total number of cassettes at $5.50 ea. = $
TOTAL (includes tax &I sh~pping)= $

Mail order to: Anvid Recording Co. PO Box 8130 Bartlett, IL 60103 Tel. (708) 837-9840
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Mormons as Americans
A symposium co-sponsored by the Sunstone Foundation and
Boston University American G New England Studies Program
November 1995
AUDIO CASSETTE ORDER FORM

-1.

On Being a Mormon Academic
-Laurel Thatcher Ulrich

-2.

Mormons as American Citizens
-Mario S. DePillis
-Teddie Wood

-3.

Mormonism and the Occult Connection
-Massirno lntrovigne
-Stephen E. Thompson

-4.

Mormonism in American Historiography:
John L. Brooke's The Refiner's Fire and Competing
Versions of Mormon Origins
-John L. Brooke
-Clyde Forsberg
-Bill Martin
-D. Michael Quinn

-5.

-6.

Lowell Bennion: Portrait of a Mormon Social Activist
-Mary L. Bradford
Max Weber and Lowell Bennion
-Laurie DiPadova

-7.

Mormonism and Political Processes
-Tony Kirnball
-Lisa Surber Rust
-Erika Piker

-8.
-9.

Samesex Dynamics among Nineteenth-century
Americans: A Mormon Example
-D. Michael Quinn
Pillars of My Faith
-Martha Sonntag Bradley
-Christian Kimball
-Linda Hoffman Klmball

Mormon FeminismalAmerican Feminlsms
-Lynn Matthews Anderson
-Martha Sonntag Bradley
-Suzanne Gordon
-Sue Paxman
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